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SAFETY, A KEY FACTOR
FOR THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

Colette LEWINER, ENS President, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer,
Societě Generále pour les Techniques Nouvelles, SGN, Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France.

Fifty years ago a few weeks from now in Chicago, Enrico Fermi achieved the first
controlled nuclear chain reaction. Just over thirty years ago, the first nuclear power
plants went on line.

According to statistics of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), last
year, in 1991, 420 nuclear power plants were in service. These plants produced
nearly 2000 billion kWh, or 17% of the world output of electricity, and more than
the entire world output in 1958.

Nuclear energy is supplying more than 25% of the electricity produced in twelve
countries throughout the world (see Table 1). The Central and East European
countries in this group are Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria.

Also according to the IAEA, 77 reactors are under construction in 15 countries.
Nuclear energy has become a major source of electricity throughout the world and
is now an absolute necessity in many countries.

Nuclear Safety: A Major Imperative

The brief history of nuclear energy has been marked by two accidents:
- Three Mile Island, which had no adverse environmental effects.
- Chernobyl, which had significant radiological consequences.

The Three Mile Island accident led to improvements of the safety of nuclear
reactors by providing the consistency that was previously lacking :



- allowance for the human factor;
- detailed analysis of operating experience;
- management of serious accidents.

The Chernobyl accident did not cast any doubt on the safety of reactors in Western
countries; through comparison, it revealed serious inadequacies in Soviet-designed
reactors. In both the East and West, however, the actual conception of safety has
changed because:
- management of the human and technical aspects of an accident like the one at
Chernobyl is extremely difficult;
- the public, in both the East and West, does not want another nuclear accident,
even a less serious one.

Nuclear safety has become a major imperative for everyone:
- In the West, where the policy of continuous improvement of safety must be
pursued.
- In the East, where upgrading must be carried out rapidly to varying degrees,
depending on the reactor.

How To Improve Safety?

The continued operation of nuclear power plants in service and the suitable
completion of power plants under construction are vital to ensure the supply of
electricity in Central and Eastern Europe. In both cases, the utmost attention must
be given to safety.

For the power plants in service, the lessons teamed by Western experts have
clearly shown that, for important aspects of the design (lack of reactor
containment, inadequate fire monitoring or protection systems) and for plant
operation (personnel training and maintenance), the Soviet-designed power plants
did not meet internationally recognized safety criteria.

This assessment should be qualified, depending on the type and generation of
RBMK or WER reactors. Allowance should also be made for the industrial
tradition of the countries which operate die plants, even if they all depended on the
same supplier.



However, it is surely neither technically nor economically feasible to upgrade
existing power plants so they will comply with international criteria. Instead, it is
preferable to refere to the spirit of the safety criteria adopted by the international
community, and to ensure that these plants have a real "defense in depth" system in
order to prevent accidents or mitigate their consequences should they occur.

For the power plants under construction, this approach may require serious
reassessments. In anticipation, Finland and Russia are now working together on the
possibility of building WEk-91 power plants in Russia. These are Soviet-
designed power plants in which Finland has incorporated complementary systems
to meet international safety standards, which now is the basis for the new nuclear
power plants to be built in Russia.

In the power plants in service, the same approach may require alteration of some
facilities (instrumentation and control system, fire protection system), but
especially the verification of equipment quality and the introduction of stringent
operating practices both for procedures and personnel behavior. The behavior of
personnel is a fundamental concern and numerous personnel training initiatives
have already been launched, such as the programs for the active twinning of
French power plants with plants in Bulgaria or Czechoslovakia.

Other initiatives are under consideration, for example the installation by Germany
of failed parts, noise and vibration detection systems in some of the plants. Another
of these systems will be installed for training purposes at a Research Institute in
Moscow.

Safety; A National RetponsibllitT

The only principle that can lead to • satisfactory level of safety is national
responsibility, dearly, no foreign expert or international organization can take the
place of national authorities - whether those in charge of the power plant or of the
safety agency.

National responsibility is essential in many respects. First, in direction of public
opinion, in order to reinforce public credibility in the reliability of its power
generating system. Second, in order to ensure a real safety policy tailored to a
country's particular situation and fH^pH culture.



International cooperation in the form of exchanges and technical assistance is
however necessary to achieve and develop a satisfactory level of safety. Finally,
operation of the power plants must be continuously monitored by bodies which are
competent, vigilant and -above all- independent.

In Central and Eastern Europe and in the CIS, we are already witnessing a
reinforcement of the competence of these safety bodies, when they existed, through
exchanges of experience and collaboration with their Western counterparts.

For example, a cooperation agreement has been signed between the French and
German nuclear safety agencies on the one hand, and the Eastern European
countries on the other, in order to develop a computer code on the safety of Soviet
pressurized water reactors. This program, which involves adapting the French
code, will be defined jointly and the participants will share performance of the
related tasks. In the initial stage, Hungarian and Czech engineers for this project -
also with the support of Russian and Bulgarian participants- will be sent to
France.More recently, the French Industry Minister and the German Environment
Minister signed an agreement to support nuclear safety authorities in Russia,
Ukraine and Lithuania.
Safety agencies are being created where they did not exist before, notably in
Lithuania with assistance from Sweden.

It is now recognized unconditionally that the international community has a duty to
provide assistance, and that to fulfil this duty it must know what is happening
inside the countries, hence the notion of "peer pressure," which is now being
applied partially within the IAEA. This notion could find an appropriate legal form
in the international convention on nuclear safety which is currently in the planning
stage and could be freely negotiated by each country.

International Safety and Cooperation

The international awareness of their solidarity and duty of mutual assistance by all
countries which operate nuclear power plants throughout the world is moreover
one of the main consequences of the Chernobyl disaster. This sentiment is surely
even stronger in Europe because the countries are so close.



Since Chernobyl, everyone knows that even radioactive clouds do not stop at
borders, natural or otherwise. It is therefore becoming evident that international
cooperation like that set up by the World Association of Nuclear Operators
(WANO) is an obligation. Such cooperation is especially appropriate because it
allows plant operators to communicate with each other.

Financial aid under the European Community's PHARE program is also valuable
for funding power plant assistance and improvement programs. This is the case
notably in Czechoslovakia.

Within the scope of its missions, each international or European organization is
obliged to maintain its actions and efforts intended to benefit our Eastern
neighbors.

The European Nuclear Society (ENS) also has a role to play in this cooperation,
more particularly in the area of communication and supply of information.

This conference is a first illustration of this role. On a more daily level Nucnet,
ENS's information network, and Nuclear Europe Worldscan, the Society's
bimonthly publication, provide channels foi the circulation of information and a
general openness about national nuclear programs extending well beyond Europe.

Transparency: the Spirit Aimed to Convince

If nuclear energy is essential for the production of electricity in East European
countries, it must be accepted by public opinion in these countries.

Western nations have already experienced this reality. Openness about the nuclear
program and plant operation is the only way to secure public acceptance and win
public confidence in plant operators' ability to prevent accidents which could
jeopardize the environment and population.

The Chernobyl accident coincided with far-reaching political changes in Central
and Eastern Europe and in the USSR, which brought democratic regimes to power.
This should lead to a greater openness regarding the supply of information.



Such a transparency must satisfy requirements at three levels: local, national and
international.

At the local level, arrangements must be made for providing a continuous supply
of information close at hand to forge and maintain a strong link between the power
plant and its environment.

At the national level, there is a duty to provide information pertaining to the events
that the public has a right to know about This is the case for incidents which must
be announced immediately and explained. At the same time, they will be reported
to the international public.

Openness about nuclear matters has progressed significantly. One example of this
progress is the adoption of an international scale of gravity (1 to 7) for nuclear
incidents, the IAEA's International Nuclear Event Scale (INES). This scale was
used to announce and give information about the incident which occurred at the
Saint Petersburg power plant last March.

Four Essential Points to Conclude

I would like to end by underlining the points which I consider essential for the
future of nuclear energy:

1. Nuclear energy will remain an indispensable energy source for many countries.

2. Safety is a major goal in both the East and West.

3. The broadest possible international cooperation must be set up, but
responsibility for plant operation must remain national.

4. The public has become a major partner. Complete transparency must become the
rule in the nuclear industry.



Table 1 : Countries in which nuclear power contributes to more than
25 % to electricity generation. (1991) AIEA figures .

Country

Belgium

Bulgaria

Czechoslovakia

Finland

France

Germany

Hungary

Japan

Slovenia

South Korea

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Part of nuclear power
in electricity generation

in percentage.

60%

34%

29%

33%

73%

28%

48%

27%

25%

47%

36%

52%

40%

38%

A ^ ^



SAFETY PRINCIPLES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ANTTI VUORINEN
FINNISH CENTRE FOR RADIATION AND NUCLEAR SAFETY
HELSINKI

Background

The fifty-year experience on the use of nuclear energy gives a good reason

for having a glance at the history of nuclear energy. There is no doubt that

the top level of most people's memories is filled with unpleasant matters

such as Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Windscale, Three-Mile Island, Chernobyl,

Nuclear Weapon threath, unresolved waste management, lack of worldwide

coverage of third party liability etc. Deep in the background, may be, there

are features such as endless source of cheap and clean energy still to be

found. The facts known by experts and the imagination of laymen are very

far from each other in many details but there are some important common

elements concerning the safety of nuclear energy.

The fundamental starting point is to acknowledge clearly and openly that the

large scale use of nuclear power is unavoidably accompanied by a potential

for very unpleasant consequencies. The experts who were working on

nuclear power understood this. They learned by trial and error method to

develop more and more effective countermeasures, aimed to prevent the

uncontrolled release of nuclear energy and to protect people and

environment from harmful effects of ionising radiation by containing and

shielding radioactive materials effectively. The practical protective measures

had influence on the design, construction and operation of nuclear facilities.

Based on the succesful technical solutions, special sets of safety principles

or criteria were developed as a parallel effort.

Nuclear Safety Regime, including the safety objectives and the independent

control activities has been more or less in the hands of technical experts for

the first 40 years , although in many developed countries strong social link

has been established in legislation and well-working regulatory system at

the early stage of development of nuclear power. However, linkage to

military use left the decision making to fairly few people. The Three-Mile

Island accident in 1979 and the cathastroph in Chernobyl made it very clear



that the use of nuclear power is an important matter for the whole society,

and even a matter of severe interest to neighbouring societies.

The last two decades have shown very clearly that nuclear safety is a

matter of public interest. Thus, it it important to study critically, if we safety

experts are able to discuss safety objectives, practices and achievements

with the language which is understandable to all parties. This paper is

highlighting the safety principles or safety criteria available from a broad

perspective.

The Role of Safety Principles

The hierarchial structure of normative documents which concern safety of

nuclear power is often presented in the form of a pyramide where on the top

there are the general laws and in the foundation the technical standards.

Safety principles are somewhere in between. (Here the word "principle" is

used even though "criterion" might be a better word in some context).

Safety principles have a strong coupling to both directions, up and down.

The general legislation act as a guarantee of equal rights of individuals and

the proper functioning and stability of the society. The detailed standards

are very much a matter of technical solution and are so complicated and

manifold that they can be only of qualitative interest to the public. That is

why we should pay much attention to the upper part of the pyramide if we

like to understand the needs of politicians and of the layman.

Before going forward we might ask ourselves what the safety principles are

and what their purpose is? In my dictionary I learned that principle is "a

basic truth or a general law or doctrine that is used as a basis of reasoning".

The word "safety" before principle connects the subject with the area of our

interest.

So, I conclude that a traditional safety principle might serve as one of the

following three purposes or as some combination of them: Safety objective,

Proven approaches to achieve acceptable solutions and Proven



approaches to evaluate the safety of facilities, procedures and

behaviour.

Now it is easy to ask which is of greatest interest. For experts, the most

interesting have been technical approaches. They are of course the heart of

nuclear safety but one must be a heart specialist or at least a medical

doctor in order to judge the proper condition of heart. Much easier it is for

a layman to discuss the general performance characteristics of a human

body.

it is my opinion that the most important areas for a fruitful dialogue between

politicians, members of public, interveners and experts are the safety

objectives and the safety records. This does not mean that the dialogue

should be limited to those areas. It only means that we should improve our

readiness to communicate on the aspects which really interested and

worried by people.

Safety Objectives

The General Nuclear Safety Objective is frased in International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) Safety Series Document No. 75-INSAG-3, from year

1988IM in the following way:

"Objective: To protect individuals, society and the environment by

establishing and maintaining in nuclear power plants an effective defence

against radiological hazard."

This general nuclear safety objective is then followed by two more specific

objectives; Radiation Protection Objective and Technical Safety Objective.

The first of these two reads as follows: "Objective: To ensure in normal

operation that radiation exposure within the plant and due to any release of

radioactive material from the plant is kept as low as reasonably achievable

and below prescribed limits, and to ensure mitigation of the extent of

radiation exposures due to accidents." And the second one: "Objective: To

prevent with high confidence accidents in nuclear power plants; to ensure

that, for all accidents taken into account in the design of the plant, even
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those of very low probability, radiological consequences, if any, would be
minor; and to ensure that the likelihood of severe accidents with serious
radiological consequences is extremely small." These carefully formulated
INSAG safety objectives are followed by discussion which gives background
for interpretation and encouragement for t'jrther development.

There are several examples of more specific safety objectives (safety goals)
developed in different countries, qualitative and quantitative goals. However
none of them has received a worldwide acknowledgement. The lack of ]

consensus on formulation of this important matter is probably the Achilles
heel of Nuclear Power. It is difficult to accept the possibility, even with very
low probability, cf a major release of radioactive materials to the
environment. The question is, whether we and the public are convinced that
in our plants accidents with severe environmental consequences are
excluded, even though we cannot provide watertight prove on it. Here we
collide the problem which cannot be solved in isolation from the other
important elements of nuclear safety. The possible connecting linkage is
discussed next.

Safety Culture

INSAG has broadened its view on safety culture in its safety report, which
is published by IAEA in Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-4, 1991 I2J. This
concept introduced by INSAG in its first publication in 1986 is defined as
follows: "Safety Culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in
organizations and individuals which establishes that, cs an overriding ',

priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive the attention warranted by their
significance.'1 /

Safety culture is a rather new concept and there are for sure more than one •£
interpretation of the definition given by INSAG. The definition developed was '}•
a result of long discussions during which the concept was broadened from
a rather narrow operator's attitude to include in fact all necessary conditions,
prerequisites and action* of the society and individuals which relate to the
safety of nuclear power. The concept of safety culture has very strong
linkage to the safety objectives and to all safety principles the purpose of



which is to ensure that objectives are attained. Let us look at the elements

of safety culture from three different viewpoints.

1. The very necessary starting point for a good safety culture is the

knowledge and understanding of risks and safety objectives. Next phase

is commitment to act in a "good way". Knowledge and commitment are

manifested in safety minded results of the actions of organizations and

individulas.

2. Next we look whom it may concern. In fact it may concern everybody who

is interested, and in every case everyone who is involved in the decision

making process or in practical steps necessary to take when using nuclear

energy for power production. So depending on the decision making system,

the safety culture is a matter from the highest decision makers of the

organizations involved down to the the grass-root workers in planning,

design, construction, operation, regulatory control and research.

3. As a third phase we have a look at results in which good safety culture is

manifested. Safety culture is reflected in many ways in the actions of

organizations and individuals involved. Especially it's reflections can be seen

in the legislation and other regulatory documents, in the structure and

management of organizations, in all relevant documentation, in education

and training programmes, and in operational practices and documentation.

Finally it can be seen in individual's everyday-life attitudes.

Jesus Christ said "If you are missing one, LOVE, you are missing

everything". We could say, if you are missing a good safety culture, it does

not help you how good your plant ever is. This does not mean that the other

good principles are not so important but on the contrary. If you embrace a

good safety culture you also understand and accept all other important

safety principles and practices.

Good safety culture also means that there is a clear and logical linkage

between safety objectives generally understood and more specific solutions

relating to management, control arrangements and even technical quality
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and reliability requirements to make it transparent and attainable for

politicians and members of the public.

A nuclear power plant project includes many phases such as siting, design,

construction, commissioning, operation, fuel management, dismantling, and

regulatory control. Managing this type a project is so manifold, complex and

demanding that it can be implemented succesfully only with well-planned

and coordinated management principles. The factors dictating the success

are safety and economy. There is no good safety with a low quality plant

and crew. A good long term economical result cannot be achieved with

questionable safety.

In management, the key parameters are structures of organizations, quality

of top people, responsibilities, time schedules, internal control of

organizations including quality assurance arrangements, and regulatory

control. Management on nuclear power plants has both institutional and

other constraints which are of a more practical origin. Institutional

constraints are often of legal origin, but they may grow up also from

company tradition or regulation governing technology transfer when the plant

or vital components are imported.

In most countries nuclear power plant construction may be initiated only

after a regulatory permission has been issued. An appropriate management

of the licensing and the regulatory process requires a good coordination

between the applicant and the regulátory body long before signing of

contract. Nuclear safety area has been and still is very dynamic. There has

been deepgoing technical development and correspondingly there has been

great changes in regulatory requirements and practices. These changes,

combined with the economic pressure, require extreme carefullness and skill

in management. We might say that high quality management is necessary

to ensure that every task of the project is successfully done in coordination

with other tasks and that safety and other requirements are met.
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Strategy of Defence in Depth

INSAG identifies the defence in depth as a fundamental principle of the

safety technology of nuclear power and continues: "All safety activities

whether organizational, behavioural or equipment related, are subject to

layers of overlapping provisions, so that if a failure should occur it would be

compensated for or corrected without causing harm to individuals or the

public at large. This idea of multiple levels of protection is the central feature

of defence in depth." INSAG defines in addition to the general defence in

depth principle two corolla;/ principles, namely accident prevention and

accident mitigation.

The general statement of the defence in depth principle is given by INSAG

as follows: T o compensate for potential human and mechanical failures, a

defence in depth concept is implemented, centred on several levels of

protection including successive barriers preventing the release of radioactive

material to the environment The concept includes protection of barriers by

averting damage to the plant and to the barriers themselves. It includes

further measures to protect the public and the environment from harm «n

case these barriers are not fully effective."

The concept defence in depth has sometimes been used as a synonym of

multibamer concept. INSAG's view on this concept is much broader as can

be seen in the above statement. In fact it can be understood to include

many important safety elements, and it can be looked at in different

dimensions. INSAG states further that The defence in depth concept

provides an overall strategy for safety measures and features of nuclear

power plants."

When investigating functional dimension it is important to see that according

to the defence in depth concept operational margins are provided, and

automatic control systems assist operators to stay within the normal

regimes. If this does not succeed, protection function actuates. And when

investigating the system behaviour dimension, properly applied a defence

in depth concept provides an intrinsic control action towards a safer state.

And when looking at operational dimension, defence in depth concept

14



provides good information on all vital parameters. Difference is made to

separate normal range, deviation from normal, alarm paying attention to

abbreviation and signalling for protection action.

From a standpoint of quality and reliability, a properly applied defence in

depth concept provides high confidence of the correct behaviour of systems

and components. From a standpoint of operator ability to act correctly,

education and training provides the operator with basic understanding. The

control room information on CRT, procedures and special operator aids

provide easily accessible information and advice for actions. If all this is

accomplished following the defence in depth concept, operation is reliable

and not too difficult. In fact we can see that the general technical principles,

such as Proven Engineering Practices, Quality Assurance, Human Factors,

Safety Assessment and Verification, Radiation Protection, Operating

Experience and Safety Research are important elements of the general

defence in depth safety concept

The vital functions upon which the safely of nuclear power plant finally

depends are reactivity control, heat transport and confinement of radioactive

materials. The concept of defence in depth is developed to include an

important set of criteria to properly design, construct, test, operate and

maintain systems and components upon which the technical safety of the

plant very much rests. The criteria used have traditionally been deterministic

and based on experience and test results. There are attempts to set

quantitative reliability requirements to systems, subsystems and components

to especially those parts of plants which directly or indirectly have an effect

on condition of vital functions. It is my sincere opinion that the approach to

develop systematically quantitative requirements which should be used in

design, construction, testing, operation and maintenance of safety related

Issues is a useful approach. However, this approach might lead to serious

problems if the use of approach is not managed properly.

Traditionally the probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) has been used as a

tool to analyze operating plants. I believe that general understanding is in

favour of use PSA If necessary care is taken In analysis and in the use of

results. It is Important to understand the advantages and limitations of PSA.
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Making a PSA provides important insights to those who know the design

and operation of the plant. The final results given as single numbers are

often misleading. The value of using PSA as a tool for designers is under

discussion. There are experts who are against the use of PSA at the design

stage. However, I believe that PSA has always been used, even though in

a very elementary way, in connection with the design of the nuclear power

plants. Nobody called that PSA and it was not done systematically.

Independent Verification and Regulatory Control

Practices in independent verification and regulatory control vary largely from

country to country and there are their own individual reasons for this. In

some countries the utilities are required to establish extensive independent

control measures, white in some other countries the regulatory organizations

have a more direct role in the control of technical issues.

The general tendency in the last ten years has been towards increasing

regulatory control. This together with requirements on transparency and

public participation gives a reason to an attempt to rationalize the process.

It may be a bad dream for many safety experts of utilities, but I am afraid

that a new generation of nuclear power plants is just a dream in many

countries as long as a fargoing consensus on these matters is missing.

Conclusion

A good system of safety principles is provided by an international advisory

group INSAG in Hat document No. 3 / I / . This document together with INSAG

report on Safety Culture and some other IAEA Safety Series Documents,

especially the five Codes of Practice for Governmental Organization, Design,

Operation, Siting and Quality Assurance 12-71, provide the essential

information on safety objectives, safety principles and criteria needed for

proper understanding the safety issues and how they should be treated in

order to attain a good level of safety.

However they have been written by experts to other experts. In thatsence

there is room for more transparent and "accessible" approaches, ft is difficult
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to see a broad international consensus within short period of time which
could solve the problem. However a strong political will might speed up that
kind of development in a miraculous way. When writing this paper it is very
much unknown what kind of issues are coming out from a process aimed to
lead to an international safety convention. If this safety convention issue and
the development of civil liability issue for nuclear accidents are connected
with each other a strong incentive for a new document on safety objectives
and safety principles will arise.

IM IAEA (1988). Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants,
Safety Serieš No. 75-INSAG-3.

m IAEA (1991). Safety Culture, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-4.

131 IAEA (1988). Code on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants:
Governmental Organization, Safety Series No. 50-
C-G (Rev. 1).

m IAEA (1988). Code on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Siting.
Safety Series No. 50-C-S (Rev. 1).

m IAEA (1988). Cod* on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants:
Design, Safety Serie* No. 50-C-D (Rev. 1).

m IAEA (1988). Code on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants:
Operation, Safety Series No. 50-C-O (Rev. 1).

m IAEA (1988). Code on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants:
QuaWy AMurano*. Safety Series No. 50-C-QA
(Rev. 1).
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TOWARDS
WORLD NUCLEAR SAFETY STANDARDS

Lars Hôgberg

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)
P.O.Box 27106, S-102 52 STOCKHOLM, Sweden

Summary: In this paper, the achievement of world nuclear safety standards is
interpreted as the achievement of high and reasonably uniform levels of safety
throughout the worid. The basic objectives and principal elements of such an
international nuclear safety regime are discussed against the background of the
ongoing work on an international nuclear safety convention. Such principal
elements include the national legal and institutional framework, the fundamental
safety principles and, of particular importance, the mechanisms for demonstration
of safety and compliance with an international safety regime seen as national
obligations under an international safety convention. -

1. Backgrwnd and geMrt objective* of an iatornation^

The concept of international standards.

The term 'nuclear safety standards' may have several "»«"i"g« It may mean die safety
level achieved at nuclear installations or it may mean a set of detailed regulations, the
riforous enforcement of which is intended to ensure a certain level of safety. In this
paper, a move towards world nuclear safety standards is taken to mean the achievement of
high and reasonably uniform levels of safety throughout the world - an international safety
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regime. It is argued that establishing a system of detailed international regulations and
corresponding enforcement mechanisms would probably not be the most efficient way to
achieve the safety levels desired.

The need for an international safety regime.

There are numerous factors which for some time now have worked towards the establish-
ment of international nuclear safety standards, creating an international nuclear safety
regime. The Chernobyl accident demonstrated the transboundary effects of a severe
nuclear accident with major releases of radioactivity to the environment - both in terms of
intervention measures taken to reduce public exposure and in terms of general socio-
political impact. Furthermore, there has been a growing international awareness of the
differences between reactors built and operated according to earlier safety standards and
those complying with state-of-the-art safety principles. This growing awareness has been
produced both by the programs of systematic safety reassessments of operating plants
implemented in many countries and by die more open communication with countries in
Central and Eastern Europe created by the political changes in those countries. Increased
international exchange of operational experience, incident analyses and safety assessment
results through organisations such as OECD-NEA, IAEA and WANO has been instrumen-
tal in creating that awareness.

As a result, governments in both nuclear and non-nuclear countries see the need to ensure
that both their own nuclear installations and the installations in neighbouring countries are
built and operated in a manner achieving high and internationally recognized safety levels,
and to ensure that this can be credibly demonstrated to the general public. At the same
time, the international professional nuclear safety community has developed a consensus
on the key components necessary to achieve such a high and internationally recognized
safety level, both in terms of design features and quality of organisation and management,
also introducing die concept of a safety culture (1-3).

Thus, there is both a flowing awareness of the need for an international nuclear safety
regime in the form of international agreements committing nuclear countries to achieving
high levels of safely at their nuclear installations and a growing professional consensus on
the methods necessary to achieve such levels. Recent developments in Eastern and Central
Europe have assigned some urgency to the development of such international agreements
in the form of an international safety convention to ensure that nuclear safely remains a
priority item on die agenda of governments facing a multitude of political, economic and
administrative problems in a period of rapid societal change. In die longer term perspec-
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tive, such a convention may facilitate development of more uniform licensing criteria for
new reactors and other installations, in turn facilitating international nuclear trade.

Steps towards an international nuclear safety convention.

An international nuclear safety convention has thus emerged as a possible formal tool to
create an international nuclear safety regime. A major step towards the establishment of
an international convention on nuclear safety was taken in September 1991, at the IAEA
International Conference on the Safety of Nuclear Power, Strategy for the Future (4). The
President of this conference, the German Federal Minister of the Environment, Prof.
Tdpfer, proposed in his opening speech that work towards such a convention should be
started. The proposal was subsequently endorsed by the Conference and, two weeks later,
by the IAEA General Conference, which in its resolution 553 invited the IAEA Director
General to prepare, for further consideration, an outline of the possible elements of such a
safety convention.

So far, two expert meetings have been convened by IAEA and H is to be expected that the
topic willbeontheagendaof forthcoming meetings of the IAEA Board of Governors and
the 1992 IAEA General Conference. Thus considerable progress may have taken place
between May, 1992 when this paper is written and October 1992 when it is to be
presented. Although an international nuclear safety convention to a consideiable extent has
to be a compromise between different opinions and intentions, I hope that some of the
principal objectives and elements of such a convention that are spelled out below will
survive tne process, because I think they are important to the success of such a convention
as measured where it really counts, namely in the safe design and operation of each
individual nuclear instillation.

2. Tlie major iawca and components of a tractor safety convention.

The scope: Installations and activities covered

Ideally, an international nuclear safety convention should cover all types of civil nuckar
installations and activities as the basic objectives and princqdes as discussed in the
following are generally relevant to all installations and activities, although the detailed
applications may differ. &y«*« nnmMnfinM for rffflfownt «ypM nf JMt»Htin«f y n ^

lead to an unnecessary proliferation of conventions at the same time crating difficult
borderline definition problems.
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However, starting from a general commitment to the application of fundamental safety
principles and a basic legal and organisational framework for implementation of those
principles and for demonstration of compliance with them, a step by step approach in
developing an international nuclear safety convention and extending its coverage appears
realistic line of action. Indeed, such an approach appears to be necessary to ensure rapid
progress in achieving binding commitments to internationally recognized safety objectives
and principles for risk-dominant activities in terms of potential transboundary effects and
international impact of accidents. On such grounds, the design and operation of nuclear
power reactors should be given rust priority in consideration of their numbers and the
potential impact of severe accidents in such reactors. Facilities for the storage, treatment
and final disposal of substantial quantities of spent fuel and radioactive waste rank close in
priority.

Military nuclear installations and activities must for obvious reasons be formally excluded
from an international nuclear safety convention. However, those signatories to a safety
convention which have military nuclear installations should feel themselves morally
committed to applying the fundamental safety principles as far as reasonably achievable
also in their military nuclear activities.

The convention as a commitment to fundamental safety objectives and principles.

Signatories to the convention should commit themselves to take all reasonable steps to
achieve fundamental safety objectives. These objectives have been given slightly varying
wordings, but in summary the obligation may be expressed as

- to protect individuals, society and the environment from harmful effects of ionizing
radiation; and

- to take all reasonable measures to prevent accidents in nuclear installations and
activities and to mitigate their consequences, should accidents occur.

This obligation should be fulfilled - in cooperation between the signatories - by ipplying
internationally recognized principles and techniques to achieve these safety objectives.
These principles and techniques cover a wide range of topics and issues, such as the
national legislative framework, princňries for die safe siting, design, construction,
operation and decomisiioning of nuclear installations as well as techniques for demonstra-
tion and verification of die safety levels achieved. Furthermore, the obligation includes
implementation of internationally recognized natation protection principles, such as those
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published by ICRP (5) and jointly by IAEA, ILO, OECD-NEA and WHO (6). The
following discussion will however mainly address the safety elements of a convention.

In my opinion, an international nuclear safety convention should be concerned with
fundamental safety objectives and principles rather than detailed regulations. Furthermore,
under the convention, signatories should be obliged submit themselves to international
peer review of their management of nuclear safety, as practised by the operators of
nuclear installations as well as by the regulatory bodies. Such review should aim at quality
assessment of safety management as reflected by actual performance records and as judged
in relation to generally accepted "good practices'. Emphasis should not be placed on
formal compliance with detailed international regulations. Indeed, at the IAEA Safety
Conference cited, there was a wide-spread, strong feeling that binding, detailed in-
ternational standards would be impossible to verify and enforce and could be counterpro-
ductive to safety by hindering flexibility and development. Also, there was wide-spread
agreement that existing, internationally agreed safety objectives and principles, and the
tools and methods to implement them have reached such a state of maturity that if the
quality of their application is high, a very high level of safety will be achieved.

The legal and institutional framework.

It is generally recognized that nuclear safety is first and foremost a national responsibility

of the countries in which the installations are situated. No measures taken in the im
temational arena should take away or be seen to take away any reapoMibiiity for i
ning and developing safety from national operating organisatioBS aad i
bodies. Therefore, under a nuclear safety convention, national i
themselves to establish and maintain an appropriate legislative aad WMwtnry fr—riorfc for
the regulation of nuclear installations.

In the legislation, there shall be a clear sepantioa of i

ry body and the operating organisation. The priae itapoaabiaity for i
assigned to the operating organisation. Tke regulatory body anal be e l fca i t l j i
dent from the organization or body charged with the proawtin or atiKaalion of i

energy. It shall have licensing, impecrioa awl c
aooquMc auuHimy, competence aao IMOMGOB •> rana as i
responsibility shall jeopardize or conflict with its i



Technical aspects

There are a number of well established principles and standards for the safe siting, design,

construction, commissioning and operation of nuclear installations. Based on the vast

amount of design, operational and safety assessment experience, they have have probably

reached the highest degree of maturity for nuclear power reactors (2), but other applica-

tions such as research reactors and installations for handling spent fuel and nuclear waste

do not rank far behind. For example, internationally recognized safety principles for

nuclear power reactors include inter alia:

- The design should ensure that the reactor is suited for reliable, stable and easily

manageable operation. The prime goal shall be the prevention of accidents.

- The design shall include the proper application of the defence in depth principle so that

there are several levels of protection and multiple barriers to prevent releases of

radioactive materials, and ensure that failures or combinations of failures that may lead

to significant radiological consequences are of very low probability.

- Technologies incorporated in a design shall be proven by experience and/or testing.

- The systematic consideration of the man-machine interface and human capabilities and
limitations shall be included in all stages of design and the associated development of
operational environment.

- A comprehensive safety analysis and independent assessment shall be carried out to

confirm that the design of the installation will fulfill the safety objectives and require-

ments. A commissioning program shall provide evidence that the reactor as construc-

ted is consistent with design and safety requirements.

- The operation shall be controlled by a set of operational limits and conditions derived
from safety analysis, tests and operational experience, defining safe boundaries for
operation.

- Operation, inspection, testing and maintenance and supporting functions shall be
conducted by sufficient numbers of adequately trained and authorized personnel in
accordance with approved procedures.

- Both the operating organization tod the regulatory body shall establish programmes to
collect and analyze operating experience to ensure that lessons are learned and acted
upon.
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- Emergency plans for accident situations shall be prepared and appropriately excercised
by all organinizations involved.

Under a nuclear safety convention, nations should commit themselves to the application of
such internationally recognized principles and standards, the detailed means of implemen-
tation adapted, as appropriate, to national legislative, admininistrative and managerial
practices.

Management of safety

Safety management is the descriptive term for all the measures required to ensure that an
acceptably high level of safety is maintained throughout the life of the installation. The
starting point for the management of safety is with the senior managers of all organiza-
tions involved. The principles of safety management broadly apply to all organization with
safety responsibilities, in particular the operating organisation.

Recognized principles (1,2,7) of safety management include, for example:

- Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall establish management
policies that give safety matters highest priority, and ensure that these policies are
implemented within a managerial structure having clear divisions of responsibility and
well defined Unes of communication.

- Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall establish and implement
appropriate quality assurance programmes.

- Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall ensure that then are
sufficient numbers of adequately trained staff working to approved and validated
procedures.

Implementation of recognized principles for safety management is fundamental to
achieving what is often referred to as a high safety culture in organizations. Charac-
teristics of a high safety culture include a constant and careful attention to safety matters
at all organizational levels ani a learning attitude, demonstrated inter alia through
performing systematic reassessments of safety (see below) and taking appropriate actions
based on the results.

Under a nuclear safety convention, nations should commit themselves to the application of
internationally recognized principles for good safety management.
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3. Demonstration of compliance with a safety convention.

Appropriate mechanisms for demonstrating compliance with a safety convention is of key
importance for the effectiveness of such a convention in achieving its ultimate goal: a high
level of safety at each nuclear installation in the signatory countries. As already stated, the
demonstration of compliance with an international safety convention should, in my
opinion, focus on demonstration of the quality of implementation and the results achieved
with respect to the fundamental principles and objectives, rather than on verification of
formal compliance with a detailed set of regulations and standards.

As safety is a national recpo^ubility, the primary responsibility for demonstration and
verification of safety should, under a safety convention, rest with the national bodies,
notably the operating organisations and the regulatory authorities. The convention should
provide for appropriate mechanisms for international peer review of national programs for
the demonstration and verification of safety, focussing on the quality of implementation of
internationally recognized methods for such demonstration and verification, on results
achieved and actions taken.

Internationally regognized approaches for the demonstration and verification of safety

include:

- The operating organization shall verify by analysis, surveillance, testing and inspection
that the physical state of the installation and its operation continue in accordance with
operational limits, safety requirements and the safety analysis.

- Systematic reassessments of the installation shall be performed throughout its operatio-
nal lifetime, taking into account operating experience and significant new safety
information from all relevant sources.

Thorough and conscientious application of internationally recognized methods for safety
analysis is thus a key element in die demonstration of safety. Any analysis of safety starts
with a definition of the types of harmful effects which need to be taken into account. The
aim of the safety analysis is die demonstration that the probability of such harmful effects
occuring during the lifetime of a nuclear installation, i.e. the risks, have been reduced
below levels considered tolerable by the appropriate national bodies, taking into account
international practice.

Ideally the safety analysis should include all events, sequences and processes where
failures or combinations of failures could have a potential for radiological consequences.
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In practical application, this degree of completeness is not possible nor necessary to

achieve. Whether the safety analysis is carried out using probabilistic methods or the

conventional methods of engineering analysis (deterministic methods) it will, necessarily,

be based on a selected set of scenarios (combinations of events, sequences and processes).

The selection must be made in such a way that all significant contributors to risk are

covered as far as reasonably achievable. Thus the selection of scenarios for analysis will

have a key influence on the quality of the safety analysis. Demonstration of a high level of

safety in complex nuclear installations requires careful application of both deterministic

and probabilistic methods as appropriate, recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of

each method. The quality of application snould, under a nuclear safety convention be

subject to international peer review. This includes the selection of scenarios, in particular

those used as design basis scenarios, as well as the methods of analysis and the acceptance

criteria.

Thus, in summary, a commitment to national programs for monitoring the quality of

implementation of the fundamental safety objectives and principles, using internationally

recognized methods for demonstration and verification of safety should be a key element

in an international safety convention, as well as a commitment to subject those programs

to international and public peer review. Under a convention, periodic review conferences

should be arranged, where signatory countries are obliged to report on die status of their

national implementation programs, the results of national and international peer reviews

performed and actions taken. In my opinion, that would create an effective mechanism of

both professional and political pressures to ensure a high level of safety in each signatory

country, by conscientious application of existing safety principles, techniques and good

practices at each plant and within each national regulatory body making best use of

national legal frameworks and working practices. In my opinion, this constitutes an

effective way to create a true international safety regime. Making the process transparent

to the general public, i.e. by publicizing review reports and actions taken, would promote

public confidence in the convention and in the safety levels achieved both nationally and at

nuclear installations in neighbouring countries.
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Safety Trends and Design Progress of Future
French-German Pressurized Water Reactor

By Dr.-lng. Fritz Ruess
Nuclear Power International SNC, Paris

Within the cooperation between Framatome SA and Siemens AG in the field of
Pressurized Water Reactors, Nuclear Power International (NPI) has been established
in 1989. The basic objectives of this joint-venture are the marketing of Pressurized
Water Reactors and the development of a common French-German technology for
the next generation of PWR's.

The paper briefly describes the organization and the time schedule for the future
development work, adresses the basic safety trends and outlines the main technical
features of this reactor, as they are proposed today to the French and German
utilities by NPI, Framatome and Siemens.

1. Organization and time schedule of future development

Within the first two years of their cooperation Siemens and Framatome, under the
coordination of NPI, have defined the basic technical features of their future PWR
design.

K was evident from the beginning, that this future technology can only achieve an
acceptance on the international market if both the utilities and the safety
authorities in France and Germany support our basic conceptual decisions. We there-
fore asked these institutions to jointly review our results as the work progressed.

During the discussions with the French and German utilities, we have noted with
satisfaction that they are increasingly interested in our joint development effort. In
the course of joint discussions, EDF in France and a number of German utilities have
agreed in principle to cooperate with NPI, Siemens and Framatome with the target
to develop together a design for a Nuclear Island, which would be acceptable in
both countries. Figure 1 shows the envisaged organization for the Basic Design
phase.
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Figure 1

As can be seen, the Basic Design for Nuclear Island will be developed by NPI,
Framatome and Siemens with support from EDF for application in France and
Germany, whereas the Conventional Island and the BOP will be designed by EDF for
projects in France and by Siemens for projects in Germany.

m parallel to the progress of the NPI's work and the collaboration with the utilities,
foundations have been laid for the cooperation between the German and French
licensing authorities and expert organization. Mid 1989, both governments set up an
ad-hoc working group at the level of the Safely Authorities of both countries, whose
role is to verify the NPI design with regards to its Iteensability.
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The time frame for this development effort is shown in Figure 2.

Nuclear Power International

Joint Development of
future PWR

EOF, EVU

1M4 IMS ISM I1M7

Harmonization of Frtnch and German Development lines iwimintimm
OS 29044 j

Figure 2

According to this schedule, it is foreseen to discuss the conceptual design with the
utilities in the course of this year and to enter into the Basic Design in 1993. The
application for a construction licence in both countries is foreseen for 1995 in order
to enable a start of construction in 1998.

The technical features outlined below represent the understanding of Siemens and
Framatome as presently defined and thus the basis for the discussions with French
and German utilities and safety authorities.
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2. Safety Objectives

2.1 Probabilistic targets

Probabilistic risk assessment will be used in order to demonstrate a balanced
contribution of the relevant accidents and transients to the overall probability of
severe accident scenarios and to prove a sufficiently low probability for accidents
leading to large releases. The definition of quantitative probabilistic targets requires
the harmonization of methods and data used in both countries, especially in the
field of common mode and human failures. This harmonization has been started in
collaboration with the safety authorities in both countries.

With this understanding, we have defined the tentative target, that no family of
events should lead to a core melt frequency higher than 10-7/year and the overall
core melt frequency should not be higher than 10-6/year.

2.2 Severe accidents

Despite the low probabilities for severe accidents, a further reduction of the residual
risk of such accidents is envisaged by mitigative measures.

The overall strategy is defined in such a way, that the probability of high pressure
core melt scenarios should be reduced by providing a highly reliable secondary-side
heat removal and a safety-grade primary bleed function to a level of significantly
below 10-7/year.

The low pressure core melt scenarios shall however be taken into account in the
design. This implies that

- the short and long term function of the containment must be ensured
• the corium shall be stabilized within the containment
- the core-concrete interaction shall be minimized or avoided
• the long term cooling of the corium must be ensured.

The aim of these measures is to maintain the integrity of the containment in case of
• core meh accident, thus extending the defense-in-depth concept to severe
accidents, the consequences of which should essentially be limited to the plant itself.
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3. Technical Solutions

3.1 Safety systems on the primary side

The safety systems on the primary side are shown in figure 3.

Hurt—r Pmmr InnmeMonal.

PRIMARY SIDE SAFETY SYSTEMS
own i t * Hvm

QACCU ACCUQ

MVI

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION NPISOM&fi

Figure 3

The safety injection system and the residual heat removal system are ensured by
means of dedicated systems, to improve their reliability.

The safety injection system is organized into four divisions. Each division includes a
low head safety injection system and a medium head safety injection system, both
taking their water from an in-containment water storage tank. This eliminates the
need for a shift to the redrculation mode, taking water from the containment
sumps, which was necessary in past designs where the water storage was outside the
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containment, and improves the reliability of the function. The water inventory will
also be used to fill the reactor pool during refuelling.

The low head safety injection system simultaneously feeds the hot and the cold legs
of the reactor coolant system: such a configuration allows faster depressurization of
the steam coming out of the core and, therefore faster core quenching.

Both the low-head and medium-head safety injection systems are designed with
stringent acceptance criteria: no core uncovery for small and medium LOCAs;
acceptable core heatup leading to limited core damage in case of large LOCAs. The
delivery head of the medium-head safety injection system will be lower than the
secondary side design pressure, so that in case of a steam generator tube rupture
there will be no discharge of water that could induce large radiological releases to
the environment.

The residual heat removal system is organized into two divisions, with the pump and
heat exchangers being located outside the containment In case of total loss of these
two divisions, the low-head safety injection systems of the other two divisions can be
used as a back-up.

With this system configuration, we artt confident to achieve our basic safety
objectives as outlined above.

3.2 Secondary side heat-removal systems

The target, that no family of event should lead to a core melt frequency of more
than 10-7/year, applies also to the loss of secondary side heat removal.

Hence the reliability of the secondary side heat removal has to be improved.
Moreover, the secondary-side heat removal should in case of a steam generator tube
rupture not lead to significant releases of radioactivity to the environment.

In order to achieve these goals, we have investigated a largely passive secondary side
heat-removal system as shown in Figure 4.

This system basically consists in one safety condenser per steam generator in which
the steam coming from the steam generator is condensed and the condensate flows
back by gravity to the steam generator. On the tertiary side the safety condenser is
fed by gravity from a democratized water tank located above the safety condenser.
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The system would be amended by a non-safety grade start-up and shut-down
system, consisting of two emergency power supplied pumps talcing suction from the
feedwatertank.

The final evaluation of this system is presently underway.

3.4 Reactor Building and Containment

The containment is of particular importance within the safety of the reactors
concept for mitigation of accident consequences including severe core damage
situation. It is the third and final barrier in the defense-in-depth concept.
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The selected containment (Figure 5) consists of a prestressed concrete cylinder which

can be fitted with a steel liner.

Nuclear Power International.

NPI -PWR : Reactor building section A-A
Figure b

WC'OHI

To provide the double containment function, the containment is surrounded by a
second non-prestressed concrete cylinder. Possible leaks are collected in the
intermediate space, the Annulus, and filtered before release to the stack, so that no
direct leaks to the environment are to be considered.

Safety systems, including electric and I & C systems, are installed in the Annular
Building surrounding the outer containment. Both, Reactor and Annular Building
will be erected on one raft so the capability of adaptation to high seismic levels is
increased. The fluid systems will be installed in the lower part of the Annular
Building, the electrical and I & C equipment inclusive the Main Control Room in the
upper part. The arrangement provides the means for strict separation between the 4
safety divisions and one operational division at all levels of the building. Thus the
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The nuclear auxiliary building joins on the reactor building and the turbine building
is arranged in an axial direction in order to prevent hazards from turbine missiles to
safety related equipment.

Two emergency power generator building each equipped with two diesel
generators are arranged on two opposite sides of the reactor building.

3.5 Instrumentation and Control

Instrumentation and control will be organized into four divisions, as for the
electrical and fluid systems, thus providing a high potential for automation, as the
level of redundancy will provide high signal reliability. All actions will be performed
automatically within the first 30 minutes, but with the requirement that the
operator is kept in the loop and can take over for the automatic process under some
conditions.

The control room will make maximum use of computerized displays providing highly
condensed information and operator control with touch sensitive displays.

4. Conclusion

Together with the development of the systems and the layout, all other conceptual
aspects of the design »re under development, such as the core and its instrumenta-
tion and control, the reactor coolant system components, the electrical and I & C
systems, and the means to mitigate core melt accidents. The codes and standards to
be applied to the design of the equipment are being developed in parallel.

We will thus be able to offer this designs in the second half of the present decade.
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1. Introduction
Evaluation of existing system of plant personneltrainijig

The preparation of nuclear power plant personnel is one of

the most important phases of the process of construction, com-

missioning, operation and maintenance of nuclear power facili-

ties. The objective is to improve personnel abilities so that

they would he able to assure reliable, safe and economic opera-

tion of these facilities with high investment costs.

The evistins? experience from plant operation show that ope-

rating personnel is one of the decisive factors influencing

plant overall safety and reliability, notwithstanding the high

level of automation.

That is why relatively great attention was given to the

solution of the question of the preparation of plant personnel

in the ČSFR since the very beginning of the operation. The

quality of plant personnel was subjected to reviews in 1986 and

the results confirmed that preparation and training is on high

professional level.

These conclusions were confirmed as well by attesting the

personnel abilities regularly by both domestic and foreign

inspection bodies, and by the low rate of failures caused by

human factor.
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'.) Basic phases of development of plant personnel preparation

!'!><? system of personnel preparation for nuclear power

; lants i r; tl-<? '""SKR uas started at the manufactures of equipments

and in Vo- o1 oronezh training centre in former Soviet I nion. The

preparation -as performed in accordance with common practice in

other countries as well that used to construct and operate

VVKP-4»n units.

The fundamental ster that influenced subsequent development

of the preparation was the approval of the unified system of the

preparation of plant personnel with the VI'JE Institute as its

guarantee, with the effective support from operating organiza-

tions, the comprehensive system of preparation was established

for all categories of plant personnel. The implementation of

this system started in the i'SFU in 1979. The global division of

the syst'em and the duration of its individual phases for various

sroups of personnel are *iven in Fis;. 1.

The very first experience from the implementation of the

preparation indicated that the system initiated a step-wise

change in the quality of personnel preparation in comparison

with the conditions when personnel had been trained abroad.

Fundamental prerequisites for the realization of the pre-

paration in domestic conditions (with the exception of simulator

training) were provided by successive legislative, methodical,

and technical establishment of training centres and by providing

conditions in the training plant V-l Bohunice. This fact influ-

enced to a lart?e extent the operát i veness of the preparation,

the use of own experience from the system, and the feedback from

practice into preparation. In this way it was possible to carry

out corrections and innovations in the content of training. At

the same time, results from research and development projects

solved since 1975 were utilized for establishing the system.
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The subsequent phase of the development of personnel prepa-

ration was characterized by the standardization of the examina-

tion for obtaining the "Certificate", by the organizational and

technical completion of both basic preparation and retraining,

and by the installation and * commissioning of the full-scope

simulator of VVER-440 units with V-213 reactors. The fundamental

legislative provision in this phase was the issuance of the Law

No.28 from 1984 on the Regulatory Authority over nuclear safety

of nuclear facilities that set the issuance of the "Certificate"

for selected personnel on the level of the verification of pro-

fessional qualification by Government Examination Commission

that is established by Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission.

The use of the full-scope VVER-440 simulator operated in

the Training Centre of the VÚJE Institute has been started in

full extent for both basic preparation and retraining of plant

personnel.

1 • 2 Way and Torm of present realization of personnel preparation

The process of plant personnel preparation that followed up

with the requirements of technological processes and responded

to the requirements of operating organizations, or took into

account the requirements of regulatory authorities, can be

divided into the following main parts:

- creating the professional qualification of personnel including

education, training and obtaining practical experience,

- maintaining the professional qualification,

- verifying the professional qualification.

The creation of the professional qualification of plant

personnel following up with the existing system of schools and

universities is realized by basic classroom lessons and trai-

ning. Its objective is to provide personnel with special know-

ledge, skills, habits, and attitudes that they need for indepen-

dent performance of working activities. It is carried out accor-

ding to the prescribed plans of professional preparation that
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specify the -.íoals of preparation, content, extent, duration,

forms of training and the way how to check the meeting of the

goals of training. Personnel are classified into the following

categories of professional preparation:

CATEGORY I - Selected personnel

Those personnel are included in this category that have direct

impact on nuclear safety and plant operational availability by

their activities.

CATEGORY II - Technical and economical personnel

Those personnel with university and high school education are

included into this category that carry out functions in opera-

ting, technical and maintenance sections or organizations. Also

personnel from training facilities not included in Category I

are classified in this category.

CATEGORY Til - Servicing shift and operating personnel

Those personnel are included in this category that carry out

servicing activities on technological equipments, with the

e\ception of foremen who are included in Category II.

CATEGORY IV - Maintenance personnel

Those personnel that carry out maintenance activities on

technological equipments are included in this category.

CATEGORY V - Personnel working in plant decommissioning section

Those personnel that carry out activities in the section for

nuclear power plant decommissioning are included in this category.

CATEGORY VI - Other personnel
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The structure of the basic training of these personnel is

•-riven in Kig. 2. The training of the personnel categories speci-

fied is performed according to professional groups into which

the individual categories are further divided.

The level of the basic training is influenced by the quali-

ty of the content, by the methodology of training, by the quali-

ty of teaching materials and facilities, and last but not least

by the preparation and level of teachers and instructors.

Fig. 2 Structure of basic training of plant personnel

CATEGORY of personnel

Phase of preparation I II III IV V VI*

THEORETICAL PREPARATION x x x x x

ON-THF.-JOB TRAINING x x x x x

AT TRAINING PLANT

TRAINING AT FI'LL-SCALE SIMULATOR x

PREPARATION AND EXAMINATION x x x x x

FOR OBTAINING "CERTIFICATE"

TRAINING AT WORKING PLACE x x x x x

EXAMINATION FOR OBTAINING "LICENCE" x'Basic training in Category VI according to plans of preparation

The fundamental activity in the field of plant personnel

training is, however, to maintain professional abilities of

personnel, mainly:

- Training for changes in working function

- Periodical training

- up-date training

- Other training
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The objective of the training for changes in working fune-

tion is to assure that personnel acquire specific knowledge,

skills, habits and attitudes that they need for independent per-

formance of other working activities than they were trained.

For personnel that perform activities important with regard

to nuclear safety the training is provided by their plant in co-

operation with training facilities on the basis of the plans of

professional preparation that specify the objectives of the pre-

paration, the content, the extent, the duration, the forms of

lessons and the way how to check the meeting of the objectives.

The objective of the periodical training of plant personnel

is to maintain or improve their profe'ssional abilities. The

periodical training of personnel is carried out on the basis of

the plans for the preparation of periodical training that

specify the objectives of the preparation, the content, the

extent, the duration, the forms of lessons and the way how to

check the meeting of the objectives.

The training of personnel that perform working activities

important with regard to nuclear safety is provided by their

plant in co-operation with the training facility.

The objective of the up-date training is to provide the

personnel with knowledge, skills and habits needed for indepen-

dent execution of working activities if the person comes from

another plant.

Notwithstanding the pozitive evaluation of the system of

preparation of plant personnel, it is necessary to realize that

all conditions and factors influencing the preparation may not

be in harmony which means that the present level can be increa-

sed in all their parameters.
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2. Use of_Ĵ ull-scal„e. jsi.mulat.cr__in. plant_perspnneL training

According to the Law Vo. 28 from 1984, operating personnel

should have special professional ability that they can acquire

within the framework of progress preparation in the course of

training at full-scale simulator.

The types of simulators used for personnel training can be

divided into three basic categories:

- Principle simulators oriented on the training of basic prin-

ciples of plant functions only that simulate main plant

systems in simplified form and in reduced scope.

- Partiaj Lfusctioiialj simulators specified for the training of

selected specific monitoring and controlling functions that

simulate selected parts of the plant only.

- Full-scale simulators assuring detailed simulation of all

plant systems including authentic mock-up of actual working

places in control room (panels, including all instrumentation).

With regard to the facts mentioned above, the development

and implementation of full-scale simulator realized according to

reference WER-440 unit was assured. The development of the

training system for the preparation of various groups of person-

nel in basic training, retraining, and requalification training

process provides a part of the simulator.

The simulator is designed and implemented in such a way

that It corresponds to the class of the so called full-scale

simulators with the preferential use as the technical means for

plant personnel training.

The simulator has the following characteristic conceptual

design features:
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- It is a full-scale simulator simulating the behaviour of all

systems of reference unit important for operation and training

monitored and controlled from main control room. Besides tech-

nological sysť ,i,s the basic functions of the instrumentation

and control system are simulated as well including selected

monitoring and diagnostic functions.

- It simulates the functions of reference unit in its full wor-

king range with regard to the extent of operating modes and

relations, i.e.,:

- Start-up from cold conditions and all other intermediate

conditions

- Heat-up to operational values of parameters of working fluid

- Power increase through individual power levels up to rated

parameters

- operation at rated parameters

- Planned and emergency shutdown of unit including cocldown

- Preparatory manipulations and tests of functional availahi-

lity of individual components and systems, performed and

controlled from main control room

- Management of transients and accident situations

It follows from what was said that only the simulation of

preparatory and of transport-technological operations related to

refueling and to equipment re- isions, filling of unit with wor-

king fluid, and r levant venting are not assured at the simula-

tor. However, all other steady modes and transients are simula-

ted both in the course of nominal operating modes and in abnor-

mal accident situations.

- The simulation in the simulator comes froir. the solution of

mathematical models describing the behaviour of individual

parts of technological or instrumentation components and sub-

systems, including their interrelations. The models given are

set on the basis of the description of physical laws of indi-

vidual technological processes and have modular character.
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The simulation in the simulator runs in real time with the

possibility t • accelerate slou technological processes and to

slow dovn rapid technological processes.

The simulator includes the mock-up of main control room that

consists cf counters and panels of operative part-

It is possible to simulate in the simulator the other control

centres (non-operative part of main control room, control room

of dosimetry) by means of the functions of the working place

of instructors, at least in the most needed relations and

functional ranges.

The accuracy of the simulation of technological processes in

the simulator is in line with the requirements and standards

for this type of simulator at the time of its commissioning as

recognized generally, i.e., peak deviations against reference

values for steady conditions are in the range:

- ± 51 of the rated value for main unit parameters,

- ± 20% of the rated value for other unit parameters.

The simulator Is intended mainly for training the development

of operative way of thinking and decision making of personnel

under the conditions that approach the actual environment of

actual main control room. The emphasis is given on obtaining

the desirable knowledge about the functions and interrelations

of unit individual systems, mainly in the course of transient

modes, and on training the correct orientation and personnel

responses during control manipulations.

The working place of the trained personnel in the simulator

represents highly authentic mock-up of the operative part of

main control room of reference unit, from the point of view of

both the disposal design of control and information elements

for unit individual systems, and the instruaentation including

designation and coloured design.
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- The communication of instructor with the simulator system goes

in the dialogue mode of operation with the automatic options

of relevant functions and the check of formal correctness of

communication.

3. Basic requirements on i improving preparation of plant ...personnel

The programme of the quality assurance of plant operation,

modified complexly, provides the means for improving the prepa-

ration of personnel in which the section "Personnel qualifica-

tion" would be modified completely.

Trie objective of the quality assurance programme in the

field of personnel qualification is to acquire high level of

knowledge and practical experience assuring quality, as one of

the most important conditions for reaching required safety of

plant operation.

To acquire and maintain the qualification of plant person-

nel is the non-separable part of the education for quality. The

system of training, qualification and certification developed

according to the bases and requirements of the quality assurance

programme relates to all personnel who assure activities related

to the quality of equipments and activities significant for

nuclear safety.

The very first step in this process is to develop "Codes of

professional i?rep_arajtign" that are specified for all functions

and include all specific activities, requirements on classroom

lessons and professional practice, training, tests, acquiring of

the certification, or the authorization required for acquiring

and keeping the licence for the performance of given function.

This code will consists of the list of all requirements needed

for obtaining the necessary qualification of personnel and

should be in accordance with the relevant description of working

functions.
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The ne>:t step is to to develop individual plans of person-

nel pre>oration that are set with regard to the knowledge and

professional practice of each person. They are derived from the

code of professional preparation for the function or activity

given, and they include the list of all obligatory activities of

preparation and tests in which each person should tal:e part.

They also make more accurate the main changes in basic training

or in other specific parts of personnel preparation for the

function given.

Tn relation to the actual plans of personnel individual

preparation, classroom lessons and practical training are car-

ried out. In order to implement them it is necessary:

- Pay regard to the qualification and professional level of the

training centre that will provide the relevant parts of the

preparation.

- Pay regard to the use of advanced didactive, TV and simulator

techniques.

- Pay regard to consistent meeting of <iualification precondi-

tions for individual personnel by means of computer techniques.

- Apply consistently in the training simulators and full-scope

simulators of specific units that enable the training of stan-

dard operating situations, but mainly non-standard ones with

high effectiveness. Their application in the system of the

preparation of plant selected personnel has decisive impor-

tance for assuring the high level of plant operational safety

and thus for meeting the most important points of the quality

assurance programme of plant operation.

4. Conclusions

The establishment of the unified system of personnel prepa-

ration for nuclear power plants in the ČSFR started in 1979 on

the basis of legislative standards issued by Regulatory

Authority, ministry and power utilities. Both own and interna-

tional experience, up-to-date knowledge in this field and

increasing requirements on nuclear safety have been utilized in
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t>:<? further development of the system. The system was able to

meet demanding tasks thanks to its comprehensive structure in

the whole country so that even following the Chernobyl accident

there was no need to carry out any fundamental changes in the

system. The international acknowledgement obtained by the ČSFK

in this field provides the proof that the effort given to the

preparation of plant personnel was effective.

Present trends in the field of personnel preparation are as

follows:

- improving the level of classroom lessons and practical

training,

- specializing the preparation with regard to individual

professional groups

- making the preparation more comprehensive with regard to

meeting its scope

- performing the preparation of all categories in accordance

with the requirements of quality assurance programme

There are, however, negative tendencies as well directed to

splitting the personnel preparation without any possibility of

managing its level, its time schedule and mainly of maintai-

ning its Muality, by means of feedback.
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ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR TRAINING IN EMERGENCY OPERATING
PROCEDURES

Enrique Ugedo
(Tecnatom, S.A., Madrid, Spain)

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the need for training in emergency operating procedures for the
operations personnel of nuclear power plants, as we/las the resources developed by
Tecnatom with a view to increasing the efficiency of the tuition provided to all users
of the Spanish training center. The solutions provided consist specifically of
generating highly accurate physical models for specific full-scope simulators, and
developing a variation on the traditional simulator known as the Interactive Graphics
Simulator (IGSJ.

INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking, the technical qualification of the personnel responsible for
operating complex industrial installations, such as a nuclear power plant, implies
profound knowledge of the physical principles underlying the industrial process
(theoretical training), in-depth familiarization with the design characteristics and
technical-administrative procedures of the installation (technology training) and the
adequate professional experience required to supervise and control the facility under
any possible operating scenario (professional skill).

Technical qualification is expressed in terms of the knowledge and skill
required by the professional in order to be able to efficiently undertake the functions
inherent to his post. When grouped by homogeneous and rationally sequenced areas,
this overall knowledge and skill will lead to a series of quantifiable and measurable
teaching objectives allowing the corresponding training programs to be designed,
developed and evaluated.

A part of the knowledge covered by the program, usually that of a scientific
and technological nature, is acquired in the official technical colleges and faculties of
each country, while the more specific knowledge is obtained at specialized training
centers, which may be part of the organic structure of the company owning the
facility or independent organizations.
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THE ROLE OF THE SIMULATOR IN PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

Looking back over the history of the methods and resources dedicated to
practical training, we may appreciate that up until the time the simulator appeared on
the scene operator skill was acquired by means of a lengthy process of observing
experienced peers and/or by operating under supervision the controls of low power
plants designed for research activities.

In no case was it possible to acquire operating practice within the
framework of abnormal or emergency scenarios.

At the end of the nineteen sixties and the beginning of the nineteen
seventies, training simulators capable of providing solutions to the above-mentioned
problems began to emerge. The generation of mathematical models as a time-based
formulation of the variables associated with the physical processes occurring in
nuclear power plants, the real-time resolution of these models by means of powerful
computers, and the coupling of the above with an interface similar to the ones
existing in the real world constitute the basic components of the simulator (See
Figure 1).
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This new device provided the environment and the operational scenarios
required for both individuals and teams to practice the manoeuvres contemplated in
the plant operating procedures under normal and abnormal conditions, without any
risk to plant components or reduction in plant availability.

THE SPANISH TRAINING CENTER SIMULATORS

In keeping with the trends observed in other countries with extensive
nuclear programs, the Spanish electricity utilities decided in 1975 to implement two
specific, full-scope training simulators typifying the two light water power plant
concepts most widespread in Spain.

Figure 2 shows the most significant data of the Spanish simulators, in their
original 1979 configuration. Designed and constructed in accordance with the state-
of-the-art of that time, these simulators have played an important didactic role over
the last ten years, contributing to the training of more than 3,300 trainees from
domestic and foreign organizations.

First training

Reference NPP

Scops

I/O signals

Failures and emergencies

Remote functions

Initial conditions

RCS nodes

Neutronic kinetics

Computer

Computing power

Word length

Central memory

Operating system

BWR

1979

BWR-6 GE

FUN

12,000

185

80

60

10

remit

PWR

1978

3LOOO8-W

Full

11,500

192

204

60

10

Point

2 CPU GOULD 32/55

1.5 VHP's

32 bits

1 MB

RTM
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The TMI incident and the new SYMPTOM-BASED Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOP) led to tighter demands as regards the means required for training of control room
personnel. The models initially installed in the simulators are too primitive and incapable of
reproducing with sufficient accuracy phenomena such as two-phase flow, natural circulation,
neutron asymmetries, and many others of equal complexity. Consequently, EOP training is
very limited in scope and inaccurate as regards the simulation of complex phenomena. In
1985, and with a view to overcoming these deficiencies, Tecnatom undertook a technology
development program, which culminated last year, consisting of execution of the Advanced
Simulation Model (ASM) and Interactive Graphics Simulator (IGS) projects, to which I shall
refer below.

ADVANCED SIMULATION MODELS (ASM PROJECT)

With regard to the ASM Project, and as a initial measure, specific dynamic
performance objectives were established, as one requirement of the new models for resolution
of the intrinsic limitations of the older model (Figure 3) . The overall objective pursued through
incorporation of these phenomena is to provide the simulators with the capacity to reproduce
any event scenario, thus allowing the operator to make full use of the symptom-based
emergency operating procedures and take the plant to safe, stable conditions.

Forced and natural circulation

Singh and two phase flow

Tracking of the two phase levels

Convective and boiling heat transfer

Counter current flow including CCFL-critical flow thru breaks

Core uncovery and boiling transition

Core spray and refkwd h u t transfer

Metal water reaction and hydrogen release

Fuel dad failure and fission product release

Neutron flux instsbHitiu

Jet pump performance for forward and reverse flow

Steam com cooling

Separator performance including carry over and under

3-D kinetics including feedback due to fuel temperature, moderator density, boron
concentration and control rod position
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Achievement of these objectives must necessarily be based on selection of
a predictive engineering code, sufficiently validated through contrast with
experimental data from the plants themselves or from testing facilities (for example
LOFT).

This is the philosophy underlying the ASM project, whose main activities
are as follows:

Prospecting and selection of the engineering code.

Acquisition of a reference and validation model (benchmark) for this code

Optimization of the validated reference model for generation of the
simulation model.

Generation of additional models for the simulation of phenomena associated
with event scenarios (fuel cladding oxidization and fissuring, accumulation
and transport of H2, non-condensable gases, etc.).

Integration of the advanced models corresponding to the systems included
in the nuclear island with the remaining parts of the previous simulator,
representing the plant secondary and auxiliary systems.

Determination of the computing power required. Selection and procurement
of the data-processing platform.

Simulator functional and acceptance testing.

The reference code selected for the boiling water reactor (BWR) simulator
was TRACG, developed by General Electric for operational analysis over a wide range
of transients, from pump trip to k>ss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS) events. A collaboration agreement was subscribed
between General Electric and Tecnatom, including a program of enhancements and
additions to the reference code in order to increase its efficiency and reduce
computing times without affecting its fidelity.

Models additional to those included in the original code were also
developed, among them the following:

Hydrogen generation and fission product release models taking into
consideration metal-water reactions and fuel cladding failure.

Model for neutron flux instabilities at high power levels and under low core
flow conditions.

Both the engineering code, TRACG, and the model derived from it and
incorporating appropriate modifications and additions, known as TRACS, have been
extensively qualified. The first was qualified by means of a three-stage process
successively verifying the response of tne code to individual phenomena, the
behaviour of dynamic components and interactions between the different models in
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integrated effect tests. Qualification of the second, TRACS, was accomplished by
contrasting the results obtained from execution of operating scenarios producing a
"scan" of the more complex phenomena with data provided by operating plants or a
benchmark code.

The incorporation of engineering codas has meant a significant computing
capacity, allowing the premise of real-time operation to be maintained. The CRAY X-
MP/14SE vectorial computer included in the configuration shown in Figure 4
simultaneously executes the recently developed advanced thermohydraulic and
neutron models, for both the PWR and BWR simulators, while two ENCORE 32-67
computers independently process the models remaining from the previous system,
which represent the plant secondary and auxiliary systems. The characteristics of the
CRAY mainframe support vectorization of the code, this meaning substantial savings
in computing time.

Use of the operating procedures for the simulated plant for the entire
operating spectrum -normal, transient and emergency conditions- constitutes the basic
protocol, whMt the operational data collected throughout the Hfetkne of Nght water
plants constitute the framework of reference for determination of the suitability of the
simulator.
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Both simulators have been in service, to the entire satisfaction of the user,
since the middle of 1991.

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SIMULATOR

In order to promote the capabilities for analysis, synthesis and diagnosis
required by operators having to address unforeseen transients not explicitly dealt with
in the operating procedures, Tecnatom has developed a training tool known as the
Interactive Graphics Simulator (IGS), the development and characteristics of which are
described below.

Implementation in plant control rooms of the so-called Safety Parameter
Oisplay Systems (SPOS) has meant that the simulation centers, in order to incorporate
such elements, have had to develop various protocols for communications between
the data-processing platform supporting simulation and the graphics workstations
incorporated in the simulator control rooms to provide the operator with the SPDS
functions. Figure 4 shows the "passive" terminals with their commercial
denominations: ERIS for the BWR simulator, and SAMO for the PWR.
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Once access to the variables of the simulated orocess have been achieved
by way of the SAMO/EP4S graphics terminals, the additional objective of providing
these terminals with interactivity was addressed, the aim being to make them
"active". I.e., with the capacity to modify the operational status of the dynamic
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components simulated. This led to development of the configuration known as the
Interactive Graphics Simulator, IGS, which is shown at the bottom of Figure 4. It may
be appreciated that the difference between the IGS and the so-called "full-scope
simulators" lies in the operator interface. While in the latter the interface is a
duplicate of the actual control room, in the IGS it is established via alphanumeric
keyboards allowing the control and command elements of each simulated component
to be invoked on screen, with a view to modifying its functional status.

In order to establish a comparative analysis as regards the performance of
the full-scope simulator and the IGS. it is first necessary to refer to the element
differentiating the two types: the operator interface. The existence of a control room
in the first type allows for familiarization with the operator's habitat and the exercising
of psychomotor faculties, as well as practising team work. The degree of freedom
provided by the graphics interface of the IGS, allowing the trainee to be presented
with customized teaching packages appropriate to his particular occupation and aimed
at covering specific training objectives, confers upon the tool a greater degree of
versatility and a wider field of application. Figure 5 shows the graphic operator
interface, along with the available options that give it a practically unlimited degree
of flexibility. As well as being able to select a teaching package designed for a certain
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discipline, the user may opt for one of several processing platforms dimensioned on
the basis of the requirements of scope and accuracy associated with the established
teaching objective.

As an example of the graphics interface capabilities of the system. Figure
6 shows the part of the PWR control panel housing the indicators and handswttches
for the neutron population control rods; Figure 7 includes a flow diagram of the
chemical and volume control system, snowing the screen for an automatic valve
controller invoked by the operator in order to modify its position; and finally Figure 8
shows an x-t trend diagram grouping seven operator-selectable variables for
monitoring of a transient.

The IGS has met with enormous interest from the different professional
groups who have used it during their training sessions. It is an analytical tool of the
first order, especially suited for in-depth study of the dynamic behaviour of the plant
and of the interrelationships between the variables of different processes. The ability
to access and observe the evolution of variables internal to the process (modelling)
not indicated by the control room instrumentation significantly reinforces the cognitive
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CONCLUSIONS

Incraating affleiancy of tha education and training transfar processes,
stimulating tha long-term mamory ratantion capabHittas and davaloping tha highar
lavals of tha knowledge domain constituta parmanant objactivas of tha training
systama dasignars and aducators. To mast thosa aims tha training canters in tha
nuclear electric generation industry apply considerable resources and imagination while
making use of the latest available technology. Tha two training devices described
haraabova represent ganuina axamplas of the Spanish effort on that lina.
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The training simulator: A powerful tool in the hands of the instructor
Authors: Svante Nyman Managing Director

Rolf I Odin Project Manager

Nuclear Training and Safety Center, NykOping, Sweden

Introduction

The technology used in nuclear power stations is continuously reviewed and developed.

Very considerable advances have been made in tne safely and reliability of the technical

systems and components of today's power stations, both in the basic design and through

detailed analysis and the feedback of operating experiences.

Although automation has reached an advanced stage in modern process industries, for
example in nuclear power stations, the human element is still needed primarily for the
monitoring and testing of the automatic system.

Human behaviour is very complex, however, and cannot be analyzed in the same way as

technical systems. Experience also shows that, as the reliability of the technical systems is

unproved, the so called human factor becomes increasingly dominant in a relative sense as

a cause of operating events.

In order to avoid human error, which can result in accidents, our nuclear power stations
are equipped with multiple and diversified safety systems for automatic shut-down, which
have the effect of safety nets for such errors. As a general rule, however, they lead to
operating interruptions and should accordingly be minimized inter alia for economic
reasons.

The risk of human error can be reduced

on the one hand by designing the plant to consider human shortcomings. Test
equipment, instructions and routines and a correct organization are important
tools in this respect;



on the other hand by ensuring that the personnel possesses a high level of

expertise. The power utilities have accordingly built up a comprehensive

training system, for operating personnel in pa.:icular, and it is in this area

that the simulator has a part to play as a training tool or aid.

The operator

Against this background, it is very important for the training of operators to be designed

for the shift teams to be in possession of all the necessary expertise for performing their

duties. The expression "operator expertise" is used to denote all the characteristics of an

individual competent to operate a process in a nuclear power plant. For example:

the operator must have a sense of responsibility;

the operator must be able to cooperate effectively as a part of the shift team;

the operator must be able to communicate easily as a part of the shift team;

the operator must have the ability to make appropriate decisions;

the operator must know all about the design;

the operator must have long experience of plant operation.

Some of these characteristics are personal and can only to some extent be improved by

training. A sense of responsibility is one example of such a characteristic. In order inter

alia to ensure that the individuals, who are employed as reactor operators or shift

engineers, possess the appropriate personal characteristics, it is customary in Sweden to

employ and train them initially in less demanding posts as station technicians. Over a long

period of service in this capacity, the management is able to reach a reliable view of the

personal characteristics of the various individuals and their suitability for more senior

positions. As vacancies for control room positions arise, individuals with the desired

personal characteristics can be selected for further training.

However, the majority of the characteristics which we include in the definition of

competence can be developed through a precisely specified and executed programme of

education and training. The skills and experience of the candidates are gradually built up

during an integrated series of courses, concurrent work and practical experience, before

they are permitted to take up a position in the control room.
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Knowledge of the design and function of the power plant, which are traditionally imparted

in the classroom, alternating with self study and concurrent work in the plant, has been

found to be the most effective combination. The part task or compact simulator is an

excellent aid, at this basic training stage, for developing an appreciation of how the plant

functions, both as a whole and in its constituent parts.

This part if the operator training is thus carried out in the nuclear station concerned.

In order to achieve the proficiency objectives, i.e. the capacity to apply the acquired skills

in practical work, practice in full-scale simulators which replicate a nuclear power station

is an essential part of the training. This is a need which increases successively over the

service life of the plant, as the operating personnel with experience of the start-up of the

installation change duties or retire.

The increasingly high operating availability of nuclear power stations also increases the

need for continuing simulator training even of basic operating changes, such as start-up

and shut-down. The commissioning of a new plant is also greatly facilitated by the

availability of simulator-trained operating personnel.

Simulators

Part task and full-scale simulators, as two of the major component parts of the total

training system, provide the operator with and opportunity to develop his understanding of

the process, as well as to practice his duties, in'a realistic environment which replicates a

nuclear power station. The full-scale simulator also offers unlimited possibilities for

training operators to "take responsibility of the plant" in case of incidents or breakdown

' status. The simulator offers enormous advantages compared with training provided in the

control room of the nuclear power station.

Full-scak simulators are sophisticated training aids which call for the investment of very

large sums. In order to maintain their similarity with a real nuclear power station, they

also require to be updated and modified continuously in line with reconstructions and

changes in the reference unit.
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The iiill-scale simulator is also an essential training aid for us to achieve some of the

objectives we set for operator training; for example, the operators must be able to

diagnose and take responsibility of incidents and event status in a control room

environment. The part task simulator, en the other hand, provides a sound basic

appreciation of the process and the behaviour of the process system in these situations.

Part task simulator

The principles of the nuclear power station are described in the part task simulator. The

core, steam and water systems, the electrical system, and certain auxiliary systems are

presented more schematically than in the real control room. The presentation is generally

given in real time. The different systems are reproduced or simulated with the same

precision as in a full-scale simulator. In certain cases, the display of the process provided

by the usual process instruments is supplemented by graphical images, in which the course

of transients can be monitored and discussed by the instructor and the operator.

Certain functions are capable of 100% simulation, for example the automatic control

system. In areas such as these, part task simulators find an application in system

familiarity training.

It is possible to reproduce the usual operating sequences in the plant on the part task

simulator - start-up, operation, shut-down and reactor trip. Certain basic events and their

effect on safety, for example core cooling, can also be demonstrated.

The part task simulator is thus an aid to build up an overall appreciation of the function of

the system as a whole.

Full-scale simulator

The full-scale simulator reproduces the nuclear power process in real time as reflected in

the control room of a particular nuclear power station. These days a simulator is

constructed as a replica of a particular nuclear power station. Basically, the operator can

recognize his own, real control room in the control room of the simulator. The increase in

computer capacity enables all major parts of the process to be reproduced with great

accuracy. The process models probe deeper and deeper through the refined calculation
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models which have been made possible thanks to the increase in the available calculation

capacity. Transients can be monitored in detail, and their courses, for example in the event

of a simulated reactor trip can now be verified against reality as it is documented in the

monitoring of an actual reactor trip provided by the high-speed printer. Alternatively, they

can be verified against the calculation program for safety analyses (MAAP type) used for

the process.

Training on the full-scale simulator has until now concentrated mainly on the areas of

nonnal operation, operating events and failures of the original design. Thanks to the

greater capacity of the computers, better models open up opportunities inter alia for the

more detailed study of the behaviour of the core during nonnal operation and in the event

of faults during start-up, including those caused by human error. It should also be possible

to reflect the generally heightened interest in shut-down safety in simulator training. It is,

of course, already possible to practice limited but difficult sequences in the shut-down

phase on PWR simulators. Finally, there are also simulators which replicate failures

outside the scope of the design, such as how to deal with core melt-down. Sequences

which are protracted by their very nature can be speeded up, permitting the operators to

work through existing operating and emergency instructions in full.

The part task simulator provides a good supplementary tool in the latter sequence of

events.

The high costs and the impressive nature of the power plant nevertheless make it easy to
forget that simulators, in spite of everything, are powerful tools for use in training, and
are not training machines which automatically provide pupils with the needed abilities and
skills. In spite of the fact that simulators can be made increasingly complete, the benefit
gained from the period of operator training is entirely dependent on the ability of the
instructors to utilize these sophisticated aids in a pedagogically correct fashion in order to
communicate the relevant skills and abilities to the pupils.
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The instructor

The instructor is required on the one hand to possess general technical competence, and on

the other hand to have familiarity with the simulator and its operation. The same

requirement is applicable in principle to both part task and full-scale simulators. In

addition, there is a requirement for pedagogical skill.

As far as the theoretical aspects are concerned, the technical competence should be at the

level demanded of a shift engineer. Practical experience from a power plant is also

required, although to a limited degree compared with that demanded of the shift engineer.

Pedagogical skills are becoming an increasingly important part of the instructor's total

skills, partly because the instruction of the shift engineer and the shift team in control

room duties is an increasingly important part of simulator training. As a general rule, a

tailor-made course is provided in the area of pedagogics.

Other aids

In addition to the simulator and the instructor, correctly designed and adapted training
material is required if simulator training is to be properly executed.

Examples of this are:

pupils' course manuals, with a content and layout adapted to the training

objectives of the particular course. Great care must be taken to ensure that

the layout of the text and illustrations facilitates understanding and learning.

teachers' manuals for all lectures and simulator lessons. These provide the
instructor with details of what information must be presented, how and in
what order this is to take place. The teachers' manuals play a part in ensuring
that a particular course or lecture has the same content and layout,
irrespective of the course instructor. This guarantees that every pupil
receives the necessary information and is offered the same opportunity to
learn.
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visual aids, primarily overhead transparencies, are produced in order to
achieve the greatest effectiveness, in particular from classroom-oriented
instruction. Development work is generally under way into the use of video
and personal computers in the courses.

Conclusions

The costs incurred by the power companies for rperator training are high. The cost of the
training period for operators is of the order of several years' salary. However, the
predominant expenses are the maintenance costs and depreciation and interest charges on
investments, which are of the order of 16-20 million dollars for the full-scale simulator.
To these must be added the costs for the training personnel, premises and other aids.

In spite of the high costs, consideration should never be given to the possibility of

lowering the stipulated level of competence or objectives. The endeavour at all times to be

as effective as possible, i.e. to achieve the objectives at the lowest possible cost, must, of

course, be a natural part of the activities of those with responsibility for the simulator.

The high operating availability of a nuclear power station is one indication that the

objective of high-level expertise amongst the operating personnel is being met.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

by Klaus Distler, Director, RWE Energie AG, Kraftwerk Btblis,
Germany

0. INTRODUCTION

In the field of nuclear power plant operation "safety culture" is

used as a synonym for safety consciousness of the operating
personnel and safety-oriented Management of all activities inside

a nuclear power plant. Derived from the latin word "cultus"

(standing for education), the meaning of culture involves the

development of mind and attitude by training at.i experience. This

interpretation implies, that all employees of a nuclear power

plant thoroughly understand important aspects of reactor safety

and furthermore submit themselves under safety regulations and

current monitoring. In this context, management and training

because of their communicative role within a nuclear power

plant's organization, get high importance.

1. THE REACTOR SAFETY CONCEPT

Establishing safety culture in nuclear power plant operation and

maintenance demands certain prerequisites. First of all, the

existence of a safe and reliable reactor safety concept, derived

from profound reactor safety analysis and nuclear power plant

operation experience, is very important. To achieve high interna-

tional standards, reactor safety concepts should be based on the

following construction principles*

- High safety margins by design and choice of materials

- Redundancy and diversity of safety systems

- The principle of fail-safe (e.g. for reactor trip)

- A staged bareer concept to prevent release of

radioactivity into the atmosphere
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High automation degree and ergonomie control-room
design to reduce human errors

Operation-limit systems ahead of the reactor protection
system

A reactor protection system with the capability to
initiate numerous event-oriented countermeasures

Plant design against accidents caused by external impacts,
such as aircraft crash and earth quakes, including
emergency systems to assure a safe plant status even in
such cases

The objective of all these measures is to keep plant operation
within specified limits and to reduce effects outside the nuclear
power plant in cases of accidents.

2. coMPETpfflg Of PUUfT

Beside technical installations, which can be considered as
hardware of the reactor safety concept, various good operation
practices, quality assuring measures and training programs must
be developed to such an extent, that characterises safety
culture. This means, that first of all plant management needs a
thorough understanding of necessary measures in certain fields,
which enhance safe and reliable plant operation and furthermore
keeps itself well informed about good practices, detected by
various national «nd international institutions.

In the Federal Republic of Germany the latest issue of the
guideline for the "Proof of the Requisite Competence of Nuclear
Power Plant Personnel", promulgated by the German Federal Mini-
stry of Environment, Mature Protection and Reactor Safety, which
la related to managers of all department* and section*, declares,
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what kind of measures are applicable to maintain and enhance the

competence of key plant personnel:

- participation in internal and external courses

- duties as lecturer

- duties in expert cycles

- technical conversations and meetings

- training for unexpected events

Beside these regulatory requirements, competence of the manage-

ment is enhanced by keeping actively involved in plant operation,

maintenance planning and disturbance analysis.

Beside excellent knowledge of plant behaviour during normal and

abnormal operation, safety consciousness is one of the major

characteristics of responsible shift personnel. During initial

training of reactor operators and shift supervisors, lasting 2.5

and 3 years respectively, this has to be taken into account

sufficiently by experienced trainers, who themselves must be well

qualified and should have practical experience as shift super-

visors. Additionally, the instructors must be informed routinely

by the training manager to achieve a good understanding of

safety-related management tasks and international developments in

this field.

Especially in retraining courses for responsible shift personnel

(during about 200 hrs./year), licensed instructors should bring

to bear their instructional skills and general engineering to

re-establish and maintain safety consciousness by means of

intelligible examples taken from the current operating practice

of own and foreign nuclear power plants. The same must be assured

by all simulator Instructors, who n<Md sufficient experience
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gained during practical operation sequences in the reference

plant of the full-scope simulators they arc- assigned to.

Safety culture only can be established and maintained, if all

employees (not only responsible persons) of a nuclear power

plant, have sufficient knowledge and receive retraining on

certain topics. Therefore all personnel of a nuclear power plant

should be divided into groups, what leads to a table of different

knowledge levels. In accordance with the German guideline for

other personnel, all persons receive retraining on radiation

protection, fire protection, industrial safety and operation

knowledge. Training i» performed on three different knowledge

levels and should be tailored to one's duties.

A training manager has the overall responsibility to line manage-

ment for all initial and retraining activities. The training

manager is supported by licensed instructors and administrative

personnel during design of the training programs, planning of all

measures and recording of all training data.

3. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

Normal plant operation as well as operation during outages for

refueling or maintenance and repair always should reflect the

highest standard of safety culture. Therefore operations

personnel must be trained and fostered to calculate all scheduled

operation activities under safety aspects. In cases of doubt, the

shift supervisor has to consult the operations management before

making any safety-related decisions.

A lot of supervision measures enhance the development of safety

culture during direct plant operation. Because some of them seem

to be only strict monitoring and therefore could be misunderstood

as a vote of no-confidence, operations management must carefully

explain the benefits of these measures for all responsible

persons. Shift personnel's acceptance of such extensive monitor-

ing by management can be an indicator for safety culture.
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Operating Manuals and other written ins. actions have to pass a
quality assurance system successfully be?ore being used in the
plant the first time or in a modified ve :sion. Clearances and
tagging of safety systems only takes place under application of
the "four-eye-principle" - the same happens during switching in
plant areas.

The daily plant operation program, which is prepared by the unit
manager and describes the scheduled operating activities during a
day, must thoroughly be observed by the shift supervisors.
Deviations from this program have to be explained in form of
detailed reports - in cases of safety relevance the shift super-
visor immediately has to contact operations management.

Twice at working-days, the unit manager checks the shift super-
visors report book entries and plant status by signature - during
special operation sequences such as plant tests, plant shut-down
for outages and start-up operation, plant status is checked by
the unit manager in shorter periods.

Shift turn-over is formalised by means of check lists for all
shift team members.

4. SAFETY CULUTURE DORIMG MA.IMTEMAMCE AMD REPAIR

Carefully performed work planning and current follow-up of all
schedules during periods of plant outages assure, that remaining
safety systems keep available and the status of other plant
equipment is well known at all times. Work preparation has to
consider and prepare all necessary measures of industrial safety
and radiation protection. Tests, inspections, or other tasks that
could identify additional work should be scheduled as early as
possible to permit time for additional measures during the
outage. Current progress reporting by means of computer
assistance ensures accuray and timeliness.
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Specific work procedures and other documents for testing and

inspection should be distributed in modified versions to the area

coordinators tinely. These coordinators must be experienced craft

supervisors to assure, that critical path work maintains on

schedule and that all areas are periodically inspected to ensure

industrial safety, practical radiation protection and house-

keeping. Area coordinators should maintain a log for future

outages of significant events and problems.

Unexpected findings and damages of plant components, which are

detected during testing and inspection, must be analyzed

immediately to lay down adequate countermeasures such as compo-

nent substitution, backfitting, modification of operating pro-

cedures, shorter inspection periods or other preventive main-

tenance actions. Because many problems and solutions are generic

and applicable to different vendors and plants, significant

findings and experiences should be shared with the industry by

means of reporting.

High efficient quality assurance systems must exist, to achieve

the goal, that after maintenance and repair during long-term

outages all plant systems are tested according to existing

regulations before returning them into normal operating configu-

ration and that appropriate plant documentation has been updated.

Any testing before start-up should be controlled and done by the

operations department. Therefore the operating shift teams must

be informed sufficiently about all plant modifications and

revised manuals by licensed plant engineers, who beside other

duties perform current updating of the operating procedures.

All measures mentioned above, are significant for safety culture

during operation and maintenance and assure, that the main safety

objective is achieved - keeping plant status and safety

installations on design basis at any time.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IM ČSFR

Suchomel, J.

Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute, (VÚJE), Trnava, ČSFR
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Introduction

The IAEA report on Safety Culture by the INSAG from 1991 pro-

vides an excellent contribution to plant safety. Not all organi-

zations nor individuals can say: "But this is what we do

already" as is envisaged in the summary. The concept of Safety

Culture should be confronted both with the practice of govern-

mental organizations, corporate utilities, operating organiza-

tions, and supporting organizations as well, and with the atti-

tudes of individuals. A lot could be find to improve in order to

ensure "an all pervading safety thinking" which allows "an inhe-

rently questioning attitude, the prevention of complacency,

a commitment to excellence, and the fostering of both personnel

accountability and corporate self-regulation in safety matters".

This contribution focuses on three apects of Safety Culture:

- rewards and sanctions as defined in Section 3.2.4,

- individual attitudes and procedures in Section 4.2.2.2, and

- plant safety experience in Section 4.2.2.3.

Rewards and sanctions

According to the report, errors, when coawited, should be seen

less as a matter of concern than as a source of experience from

which benefit can be derived, individuals should be encouraged

to identify, report and correct imperfections in their'own work

in order to help others as well as themselves to avert future

problems. When necessary, they should be assisted to improve

their subsequent performance. Only for repeated deficiencies or
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gross negligences managers should accept their responsibility

for taking disciplinary measures, since safety may otherwise be

prejudiced. There should be, however, a delicate balance. Sanc-

tions should not be applied in such a way as to encourage the

concealment of errors.

In the operation of Czechoslovak plants, human errors cause

about 30% of reported failures, with other 20% of failures

having unidentified causes in which hunan errors could also be

concealed. The fraction of safety-related events with contribu-

tions from hunan errors is about 35%. These quantitative data

confirm the important contribution of human errors to safety.

More important is that human factor used to contribute to almost

all of the most safety significant events.

Analyses of human errors are performed as a part of the safety

evaluations of plant operation carried out by the VÚJE Institute

as an organization independent of licensees. The objective is

not to criticize plant personnel, but to contribute to the iden-

tification of possible human errors and to their feedback in

order to prevent their reoccurrence. Without confessing errors

such feedback is impossible. That is why we have articulated

against the practice of sanctioning personnel for their errors.

A simplified tendency to attribute all human errors to viola-

tions of "working discipline" used to prevail at our plants in

past. No ergonomical or psychological aspects were taken into

account, no root causes of human errors were identified, person-

nel were sanctioned, and relatively infrequently preventive

technical measures were implemented. Low efficiency of such

approach was confirmed by repeated occurrences of some human

errors. This resulted in the concealment of human errors. Now

the operating organizations accepted a modified approach to san-

ctioning, and only explicit violation of working responsibili-

ties are sanctioned, however, not by plant management, but by

shift supervisors, taking into account objective circumstances.
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Paradoxically, control room shift personnel often assign the

errors of colleagues to their inattention or ignorance, and are

not able to admit the objective character of errors and their

probabilistic laws. It is the reflection of an insufficient

preparation of personnel in the field of human factor behaviour.

Individual attitudes and procedures

These attitudes relate mostly to the question of procedures.

Work on matters related to nuclear safety should be carried out

in a rigorous manner. The necessary basis is generally a hierar-

chy of up to date documents ranging from policy directives to

detailed working procedures. These procedures should be clear

and unambiguous and should form an integral series. The docu-

ments should receive formal scrutiny, checking and testing under

the organizations quality assurance arrangements, and formal

means should be adopted for their control. Instructions instils

more than technical skills or familiarity with detailed proce-

dures to be followed rigorously.

The procedures at our plants are sometimes insufficiently detai-

led which results in human errors. The low quality of procedures

was identified by IAEA missions at our plants. These deficiences

of procedures also result in insufficient level of personnel

training as both classroom and simulator trainings are based on

these procedures.

It is the conslusion from the safety evaluation of plant opera-

tion that manipulation procedures should be written in the form

of check-lists, and emergency operating procedures should be in

the form of symptom-oriented procedures, originating from veri-

fied computational analyses taking into account all possible

sequences with both dependent and independent occurrences and

common mode failures, including human errors. Neither high theo-

retical level of shift staff nor intuitive approach can give any

assurance that complicated and unexpected incidents or accidents

can be managed well in stress conditions. Sometimes operating

organizations underestimate the role of detailed procedures, and

rely heavily on skills and knowledge of operators.
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The following questions worthy of examination when the effecti-

veness of Safety Culture in case of individual attitudes is

being judged should be answered:

Do individuals comply with procedures? Are procedures strictly

followed even when quicker methods are available? Do staff

stop and think when facing an unforeseen situation? Can person-

nel list any recent violations of operating limits, describe the

way they happened and state what has been done to prevent repe-

tition? What steps would staff take if they observed actions

that might reduce safety margins? What attitude do individuals

take towards their own mistakes that might prejudice safety?

What would an operator do if in following a written procedure he

ca*e upon a step that he thought was a mistake? Do staff use the

mechanisms for reporting on safety shortcomings and suggesting

improvements? Is the mechanism used to report individuals

errors? Is it used even when no detrimental effect is apparent?

Plant safety experience

The safety performance of the plant reflects the effectiveness

of the Safety Culture. All significant events that have occurred

on site should be analysed. Plant safety experience should be

reviewed regularly to ensure that the lessons have been learned,

the necessary corrective actions identified and implemented.

The analyses of events in the operation of nuclear power plants

in the ČSFR have been performed by the operating organizations.

Licensee Event Reports (LERs) have been prepared, plant commit-

tees evaluate them and take appropriate corrective actions each

month. This information has been distributed to other licensees

and to the Regulatory Authority. Mainly direct causes used to be

found and corrected in this way, whereas root causes and recur-

rent events used to be treated with a lesser attention.

Independent safety evaluation of Czechoslovak plants has been

carried out in the VÚJE Institute since the beginning of the

operation of the earliest V-l Bohunice Plant. The system is now

being transferred to the Regulatory Authority according to the
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IAEA Safety Guide No.93 on Systems for Reporting Unusual Events

in Nuclear Power Plants.

The annual plant specific safety evaluation reports provide re-

viows of information on events, their causes, histories, conse-

quences and measures taken, assess the safety significance of

both individual and recurrent events using the INES scale as

well, analyse in-depth the most safety significant events using

also the ASSET methodology, provide feedback of safety related

information from operational experience, prepare reports to the

IAEA-IRS, and establish a non-computerized database of events.

This independent system provides a valuable insight into the

safety issues of plant operation that sometimes goes beyond the

level of the investigations by licensees. The system proved its

usefulness when used for the preparation of materials for ASSET

missions at the Bohunice V-1 and Dukovany Plants. The effective-

ness of the preventive use of lessons learned and of the imple-

mentation of corrective measures from external experience

through feedback has not reached the optimum level yet as it

depends on the voluntary approach of licensees that are loaded

by rasolving their own problems. By transferring the system

under the Regulatory Authority, the enforcement of measures

should be upgraded.

Conclusions

The concept of Safety Culture should be made public by safety

policy statements and implemented into the practice by the Regu-

latory Authority, corporate utilities, operating organizations,

and supporting organizations. The response of individuals should

be characterized by a questioning attitude plus a rigorous and

prudent approach plus communication which provide a major con-

tribution to safety. As results from the independent evaluation

of operational safety of Czechoslovak plants, safety should be

upgraded by improving the effectiveness of the feedback of

safety experience, by developing detailed operating procedures,

by avoiding sanctioning for human errors and by encouraging com-

mendable attitudes in safety matters.



Introductory statement for the panel discussion
"Safer/ Culture in Plant Operation and Maintenance"

GaborVamos
Assistant Operations Manager
Pales Nuclear Power Plant
Paks, Hungary

Keywords: written procedures, procedure adherence, redundant communications,
attention to details

The intent cf this introductory statement is to describe the problem areas of the
Paks NPP operational practice from the point of view of Safety Culture.

The words "Safety Culture" were not used as frequently in the past years in the
Hungarian nuclear industry as in other countries with more mature and
extensive nuclear program. Our attention became focused in this direction in
that time, when the first draft version of the INSAG-4 report appeared.
Therefor this document was very helpful for us in educating our staff and
assessing our practices along the approach and working practices which are 1
meant by this expression. Ä

On one hand we recognised that many of our ideas and working methods applied j
on the basis of general conscientious attitude and "common sense" could be í*
acknowledged n "intuitively" foil wed principles of Safety Culture. On the other ^
hand we had to admit that many other features of our practice did not adhere the
guidance outlined in the INSAG-4 report or relevant international "good
practices". In the following I will focuse on some of them.
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The use of written procedures in the early years of operation of our plant was
not as extensive as in that time it already had became tipical for many foreign
nuclear power plants. Our first attempt to more closely match the international
practice was made in 1988 during preparation for the IAEA OSART Review. The
strong effort to proceduralize more and more activities brought more orderliness
in the life of the nuclear plant, but also caused adverse reactions in the attitude of
our staff. Many of our operators felt that we do not build on their skill any more,
some others waited for additional guidance even in that cases when they were
expected to act independently. I think this human reaction is not only our
problem, but others also are trying to resolve the natural contradiction of this
issue.

After having created a significant number of guides and procedures we had to
realise that adherence to the standards and expectations set forth in these
documents is far from desirable. Our efforts in assessing the actual use of the
new procedures were not enough comprehensive, therefore we failed to provide
sufficient backfitting to the recently created procedures. In many cases it was a
difficult judgement to decide whether our old working habits had to be totaly
changed or the new requirements were too formal and did not take into attention
our traditions.

Our experience gained during analysis of human errors is that redundancy in
communications and actions of operators is very important If different pieces of
information are cross-referenced and contradictions are analysed, many
problems can be detected in early phase of development Similar!/ attention to
details in the relatively uneventful, steady state operation of nuclear units helps
not only to maintain operator alertness but indeed helps to avoid further
complicated situations.

Finály one area where we feel that we have been succesfui is independent review.
The series of external reviews carried out by different groups and organizations
at our plant (IAEA OSART, OSART follow up, WANO Pilot Peer Review, IAEA
ASSET) helped us to reconsider our practices and approaches in many areas. I
can only advise for any nuclear plant in a country with relatively young and
limited nuclear program to take advantage of such possibilities offered by the
international nuclear community.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our Company was formed as a result of the
divisionalisation of the USSR Ministry of Nuclear Power and
Industry under the sponsorship of the Russian Federation
Ministry of Atomic Eneigy.

Company is responsible for all commercial electricity
generated using Nuclear Power in Russia and includes nine
Nuclear Power Stations, several maintenance enterprises and
other technical support organizations. The total gross
electrical capacity is equal to 20242 MW (17x1000 MW units,
4X440 MT units, 2x417 Mf units, 1x600 MW unit and 4x12 MW
units), 28 units are in operation. 4 units (2x200 MW, 1x210 MW
and 1x305 MM) are belay decommissioned.

This paper presents the current status of the maintenance
policy, the organization of the maintenance, describes how we
consider the maintenance iapact on the reliability of plant
systems and equipment, methods for developing maintenance
improvement practices.

2. MhXMTSKAHCE PHILOSOPHY.

The WPP's are due to perform with a risk to the public «s
low as reasonably achievable but also to obtain Lhe highest
level of energy availability at a reasonable cost. The primary
contribution to both safety and high availability makes the
reliability of plant systems and equipment. An effective
managerial tool to maintain the reliability of plant equipment
established when designing and manufacturing during the
operation stage is adequate maintenance program. The general
goal of maintenance i« to keep the equipment in working
condition therefore any maintenance program starts with the
•object of equipment dependability characteristics.

Technical products for industrial systems when considered
in the light of the need for maintenance according to design
dependability are expedient to distinguish them into the
following categories:

restorable items - the items which in accordance with
design (technical specification) shell fee returned to
serviceable condition if they foil by replacement or repair
failed components;

nonrestorable items - the items which are specified in the
design not to be returned to serviceable condition if they Tail;
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maintainable item* - the items which are specified to have
servicing (maintenance) for their designed lifetime;

nonmaintainable - the items which don't need servicing
(maintenance) for thftir designed lifetime;

repairable items - the items which are specified in the
design to undergo periodical repair during lifetime for
renovating to a determined rate of initial condition.
•Periodical" meanc repair which is performed according to
predetermined criteria depending on operating time or measuring
item deterioration;

nonrepayable items - tne items which in accordance with
assign don't need repair for renovating during lifetime.

This classification accords with our state standard but it
is necessary to comment on its specific points, because of sonc
difference in the therminology. For concept of technical
systems and their components maintaining our professionals use
term "engineering products servicing and repair system* and its
Meaning is the same as term "maintenance" because in Russian we
don't have adequate one word expression. Furthermore, when
translating technical texte into Russian "maintenance" acquires
meaning "servicing",and vice versa from Russian into English
"servicing1 becomes "maintenance". This explains why two of
above-mentioned categories are called "maintainable"
and "nonmalntainable" while to be precise they should be
called "service needing" and "ssrvice non-needing" items.

To conclude comments it should be noted that for our
professionals "repair" means from one side a scheduled event
including full or partial disassembling the equipment,
detecting and eliminating defects, renovating the equipment to
a determined rate of initial condition and from the other - a
task, which is performed after the failure of equipment and
includes failure diagnosis, equipment serviceable condition
restoration by replacing or repairing failed components.

Let us return to the above-mentioned classification. In
fact; WPP systems are full of equipment which is designed as
"rcstorable", "maintainable" ("service needing"), "repairable"
simultaneously. The role of maintenance is to ensure that the
equipment reliability remains above determined lower limit
during its lifetime. Figure 1 shove a relative interpretation
of the maintenance impact oa the reliability of equipment: for
simpla equipment which requires the only servicing during
lifetime - fig.la; for complicated equipment which requires
servicing and repair (running repair, overhaul) during lifetime
- fig.lb. It can be seen that maintenance activities renovate
condition of equipment, result in partial restoration of its
reliability for m definite operating time but cannot stop the
gsnaral degradation of the equipment condition during lifetime.
0a« of the most important problems in the maintenance field is
to determine in advance while designing equipment failures
criteria and limiting conditions criteria in accordance with
predicted aging process. As used here, "limiting conditions"
means conditions of equipment in which acceptance criteria are
no lomger met and it needs repair or to be taken out of
operation. Today, project engineers cao specify initial
condition and reliability level of equipment to an allowance of
the manufacturing, but it is mostly very difficult tor them to
specify limiting conditions and lower limit of the reliability
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for equipment to be repaired. In other words, equipment
operability iMrgin remains uncertain in design, construction
(manufacturing) stages and shall be amfined only during
operation of equipment. This is why operators are moufcly forced
to use preventive maintenance at least during the etart - up
period of equipment operation to assure that systems and
components renain within the operational limits. The need for
Maintenance to be determined more accurately when detailed
Information is obtained about real characteristic* of equipnent
through operating experience ?»edbaek.

Our Company during luny period applies preventive
maintenance orieated philosophy which is illustrated in figure
2. As it can be seen, basic maintenance activities are
performed according to a pre - established schedule depending
on time. The time - directsd preventive tasks (called "planned
servicing" and "planned repair*) include all actions of a
periodic nature and are taken whatever tha equipment condition
to improve it and reduce the probability of equipment failure.
When abnormalities or failures are not. iced during plant
operation reaedial measures to be taken such as "unplanned
servicing" lor detects elimination and "unplanned repair" for
equipment fuactionability restoration. He think the time has
C O M to improve our maintenance philosophy initiating some
steps to condition - based maintenance. Detailed information
about the m a l eunditivu tt£ equipment is the key to optimizing
the preventive maintenance program, mastering modern
maintenance. It determines the necessity for improvements in:

- failure and damage information collection methods;
- survelLance tasks; i.e., monitoring, diagnosis, tests

aad inspections.
SnrveiLance, especially tests and inspections, should be

used through methods which allow;
- to detect the real condition of each piece of equipment

requiring e minimum of equipment disassembly for maintenance
actions performing;

- to perform the maintenance which really
is necessary;

- to take advantage of each disassembly operation to
complete a conditional repair of the piece of equipment, and
restore its reliability.

Improvements in failure «nd deumeje information collection
methods are essential for the success of the condition-based
approach as a whole. This calls for a few comments. t

The- operating organization arrange!* for collecting ,
information about condtion of WPP systems and equipment which
includest

- incident reports;
- Monitoring records and test reportu? ,':
- inspection and repair reports and associated documents. U>
Such an amount of documents form, in the first place, <-.,

life history of a piece of equipment but cannot be used y"
directly for maintenance program improvement apart from e few *
apecial cases. First, documents doouttixs, aL besta detailed f
features of the equipment piece condiLion, work actions '
performed from date to date and u « not. accompanied by a
synthesis of events. Second, refining the initial preventivě
maintenance program can only be attained on the basia of the \

i

1
5
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equipment type-design life history by in-depth analysis
focusing on equipment damage and failure modes and effects*
the results of preventive actions, the changes in equipment
effective reliability indexes.

Thus, Iff* history of a place of «quipro«nt is th« most
important source at information to produce nn overall view of
the equipment type-design actual collective behavior. But
today such histories are formed differently, reports and
records contain the damage and defect observations which are
Mde not in accordance with the predetermined equipment
type-design-oriented damage classification and contribute
not enough to reliability statistici.

To conclude comments it should be noted that in this
paper terms "damage", t defect','failutw* are used in the
following relationship:

failure - the event which consist* in the termination of
the ability of an item to perform its intended function in
accordance with specifications caused by a defect;

defect - any departure of a characteristic of an item
from requirements which affects its ability to perform an
Intended function in accordance with specifications. Defect is
« cumulatlye damage and very likely to result in a failure;

damage - any degradation of a characteristic of an item
from its reference level which does not affect a function
considered to be important. A cumulative damage above upper
tolerance is e defect.

This means dividing all parts of an item when repairing
into following three groupst

acceptable parts - the parts which are in the state
characterised by the deterioration parameters values not above
the tolerable level;

worthless parts - when the parts are in the state
characterised by the deterioration parameters values exceeding
specified limit;

repair needing parts - when the deterioration parameters
values of the state of the parts are above the tolerable level
but not exceeding specified limit.

For general case the tolerable value of the deterioration
parameter relates to its limit value through the following
ratio: A—S •*-

where A - limit value of the deterioration parameter;

O - tolerable value of the deterioration
parameter;

X - detwrioration rate;

T - tint* IxiLween repaim.

Last two of the above groups of parts form together
defective parts of an item.

The above comments are adduced here to make clear what we
imply considering improvements in failure and damage
information collection methods.

tuch improvements as we think consist in the following
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•taps:
Analysis of equipment d m g t t revealed when repairing

{servicing, inspectioning) and developing equipment
type-design-oriented d—aga ela*«t1fications (SDC);

developing equipment defect rates and «p«r1fications for
repair;

analysis of relationships between equipment damage and
failure aodea in order to detect major mode deterioration
marhantsms;

establishing the system for collecting t.h« <lanage and
defect data, obtained when performing preventsv* maintenance
actions, compatible with information received aa • reault of
actual failures. The system shall ensure storing, easily i
retrieving and processing toe information to provide tbc I
reliability data. The system shall be provided for using
Special fora equipment condition cards containing formalized
descriptions of equipment comiltiun in accordance with SDC.

These. improvements of maintenance Mod Íellability data
collection and analysis should result, ins

•amplification and enhancing the accuracy Of data
collection;

atibility of maintenance and failure data and
? the accuracy and the reliability of residual life

evaluatioaa;
validating reliability data used for probabilistic safety

assessments.
the described mechanism of using the feedback

information for maintenance optimizing is illusLrated in
figare 3.

3. MAIHTSHMICB PftOGJUUM.

the importance of establishing • programme for maintenance
coveriag all preventive and remedial Measures both technical
aad organisational, necessary to perform maintenance activities
satisfactorily, is cl««x.

According to our state standards we use term •servicing
aad repair system'* with same meaning as "maintenance programme*
aad for abort f vrtu**- la this paper ia used term "maintenance
system" which covers es a whole complex:

- a .aiimbsr (stock) of given category (type,Lype-design)
•ojuipmeat to few Maintained;

• the range of specified maintenance tasks to be
implemented to assure the operability of equipment; .

- maintenance facilities;
- maintenance basic documentation defining all technical

requipments, determined procedures end organisational vales; •
- the organizational structure for maintaining the stock j

oC given category equipment depending on such factors as type,
complexity, number of equipment and the extent to which -*
mmiateaaace tasks are implemented by plant maintenance group or A
ay contractors.

Figure 2 illusUel** our existing Maintenaace system - 1
based on tb» abuvo maintenance philosophy. a,s iL is shown, the
system is provided for planned activities of a periodic nature
aad remedial actions which eons1st of unplanned servicing and
repair. The range of plamoed activities, ia addition to that
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pointed out in the figur*, also includes calibration of
instrumentation. The frequency and extent of periodical
activities ie based on considerations such as:

- regulatory requirements;
- designer and Manufacturer recommendations;
- eonssquense o£ eqiupment failure on 6af«ty or plant

reliability;
- equipment operating experience - maintenance and

failure histories;
- experience of other similar etetions and engineering

evaluations;
- cost analyses;
- personnel radiation exposure associated with individual

tasks.
The planning of maintenance actxvibiee in HP stations

takes into account:
- task* which can be performed on optiiretÁag aqlupment or

wiLb the uait on-power and consisting of periodical tests,
inspection*/ servicing actions end running repair*;

- tasks which aiw pwrfcu-swd during unit outage and
in addition consisting of mediím rttpttiitt aud overhaulB.

Maintenance activities are planned at two levels:
- local planning of small activities such as tests,

inspections, servicing, running repair of individual equipment;
- corporate level planning which provides the optimum

start dates end duration for the ennual outage of each unit..
According to our Maintenance rule* HIM 11 activities to be

planned for year and for large activities associated with
outages to be worked out two types o£ plans:

- yearly plan
- 5-yearly plan covering all outages for refueling and

associated large activities, including modifications to
systems and equipment. Shis type of plan is used to initiate
the necessary long-term preparations, including purchase
orders.

The oatage planning in stations wiLh uniLs designed for
off-load refueling it based on a 12 month cycle.

In stations with units designed for on-load refueling
outages are planned to perform specified maintenance tasks.

In Maintenance* rule* provisions are made for three types
of outagess

- abort yearly outages which duration varies trom 1Ô to
15 days for different, type units;

- mediím yearly outages of 20-40 days duration;
- Major 4 yearly outages of 30-80 deys duration.

4. MAIH9IHAMCB OftCUUUSATIOM

The typical maintenance organisational structure of our HP
stations is illustrated in figure 4.

in each station organisational structure, responsibilities
aad interfaces are defined and communicated. However, some
organisational features,which are typical foe our stations, can
be seen in the figure.

For ear ample*
- reactor, turbine, electrical, instrumentation end

control, chemistry operational departments ere responsible for
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effective systems and equipment, operation - "owners" of
equipment;

- electrical, instrumentation and control maintenance
groups ar« integrated into operational departments;

- reactor operational department include;* maintenance
•action which is responsible for small maintenance activities
and all refuelind actions;

- turbine operational department includes maintenance
group which is responsible for servicing of equipment.;

centralized repair department is responsible for
running, medium repairs, overhauls of thermal - necháními
equipment and thus supports reactor, turbine, chemistry and
other departmente which are responsible for similar equipment.
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MAINTENANCE IMPACT ON THE RELIABILITY OF EQUIPMENT
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MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF NPS
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1. BACKGROUND

The Loviisa Power Plant, operated by Imatran Voiraa Oy (IVO), consists of two

WER-440 type PWR units. Unit 1 started its commercial operation in May 1977 and

unit 2 in January 1981. Both units have operated very reliably with the lifetime load

factors of 82.0 % (unit 1) and 865 % (unit 2).

In Loviisa the Soviet WER-440 PWR-concept was modified to meet western safety

and operation requirements. Imatran Voima was responsible for the coordination of

the system design and for the safety and technical analysis of the plant. IVO also

carried out the architectural, layout and structural design of the plant. Hie Loviisa

Power Plant is a result of a multinational joint project that utilized both western and

Soviet technologies. Imatran Voima's leading role in the project, including its

thorough familiarity with the safety evaluations and technical design of the plant,

formed a firm basis for an independent, safe and reliable operation and maintenance

of the plant. The detailed knowledge of plant design and technical properties has also

given IVO's personnel the ability to make decisions independent of the main suppliers

as additional modifications were found necessary to further improve safety of the

plant. This ability has turned to be valuable as IVO has detected and solved problems

which were not known by the suppliers.

2. MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

The peak load demand for electric power in Finland varies from about 6 GW in

summertime to about 11 GW in winter. The four nuclear units (two 710 MWe BWR

units in Olkiluoto and two 465 MWe PWR units in Loviisa) generate about one third

of the electric energy in Finland. The optimization of the generation of the Loviisa

NPS includes, firstly, to minimize the disturbances during the operation period

, (wintertime) and, secondly, to minimize the duration of the annual reloading outages.

I As the latter should not be achieved at the expense of the former, the main principle

of the maintenance should be versatile and efficient utilization of condition monitoring

and a detailed long-term replacement program for the components.
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The reduction of the outage duration should be based on detailed and accurate outage

planning, utilization of condition-based maintenance programs and on effective and

high quality maintenance work. In daily work these principles mean big investments

on the development of condition monitoring methods and equipment, on maintenance

tools and especially on the training and motivation of the personnel. These

investments should be started along with the construction and commissioning of the

power plant itself.

3. ORGANIZATION

The main principles in organizing the maintenance of the Loviisa Power Plant were

the same people that are responsible for the maintenance during the

operation are also responsible for the maintenance during the outages

outside contractors are used for the peak work loads during outages, but

the planning coordination and monitoring of the outages is on the

responsibility of the plant personnel.

These principles have led to the organization given in the figure 1.
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Figure 1 Organization of Loviisa NPS
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The figure 2 shows how the number c» persons rises from about 540 during operation

to about 1500 during reloading outages.
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Figure 2

The organization of the Loviisa NPS also fulfills the requirement that the supervising

level is close to the level at which the work is performed. This explains why Quality

Control - independent from mechanical and other maintenance sections and

planning - is in the maintenance department. As we see QC, it is an important tool

for the maintenance manager when aiming at high quality.

There is no unit for preventive maintenance or condition monitoring in the

organization. The reason for this is that the main principle - utilization of preventive

maintenance and condition monitoring - is integrated with all the operations of the

maintenance groups.
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4. PERSONNEL

The most important prerequisite for success is technically skilled and highly motivated

personnel. The general education system in Finland forms a good basis for the

technical skills of the personnel. There are enough highly educated engineers,

technicians and workers available.

The plant operation and maintenance personnel participated in the installations,

inspections, testing and commissioning of the plant. This participation played an

important role in the training of the plant personnel.

The post-graduate education possibilities are also good and widely used. There are

specialized organizations, equipment manufactures and service companies that offer

re-graduate and post-graduate training for professionals.

The plant has signed confidential agreements on exchange of maintenance and

operation experiences with other WER-440 owners in Hungary, Czechoslovakia and

Russia. The visits made under these agreements play an important role in learning the

plant and motivating the plant personnel. The delegation that the Loviisa NFS sends

to other WER-440 plants contains people from all organizational levels, i.e.

engineers, technicians and workers.

*.,

Loviisa has for several years very successfully utilized two different types of a salary

bonus systems. The reloading outage bonus system gives more money per hour during

" the outage and an additional increase for all plant people participating in the outage

work, if the duration of the outage if shorter than planned. The amount of the extra

bonus depends on the final duration of the outage. To avoid bad workmanship all

r. plant shutdowns within two weeks after the outage are added to the duration of the

outage. '

The Loviisa Power Plant has also paid its personnel a yearly bonus which is

dependent on the following factors

average load factors of the two units
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- operation and maintenance costs

number of delayed preventive maintenance jobs

the percentage of presence during the year

the number of equipment with a high failure rate.

It is not possible for a single person or a group only to ensure a good yearly bonus; a

major contribution must be given by the whole plant personnel. Fore example, to

minimize the number of delayed preventive maintenance jobs, a good cooperation

between the person writing the procedure (maintenance engineer), scheduling of the

work (work planning), spare part service, operation, maintenance technicians and

workers is needed to ensure success. The amount of delayed preventive maintenance

jobs has been included in the yearly bonus for three years and the improvement has

been very encouraging (figure 3).

Figure 3
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For the motivation of the personnel it is also important that the working conditions

are good and that the best possible tools are available. Loviisa Power Plant has

designed, constructed and bought more than one thousand special tools and auxiliary

devices to improve the quality and effectiveness of the maintenance operations.

5. CONDUCT OF MAINTENANCE

The operation and maintenance of the Loviisa NPS is based on QA, operation and

maintenance procedures. The annual and long term plan of actions are controlled by

regular planning meetings which utilize all reports produced by the maintenance

groups (figure 4).

The "operation period maintenance report" contains reliability-based information of

all power plant disturbances, component failures and maintenance operations during

the operation period. This information is compiled from the data in the LOTI (figure

6) subsystem maintenance history, which contains all work instructions, repairs and

failures of the plant components.

The technical outage report contains all technical information gathered during the

, outages according to the preventive maintenance and in-service inspection programs.

, , These reports are utilized in the yearly planning meeting right after the reloading

•r outages. The result of this meeting is a maintenance development program which

!' includes

plans with responsible persons and schedules for method, tool and

•;. procedure improvements
I** •*

• '• - programs tor major repairs and overhauls

new proposal and updating of the long term backfitting and component

replacement program.
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Figure 4

THE ANNUAL PLAN OF MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
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The planning of the annual reloading outage starts ten to eleven months before the

outage with the first outage planning meeting. The outage planning meeting is chaired

by the maintenance manager, and engineers of all groups take part. The meeting is

held once a month and during the meeting the readiness of all major outage works are

presented and discussed. The readiness of work planning is also followed during this

meeting (figure 5). The goal is that all technical plans pertaining to of the outage

works should be ready three months before the outage.
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The computerized maintenance information and management system LOTI (figure 6)

plays an important role in minimizing the duration of the outages. The LOTI system

includes a versatile outage planning and scheduling system (ARTEMIS). This tool

proved to be extremely useful as the duration of the normal annual reloading outages

was reduced to about 20 days.
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LOVIISA POWER PLANT INFORMATION SYSTEM

Figuře 6

6. EXPERIENCES OF CONDITION MONITORING

The development of the condition monitoring programs of the plant components was

started during the commissioning of Loviisa Power Plant. The development program

included:

Huge amount of measurements utilizing many technical methods, such as

ultrasonic, eddy current, acustic emission etc.

Studies of the failure mechanism of many plant components analyses of

the measurement data in time and frequency domain for identification of

failure criteria.

Purchase and installation of portable and on-line condition monitoring

equipment.

The development was done by the Research Laboratories of Imatran Voima and

financed by the Power Plant.
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Figure 7
Lovilsa Nuolaw P o w Station
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As a successful example of condition monitoring, the on-line vibration monitoring of

the primary circulation pumps could be mentioned. With the help of this system some

minor structure weaknesses could be found, disturbances in the operation of the

pumps decreased and the period between overhauls increased. The success is

obvious - less disturbances with less work.

The turbine endoscope inspection system is used to avoid unnecessary assemblies

during the outages. The amount of outage work has been reduced considerably as can

be seen in figure 7, again without any problems during operation.

7. SUMMARY

Loviisa Power Plant is to a large extent a prototype plant where eastern and western

technologies have been combined. This combination has worked out successfully, the

load factors of both units have been close to 90 % for several years "(figure 8). The

main reasons for high load factors are short and effective reloading outages (figure 9)

and very few disturbances during the operation period. Also the collective radiation

doses have remained on a low level (figure 10).
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Introduction

The sensitivity of steam generator tube bundles to corrosion
is a aajor concern of operators of PWR nuclear power plants.
Since 1980 they have been led to undertake several steam
generator replacement operations in the United States and in
Europe:

since Surry 2 in 1980, 13 operations have been executed
including Obrigheim (1963), Ringhals 2 (1989),
Dampierre 1 (1990) in Europe,

almost the same number of operations are planned for the
period up to 1995, including Bugey 5 (1993), Doel 3
(1993), Ringhals 3 (1995), Tihange 1 (1995),
Graveline* 1 (1994 or 1995), Asco 1 or Almaraz (1995)
for Europe.

A replacement operation is the last resort available to an
operator after examined and implemented repair and specific
preventive operating procedures.

Certain operators also profit from the SG replacement
operations to uprate their SGs and recover the costs of the
work more quickly.
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The SG replacement operations must therefore be considered
unavoidable heavy maintenance operations for the first PWR
units. A brief description of each project and the main
European projects is given in this paper.

A. Obrigheim

Obrigheim is a two-loop PWR (367 MWe) that was orginally
equipped with KWU steam generators of Westinghouse design.
The original steam generator tubes were fabricated from
Inconel 600. In 1983, the steaa generators were replaced
after 14 years operation because of increasing numbers of
saall leaks in the rolled transition zone of the tubes.
IGSCC was the primary damage mechanism.

A four-cut process was used for removing the old steaa
generators froa Obrigheia. Machining cuts were used and
electro-polishing was chosen as the decontaaination
technique. The steaa generators were removed in one piece.
Special lifting rigs were required. The installation process
for the new steam generators included a photogramaetry fit-up
and autoaated welding. The replaceaent outage lasted for
74 days and total radiation exposure for the project was
690 man-rem.

KWU was the main contractor for the operation. Since 1972
the serviceability of steam generators equipped with Alloy
800 tubes has been excellent. Consequently, the tubes of the
replacement steam generators for Obrigheim were fabricated of
this aaterial. The new steaa generators are also larger and
have nine percent greater heat transfer areas than the
original units. Significant benefits are provided by the
following design features:

Modified Alloy 800 tube aaterial.

A new tube support system.

Tube to tube sheet connections.

A feedwater system configured to mitigate thermal
stratification and waterhamaer.

A sufficient number of man-ways and hand-holes large
enough to provide easy access for inspection and repair.

These features, combined with optimized water chemistry,
should favorably influence the operational behaviour of
Obrigheim well into the future.
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B. Biagbals Unit 2

By the time the decision was nade to replace the steam
generators at Ringhals unit 2, tube degradation was
sufficiently severe to force the utility to operate the unit
at a reduced power level. The tube degradation was caused
primarily by PWSCC in the tube sheet crevice region. In
spite of reduced power levels and reduced operating
temperatures, an average of two unscheduled maintenance ^
outages were required each year to repair leakage in the /
steam generators.

Ringhals Unit 2 is a three-loop PWR (870 MW). The original
steam generators were tfestinghouse Model 52, equipped with
Inconel 600 tubes. The new steam generators, supplied by
KWU, were manufactured by MAN-GHH of the Federeal Republic of
Germany and Uddcomb of Sweden. Although incorporating many
of the features of a standard KWU steam generator, the units
designed for Ringhals Unit 2 were equipped with Inconel 690
thermally treated tubes instead of the standard Alloy
800 tubes. Tube material selection was made in deference to
a Swedish State Power Board requirement.

The operation was performed after 15 years operation.

Five years of planning preceded the steam generator
raplacement at Ringhals Unit 2. Mock-ups were used
extensively for training and special attention was given to
the cutting and welding processes.

The' replacement outage was scheduled in conjunction with a
normal refuelling/maintenance outage. Normal outage
activities were performed in 100 days. The steam generator
replacement activities, which followed, added 72 days to the
outage. While the steam generator replacement work was being
done, all other work was avoided so as not to interfere with
this critical activity.

The steam generators were removed in one piece. Because
equiment hatch was too small, it was necessary to breach the
containment to remove and replace the steam generators.
Special lifting rigs were used but no modifications were made '
to the polar crane. Two machine cuts per leg and four cuts •:
per loop were used to extract the old units. Electro- -•
polishing was used for decontamination. Although it was '•>•
estimated that the replacement project would result in a *
total radiation dose of 800 man-rem, total exposure for the
project amounted to only 290 man-rem. The old steam
generators will be stored on site for a ten-year period and
then moved to a designated long-term storage area.
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A photogranunetry fit-up was used for the new steam generators
and weldments were completed using an automatic welding
process. The narrow-gap welding process was used on the
primary side. The main contractor for the replacement work
at Ringhals Unit 2 was KWU.

A number of design improvements are incorporated into the new
steam generators at Ringhals Unit 2 :

a modified feedwater nozzle,

a grid-shaped tube bundle support,

cladding in the tube to tube sheet joints.

The new steam generators have operated very well. The heat
transfer areas of the replacement steam generators are larger
than those in the original units and have allowed the utility
to up-rate Ringhals Unit 2 from 2440 MWt to 2660 HWt.

C. Dampiarr* Unit 1

In 1985, Electricité de France with Framatome started to
design and develop replacement steam generators for its PWRS,
as well as the processes and tools that would be needed to
complete steam generator change-outs. The impetus behind
this preparatory work was the detection of a major PHSCC
problem which manifested itself as long cracks with a shallow
network of short axial and circumferential cracks. Because a
large number of the utility's steam generators were of the
sama design, the corrosion problem was widespread.

The first steam generator replacement to be completed in
France was the project at Dampierre Unit 1, a three-loop PWR
with Framatome Model 51 B steam generators. The steam
generators, which had been operating for only ten years, were
equipped with Znconel 600 tubes. The main damage mechanisms
at Dampierre Unit 1 was stress corrosion cracking, with some
additional evidence of U-bend cracking. Approximately five
percent of the steam generator tubes had been plugged and,
although the unit had been operating at full power (no power
level reductions), an upcoming ten-year regulatory inspection
influenced the timing of the steam generator replacement
project, connecting it up with condensor revamping.

EdF was the architect-engineer for the project and Framatome
was in charge of work on the primary and secondary circuits.
A two-cut change-out process was developed for the Framatome
•team generators. The two-cut process was feasible because
replacement of the elbows in the reactor coolant system was
not required.

•. Í no
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By eliminating the need to replace the elbows, it was
possible to reduce cutting, machining, and welding processes
by 50 percent. The nozzles of the steam generators and the
pipe ends of the reactor coolant system were machined and
beveled to exact tolerances before the steam generators were
brought into the containment. Once inside, electronic
theodolites, connected to a computer, were used to measure
fit-up tolerances. Exact fit-up was achieved by using a
large set of hydraulic clamps to move and position the
reactor coolant piping to meet the steam generator nozzles.
This was the first use of hydraulic restraints to control the
position of the reactor coolant system to assure precise fit-
up to the steam generators.

No major modifications to the polar crane were required for
the steam generator replacement at Dampierre Unit 1. An
additional trolley, which had been used during the original
construction, was reinstalled and provided additional lifting
capacity.

Radiation was controlled by:

electro-decontamination, and chemical decontamination
before SG removal,

the use of additional shielding,

performing preparatory work outside of containment,

and using remotely operated tools for cutting, machining
and welding.

Orbital GTAW weldments, controlled by closed circuit
television (CCTV) were used for steam generator
installations. This welding process was selected because it
did not require the same critical fit-up tolerances needed
for the narrow-gap welding process. The utility, however,
intends to use the narrow-gap process for future change-outs.

All the workers underwent intensive training at the
specialist centra, CETIC. The steam generator replacement
project at Dampierr* Unit 1 was complete in 99 days with a :
collective radiation dose of 2.12 man-Sievert (212 man-r«). ;
The major benefits expected from the project include: :

'•/.

improved performance from the Inconel 690 thermally •*
treated tubes,

a reduced requirement for in-service inspection,

and a service life of about 30 years for the new steam
generators.
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The experience gained at Dampierre Unit 1 is also expected to
be directly transferable to future steam generator
replacement projects in France.

The steam generators that were removed from service are being
stored in a concrete structure on site at Danpierre Unit 1.
Two of the units are stored in a horizontal position while
the bottom portion of the third unit is stored vertically.
The steam generator that is stored vertically is used for
training and steam generator research projects.

XII 8 f — generator R«placem«nt» in preparation

A. M«w KŮT projects at Bogey 5 and Gravalinas l

The nature of the French pool of nuclear plants means that
EdF may have to carry out a dozen or so operations before the
end of the nineties on the 3-loop PWR 900 series.
Consequently EdF has sought to standardize future SG change-
outs based on the experience acquired on the Dampierre 1
operation by adopting an approach which would optimize costs
in the shortest possible work schedule whilst achieving the
same high technical and dose equivalent standards as the
Dampierre operation.

Apart from Bugey 5, the operations will involve removing the
SG as a single piece. Primary pipes will be cut using
mechanical means, decontamination will be limited to the

v elbows of primary piping after removal of the SGs. The 2-cut
I process will be used without recourse to template, with a
• measurement system involving 4 computer controlled electronic
!. theodolites for fit-up. Primary pipes will be welded using

th« narrow-gap process.

It will also b* sought to lessen the duration of work on the
: secondary systems and auxiliaries, by anticipating the
j reassembly of secondary systems, optimizing the amount of
i dismantled floors and auxiliary pipes, and the use of a new
I single layer of insulation. The target is for 49 work days
;: for the entire replacement operation from the and of
ti unloading to the hydraulic test which, coupled with the other
M operations will involve plant shutdown for a total of
" 16 weeks.

The new steam generators will have Inconel 690 tube bundles,
cast head and substantial improvements for maintenance.
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As regards to specific operation at Bugey 5, the
configuration of the access will lead to the SG being handled
in two pieces. This, in turn will lead to cut and welding
operations on the final joint adding around 20 days to the
overall operation schedule.

EdF reaains the architect-engineer for these operations with
Fraaatoae supplying the replacement SGs and being responsible
for work on the primary and secondary systems. EdF is
currently planning the Bugey 5 operation for the second half
of 1993 and the Gravelines 1 for 1994 or 1995.

B. Doel 3

Doel 3 is a three-loop PWR 900 MW plant. The original steam
generators which operated for 11 years were Framatome 51M
models equipped with Inconel 600 tubes.

ELECTRABEL has programmed the SGR operation for June 1993.
The decision was made after the economic and technical
analysis which resulted from the problems of primary water
stress corrosion cracking and potential for uprating (8 to
9%).

The replacement steam generators will have 28 percent more
surface, giving a larger heat transfer area than in the old
ones. This additional area will allow higher plugging
aargins, potential for power upgrading, or a combination of
both. Re-optiaization of the power plant output without
changes to the safety requirements is being studied in order

,' to aake best use of the additional heat transfer surface.
Incoloy 800 tube aaterial was chosen in favour of Inconel 690
on the basis of in service experience and econoaic

i considerations, especially better warranty. On-site work for
- replacement activities is predicted to take place between
'• June and September 1993. The reactor building design allows

•teaa generator replacement without cutting into the
containaent or the internal structures. With respect to the
civil works, only heavy concrete shield covers on top of the
steaa generator cubicles have to be removed; this is

I peculiar to the Doel 3 plant. The primary piping work will
[-. consist of a three-cut aethod, the cold leg elbows will
í; reaain in place. This approach should ainiaize both tiae

taken and radiation doses. However, new forged elbows have
been bought for the hot leg as back ups. An evaluation of
replacing the forged elbows is being perforaed as the old
cast elbows are showing signs of thermal ageing. The
preliminary plan provides 110 days froa the shutdown of the
plant to full power operation with the new steaa generators.
The old steaa generators will be stored on-site.
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C. Tihange l

Tihange 1 is a three-loop 900 MWe plant. The original steam
generators were Westinghouse Model 44 equipped with Inconel
600 tubes. The potential deterioration of tubes has led SEHO
to plan a replacement operation for June 1995. Moreover, the
operation will take place with power uprated (7 to 8%). The
replacement SGs will be supplied by MITSUBISHI with an
Inconel 690 thermally treated bundle. The exchange area of
the SGs will be increased by 30%.

The architect-engineer for the replacement operation is the
association Tractebel/EdF.

The project is currently at the feasibility stage but it is
already probable that:

the SG will be removed either in one piece due to the 0 m
equipment hatch configuration or in two pieces (the
single unit operation being the basic assumption at
present),

refitting will involve a 2 or 3-cut operation using
topometry. It is not absolutely necessary to change
elbows,

the primary pipe elbows will be decontaminated after
removal of the SG,

the removed SG will be stored on the site. The expected
plant- shutdown for the replacement operation will be 100
work days.

i

t D. Bsinau i

: B*znau l is a two-loop, 360 MW plant. The original steam
| generators were Westinghouse Model 44 equipped with Inconel

600 tubes. The first deterioration appeared soon after the
reactor was commissioned and involved intergranular stress

| corrosion cracking, and wastage fretting at anti-vibration
bars in particular.

| MOK had decided to store two spare steam generator lower
r sections in 1976 in readiness for difficulties.

At the end of 1988, NOK decided to replace the Beznau 1 steam
generator in April/June 1993. The percentage of sleeved
tubes was 8 to 12% and 16 to 20% plugged tubes. This
decision will prepare for longer plant operating life. The
spar* steam generators stored on site will not be us d as
replacements.
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The new SGs have been ordered from Framatome. They integrate
the latest technological developments and are equipped with
Znconel 690 thermally treated tubes. Similarly, NOK has
decided to eliminate the copper in the secondary plant system
by changing the preheaters and the condensor. The main
contractor for the replacement will be a consortium of KWU
and Sulzer. The contractual schedule from reactor trip to
pressure test will be 57 days.

A transfer opening in the containment wall may have to be
made.

IV La»»on» l«arnt

A. Technique*

Replacement of an entire SG in one piece appears to be the
dominant technology in European projects. The configuration
of the containment access may require the containment being
opened, a technique which is well mastered at present.
Handling of the equipment in and outside the reactor building
requires the setting up of temporary hydraulic or mechanical
equipment, or the reuse of the polar crane.

The current trend is to use mechanical cutting techniques for
primary pipe cutting. This is the same for welding where the
narrow-gap welding technique is systematically used.
Decontamination of primary pipes appears increasingly to be a
method of reducing the doses within the framework of the
ALARA concept. The choice between mechanical or chemical

!>., processes will often depend on the operator's approach to
%
H*. waste since the chemical or electro-chemical decontamination
-•;, produces the best results.

'(..'•. The methods of fitting up have progressed from the two, three
>.'• or four-cut processes when a cut change is not required.
I Metrological processes have replaced the templates. The
'. configuration of bunkers is a key factor in the choice of
,V method and the two-cut scenario has proved to be the most
, effective.
v -I
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B. Work schedule - Radiation exposure

European operators have largely benefited from American
experience. The first operation involved plant shutdown for
300 hours and 22 man-Sievert. By Dampierre 1, this had been
reduced to 99 days and 2.1 man-Sievert or by a factor of 3 on
the delay and 10 on the dose equivalent. The intensive
planning of there operations and in particular the use of
mock-ups is a key factor in the success of recent operations.
The AIARA approach is now an accepted part of the technology
and it is worth recapping certain characteristics of this
concept : intensive preparatory planning phase, accurate
estimates, optimized pipe cutting operations, use of
biological protections, decontamination of elbows, use of
automated tools, intensive training on mock-ups, improvement
of work stations.

C Replacement steam generators

The replacement equipment has benefitted from changes in the
design which are constantly being improved.

The principal aim of these modifications is, in particular,
to lessen the deterioration of tubes, and improve maintenance
of apparatus.

However, the tube material used is thermally-treated Inconel
690 or incoloy 800, each operator having his own opinion on
these materials.

The main changes in the design can be summarized as:

tube support plates made of ferretic stainless steel
instead of carbon steel to prevent tube denting,

support plate holes of the quatrefoil design to allow a
greater flow through the tube-to-tube support interface
to wash away sludge and corrosive products,

tubes that are full-depth rolled in the tube sheet to
prevent sludge in the crevice region,

installation of a distribution baffle to sweep sludge
away from the tube sheet,

better blowdown systems to minimize sludge lancing,

\ - stress reduction in U-tubes by increasing the radius of
the U-tube bend,

«.>•" I "6
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additional hand holes and larger manways to facilitate
Maintenance,

and tube markings on the tube to facilitate inspection.

COKCLPSIOir

Steaa generator replacement has become a necessity for many
operators. It has now entered into a phase of regular
execution and optimization.

With the exception of standardized units, each steam
generator replacement is a specific one-off operation. The
common methodology is however based on the type of
replacement (total or partial), on the method for handling,
on the SG access, on bunkers, and on the cut and fit-up
technology used.

A project preparatory phase which lasts around 3 to 4 years
is essential if the project is to succeed and is used both to
optimize the works schedule and the dosimetry. Moreover,
changes in the type of SG and the possibility of increasing
power during an SGR can reasonably lead us to believe that
this will be a once only operation in the service life of a
unit.
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REPI-AfľEMRNT OF PROfTEKS-fTOMPHTRR fHlRT.H« FflT.I, PfWRR OPP.RATTOM.

Authors: Johan Kroon, Chris Loos

Utility: EPZ, Netherlands

Unit: KCB (Nuclear Power Station), Borssele

THTROnUPTTOH OF THE POMPAHV.

EPZ, is the electricity producing company for the southern
part of the Netherlands. The installed production capacity
totals an amount of 4700 MWe. Basically it has three producti-
on locations. The biggest location is at Geertruidenberg on
the Maas/Rhine delta, where 2030 MWe can be produced with
conventional coal fired units.
Another location is in the province of Limburg on the river
Haas, with a total capacity of 1800 HWe,produced with coal or
natural gas. At that location a 300 MWe coal gassification
plant is under construction.
The third location is at Borssele, Zeeland, where the Schelde
river reach the meam In Borssele there is a 400MWe coal firing

,: plant and a 470Hffe nuclear power station, KCB.
Legally EPZ is a private company, owned by the three distribu-
ting companies of southern Netherlands. The shares of those

i companies however are held by the local governments.
j

I TMTRnnnrľTTQU nr KPB.

The Borssele Nuclear Power Station obtained its operating
license in 1973, after four years of construction. KCB is a

," two loop PWR, built by Siemens. During the nearly twenty years
„ of operation it has shown a very satisfactory performance.
h In the past quite an amount of backfitting-projects have taken
( place. Some of the most important were:

Replacements of condensors,
4 Bunkerized independ primary and secondary water supply

system,
* Replacement of secondary safety valves,
i Automatic testing facility for the Reactor Protection

System,
Replacement of the Plant Process Computer.

, After the ten years evaluation study another amount of back-
fitting projects have been taken in preparation. Important
items are:

Replacement of the Reactor Protection System,
Upgrading of the Safety Injection and RBR-system,
Extension of the bunkerized system, with an alternative
heat sink.
Replacement of Main Steam and Peedwaterlines in the
Containment and the Annulus,
Replacement and Capacity increase of the Emergency-
Power System,
Increase capacity of the Process Computer Installation.
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PROCESS CGp2t>0TER.

The power plant was delivered in 1973 with a Siemens 306
process computer. To that computer were connected 3000 logical
signals and 400 analogs. The functions of the computer instal-
lation were: Data logging.

Thermal Power Calculation,
Flux Distribution Calculation.

In 1984 it was decided to replace this System by a new Process
Presentation System* This new system was installed in 1988 and
1989. The complete installation was delivered by a consortium
of CGEE-Alsthom (now Cegelec) from France and Combustion
Engineering (now part of ABB) from the USA.
The system originally consisted of three levels:
1) The Data Acquisition level equipped with Cegelec T20 con-

trollers
2) Bull SPS-5 Data Base processor and Han Machine Machine

Interface controller, with software based on Cegelec T20-
Centralog design.

, 3) Concurrent 3680 Applications Processor.
> The levels 2 and 3 consist of two redundant trains, with fully
'. automatic fail over software. The system has a capacity of
í handling 1200 analog signals and 6000.logical signals. Soon
j after the delivery of the system the projected reserve capaci-
! ty was already occupied. To fullfill the need for additional
' operator stations a fourth level was introduced in 1992, based

on workstations.
The projected backfitting projects will cause a demand for
connection of additional signals. To be able to increase the
data handling capacity the level 2 computers will be replaced.

'• The new Process Presentation System has among others the
; following functions:

Alarm handling.
Thermal Power Calculation,

i Flux Distribution Calculation,
Process Status Presentation on VDU by means of curves.
Mimic diagram, operational diagrams, etc.),

f Monitoring Critical Safety Functions,
| Monitoring System and Component Availability,
•r Animation of the Overview-Panel,
j'; Provision of Bistorical Data.

I
1
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PRO.TEPT DATES.

The project definition was started in 1984. It resulted in a
requirements list for a new presentation system. In the follo-
wing year the suppliers were selected. Those companies toge-
ther with employees of the Power Plant created the Functional
Design in 1985 and 1986. In 1986 the erection of the system
was started. Also in 1986 the preparation of the connection of
the signals to the new computer system was started. During the
refueling outage of 1987 the control room was refurbished and
a new ceiling and a new illumination was installed.
The objective was to install the new system during the refue-
ling outage in february/march 1986. However due to several
problems that target date could not be met. Normally the
installation should then be realised in the next outage which
was scheduled for a Year later* But because the connection of
th; signals was extensively prepared beforehand we were confi-
dent to connect in september 1988 during full power operation.
In june most of the hardware and a main part of the software
was deliverd. The site acceptance test for this part ended in
October 1988. During the refueling outage of 1989 the remai-
ning hardware (among which the big overview panel) and softwa-
re were installed.

STBHAf. PRP.PAR&TOM-

During the operation of the old process computer several
faults in the signal definition were found. So in the begin-
ning of the project we started with a thorough screening of
all the signals already connected to be sure that no mistakes
were left. During the functional design and the preparation of

•;> the mimics new signals to be installed were defined. The
it, number of additional signals exceeded our expectations. That's
;'• why additional hardware and Modification of the data base had
;' to be ordered. This was one of the reasons for the delay of
%•> the project.
• During two refueling outages the afore mentioned signals were
r connected in the cable spreading room to cables which lead to
i the computer rooms. There the cables for the logical signals
r have connectors, ready to be plugged in to the data acquisi-
\ tion cabinets to be installed. The same type of connectors as
;' used for the old process computers was chosen. Therefore
I conversion modules had to be delivered with the new data

acquisition units. The advantage was that converting to a new
computer system only means that the existing connectors could
right be plugged into the new cabinets. The cables with the
analog signals were connected to a marshalling rack in the
computer room. From there cables with standerd connectors were
prepared to be plugged into the T20 cabinets.
In the refueling outage of 1988 the frames of the acquisition
cabinets together wih some of the electronics were available
so that all the connections could be tested, in this way we
were confident that in that area no serious mistakes could
hazard the actual connection.
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After the arrival of the computer installation in june 1988 a
hardware test took place. Upon succesfull completion of this
test connection of signals was done in July. In that month
only the new signals were connected, so the old process compu-
ter was still operational and the new process computer with
only a part of the signals and because of that a limited
anonnt of functions. Because of the preparations the installa-
tion of the signals was only a matter of plugging into the
connectors.
This situation lasted until September, which gave to the
operators the opportunity to get acquainted with the new
process presentation system. In September 1988 we started with
the conversion of the signals of the old process computer to
the new system. To prepare that work an extensive guide was
written, which among others was approved by the national
safety authorities. The order in which the signals were taken
over depended on the applications they were needed for. It was
decided to convert the most critical applications first. The
reason for that was that if some malfunctioning in the new
installation was observed, which urged us to go back to the
old computer, the amount of reconnection was as small as
possible. Later when some less critical signals were reconnec-
ted a need for going back did not exist anymore with a possi-
ble anamolie. After connecting the signals for an application,
the application was first tested before proceeding with the
following one.

During the installation process we have observed one problem
by testing the control rod monitoring system. The actuation of
an end switch of a control rod caused a power cut in the
control cabinet,caused by a short circuit. This was due to a
signal cable already damaged during the construction of the
Power plant.

. The connection of the logical signals was rather easy as it
• meant just putting the plug in another cabinet. The connection
\ of some of the analog signals was More complex. As already
[ mentioned the analog signals were connected from the cable
[. spreading room to a Marshalling rack in the computer room.
\ That Marshalling rack was equiped with special plug connectors

to which the signal* were connected with. Of the signal*
already connected to the old process computer about 100 were
of the type "current loop". The Measuring of those signal* was

' done over a precision resistance which was mounted on the
Siemens plug. This plug could not be used in the new installa-
tion. Therefore new resistors were mounted on the plug connec-
tor* of the Marshalling rack. During the preparation these had
already been premounted with one leg left isolated. Between
the plug connector and the new data acquisition cabinet* a
parallel loop was made. The connection proces* was then as
follow*:
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The first step was to plug in the connector to the new cabi-
nets. This resulted in a measurement on the new process compu-
ter which could deviate about 10 percent from the real value,
the measurement on the new computer was checked.
The second step was soldering the new resistors on their place
on the plug connectors of the marshalling rack. This should
cause a drop in the measured value to about 50 percent on the
old and the new computer. This was checked.
The last step was to remove the resistor from the Siemens
plug. The result should be a disappearance of the signal on
the old computer and a normal appearance on the new computer.
Again this was checked.
The cabling to the old process computer installation then was
removed inthe next Refueling outage.

raun.usTON.

Although it is normal to schedule the exchange of a process
computer installation during a refueling outage, our experien-
ce proved that this could be done during normal power operati-
on. In our situation this could be done because of the limited
amount of functions of the old process computer and the fact
that we could beforehand prepare the connection very extensi-
vely.

I
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UPGRADING REQUIREMENTS

P. Govaerts, Director of AV Nuclear, 157, avenue du Roi, 1060 Bruxelles

H. Dresse, Director of Nuclear Production, Electrabel, Bd. du Regent,8, 1000
Bruxelles

M. Roch, Head of Design Services, Belgatoa, avenue Ariane, 7, 1200 Bruxelles

1. INTRODUCTION

In the operating licence of each Belgian nuclear power plant it is required
that 10, 20, 30, ... years after the plant has reached its nominal power, the
Utility and the Safety Authority jointly proceed to a comparative examination
of the design, construction, operating rules and procedures of the existing
plant with respect to the current rules and practices in use in the USA and in
the European Community at the time of the review.

As the technical support to the Competent Authorities, supervising nuclear
safety, AV Nuclear is in charge of that examination and acts as the Regulatory
Body.

The joint report to be submitted to the Authorities addresses the following
topics:

- identification of the differences between the present state of the plant and
the current safety rules and practices

i - evaluation of the acceptability of these differences

1 - proposal for making appropriate improvements

- schedule for the implementation of the modifications

This report is presented to the Ministries supervising nuclear safety and to
V the Belgian Nuclear Safety Commission. After their approval the report is
h referenced in the operating license of the plant and the Utility must comply
}: with it.

\ Belgium hss been the first nation in the world to hava required these safety
reassessments on a periodic basis. Lot us also note that the operating license
does not fix a limit to the lifetime of the plant: the plant can operate as
long as it stays in its safety domain, and periodic reassessments are the
means to ensure it for the next following ten years, in addition to the
permanr.it surveillance exercised by the regulatory body.
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As Doel 1 and 2 and Tihange 1 began operation in 1975, the first reassessment
took place for these plants in 1985. The Modifications proposed were quite
extensive. They have been realised for the most part in the period 19B5-1990.
The next periodic reassessments are due in 1992-1993 for Doel 3 and Tihange 2
and will be followed in 1995 by the second reassessment of Ooel 1/2 and
Tihange 1 and by the first reassessment of Ooel 4 and Tihange 3.

2. TYPES OF REVIEW DURING PLANT OPERATION

Let us first reiterate some basic principles. '

a. The operating organization (licensee) is fully responsible for the scfe
operation of the plant

b. It must operate the plant in conformity with the requirements of its
licence (in particular the Safety Analysis Report), under the supervision
of the Authorities or of organizations delegated by the Authorities and
acting on their behalf

c. The licence contains a number of conditions like:

- Uniting conditions of operation,
- periodic tests and inspections of safety related structures, systems and
components,

- procedures (technical and administrative) for plant modifications,
- reporting of incidents, and resulting corrective actions,
- feedback of operational experience from other plants.

Thus nuclear power plants are subject to a proces? of continuous safety
reviews throughout their operation. This process takes place at different '
levels in time:

- ongoing routine surveillance during day to day operation,
- tests and inspections of safety related components at periodic intervals;
the periodicity depends on the component, varying from one week to 10 years.

- proposals for modifications made by the licensee, reviewed and approved by
the representatives of the Authorities. These modifications may be very
minor ones or very important ones, like power increase, which requires a
revision of the licence.

- Special safety reviews following accidents or incidents of safety '•
significance which have occurred at the plant or elsewhere. These reviews ;*
are usually requested by the Authorities; examples are the application of <i
lessons learned after the Browns Ferry fire or the Three Hile Island and '
Chernobyl accidents. Minor events brought to the attention of the regulatory
body may alto initiate a special review if the regulatory body so requests,
feeling that their assessment should not be deferred up to the next periodic
safety reassessment.
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Due to the continuous surveillance of the safety of nuclear power plants,
licensees in some countries have questioned the need of supplementary periodic
safety reassessments of the plants.

However, the licensing Authorities have thought that, complementary to this
continuous surveillance, periodic safety reassessments should be performed by
the licensee for each nuclear power plant at suitable intervals during the
plant lifetime, in order to get a broad integral view of the actual safety of
the installation.

3. OBJECTIVES OF PERIODIC SAFETY REASSESSMENTS

The aims of such periodic safety reassessments are the following ones:

a. To confirm that the plant is still at least as safe as originally intended,
i.e. that no subtle degradation of the safety has taken place due, for
example, to the accumulation of modifications made since the start-up.

It might have been discovered during operation that some scenarios intended
to be covered in the initial design, had in reality not been considered in
some specific circumstances.

The operational record of the plant and the operational feedback from
similar plants are the main tools to perform this investigation. An
evaluation of the modifications which have been made sheds also light on
the safety or operational improvements really achieved versus the initial
objectives of the modifications.

b. To establish the exact plant status and its operating experience with
emphasis on those structures, systems and components susceptible to ageing
and wear out. The aim is to identify and evaluate any factors which may
limit the safe operation of the plant in the time interval till the next
periodic safety reassessment.

c. To justify the current levels of safety of the plant by comparing them with
current safety standards and practices and identify areas where
improvements would be beneficial and risks reduced at justifiable expense.

The status of the plant is thus compared to the safety options adopted for
the most recent units licensed, the design of which takes into account the
evolution of the safety requirements and advances in technology to date. A if
further objective is to ensure a balanced approach to safety across the f
whole plant. (

It should be pointed out that the surveillance of ageing and wear out í
processes is a permanent activity of the licensee. Before start up a
qualification programme of safety related equipment has been set up, from
which a Projected Qualified Life of each component has been deduced.
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Preventive maintenance programmes take that information into account and
replacements are scheduled accordingly. Sometimes, refinements in the
evaluation of the Projected Quality Life can extend this life (comparison
between real and assumed environment, stressors,etc).

Condition monitoring of the equipment and specific surveillance programmes
(reactor vessel, steam generators,...) allow to follow most wear-out processes
and apply the corrective measures in due time.

4. THE DOEL 1 AM) 2 AND TIHANGE 1 SAFETY REASSESSMENTS 1
4.1. Brief description of the plants reviewed.

Ooel 1 and 2 are Hestinghouse twin plants of 400 MW(e) each; they are
two-loop plants with an 8 ft core and a rather high average linear power
(6,76 kW/ft or 221,6 W/cm). These two plants share a number of engineered
safety features (ESF) systems:
4 high head safety injection pumps, 4 diesels, multiple interconnections
between the 4 train electric buses, 4 component cooling pumps, etc. High
head safety pumps inject water, up to a maximum pressure of 120 bar, in
the cold loops and directly into the reactor vessel (downcomer).

Tihange 1 is a three-loop Framatome reactor of 900 MW(e). It is similar
to Beaver Valley in the USA or to the Fessenheim plants in France, except
that it is still fueled with 15 x 15 type assemblies.
It has, like the 900 MW(e) plants of the French programme, two safety
trains (2 x 100%) for electrical as well as mechanical equipment.
The high head safety injection pumps are the charging pumps, enabling
them to inject water in the primary circuit at nominal pressure and even
at higher pressure. Hence in case of a spurious safety injection signal,
borated water will be injected in the core. The residual heat removal

: system is located inside the reactor building, and its heat exchanger is
also used in the low head safety injection system.

" In the early 1970's when these plants were built less attention was given
K to the support systems for the safety systems; their seismic and
• post-accident environmental qualification was not a major concern; the
: protection against high energy line breaks was not considered for all
í ; systems, the physical separation between redundant systems was not so "-,

strict as it is in the more recent plants. Less attention was also given .,
[... in these times to accidents from external origin, either natural or man '
''- made, like earthquakes, flooding, aircraft crashes, gas cloud explosion,

toxic gases, large fires. -

7-
4.2. Methodology ')

a. Preliminary phase; definition of the subjects

A preliminary list of subjects to be tackled during the safety
reassessment was at first drawn independently by the utility and by
the licensed organization. These two lists were then compared,
discussed and merged into a common list which formed the basis of the
joint report.
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This first list of subjects was established, at AV Nuclear, from
different sources:

- the experience built by other countries which had already performed
safety revaluations of old plants. It was mainly the Systematic
Evaluation Programme in the USA, (R.E. Ginna being a power plant
similar to Doel 1/2), the SENA plant in France, as well as other
plants in Spain, Sweden or Switzerland.

- The experience from the operation of the plant under consideration
itself.

- The safety issues brought by the operating experience of foreign
plants through our ARIANE system of feedback of operating experience.

- The subjects considered during the safety analysis of the last four
Belgian nuclear power plants Ooel 3 and 4, Tihange 2 and J.

Indeed, the solutions adopted in the last four plants and the safety
questions raised during their safety assessment served as a reference
for what was meant by the present rules and practices in the USA and
in Europe.
It is difficult, and sometimes meaningless, to examine up to what
point a given rule is applied, and this can very quickly degenerate
into a formal and legalistic discussion in which the safety objective
is gradually lost. Hence the comparison of the Ooel 1/2 and Tihange 1

: plants with the most recent US and European rules and practi.ces has
:. been understood as a comparison with the design solutions adopted in
S Tihange 2 and 3, Ooel 3 and 4.

I Such an approach could be followed because the safety assessment of
i the last four plants had taken place since 1977 and was still under
' way when the reassessment of the old plants was started.

The contents of the Safety Analysis Reports of the most recent plants
served also as a systematic check list to verify that subjects had not

,: been overlooked for the old plants.

f At the time a preliminary list of topics is established, the number of
r subjects to be revaluated should not be considered as a limiting
i; constraint. One should not scratch off subjects because they are a
•-. priori thought of minor importance or have already been considered

more or less deeply in the past.

I It is indeed important to be imaginative and to give a second look at
i, subjects (incidents, modifications, improvements) tackled previously
|; (luring operation of the plant with a broader perspective: have the

objectives been reached, have unexpected difficulties been
encountered, have the solutions adopted been effective while not
introducing adverse side effects?

Moreover, consecutive to an incident, correcting the detected
anomalies is by no means sufficient: root causes should be sought for
and necessary action taken in order to prevent the recurrence of
similar incidents taking place in the same or in more exacting
circumstances.
Taking up these matters anew in the safety reassessment is a way to
ensure that comprehensive solutions are adopted.
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b. Study of each subject, proposed actions, implementation

Once the subjects proposed by the utility, its architect-engineer
Tractebel and the licensed organization had been agreed upon, each
subject was examined in the following way.

. the subject was clearly defined, explaining the initial status of
the plant, and the aim of the study, i.e. the safety objective to be
reached.
The technology was agreed upon (which kind of analysis to perform,
what calculation to do, what initial conditions to assume in the
safety analyses, e t c . . ) •v

. the studies were performed by the architect-engineer or by the
utility and submitted to the licensed organization for review and
criticism.

. discussions were held between the various parties in charge in order
to discuss the progress of each study, and reorient them if
necessary.

. the conclusions of the studies clearly indicated the new level of
safety aimed at and, as the case might be, the modifications needed
to reach it.

. an integrated review of the results or all studies and proposed
modifications was made in order to develop a global approach to the
different problems and decide solutions mutually compatible. In this
way it is possible to adopt modifications which were able to solve
independently identified problems.

. the results of this first round of studies were the basis of the
joint report submitted to the Authorities which was afterwards
endorsed by them.

. studies were refined for each subject, leading to the precise
definition of the modifications to be made, their planning and :

implementation. '•
í

. the documentation (procedures, safety analysis report,...) were •/•
reviewed to made them reflect the modifications made and the results '
of the studies. 1

'-í
.;«
;"

'• Subjects considered during the safety reassessment ŕ

%

The safety reassessments of Ooel 1 and 2 and Tihange 1 were performed in Ů
parallel and the same subjects were considered for both plants, some of 'k
the subjects being more important or more difficult for one site than for "i
the other one. /t
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The following subjects have been considered:

1. Protection against accidents of external origin and industrial risks
2. Earthquakes
3. High energy line breaks
4. Fire protection
5. Flooding from external or internal origin
6. Large winds, climatic effects
7. Differential settling of buildings
8. Systems to stop the reactor, cool the core, and remove the residual

heat:
- reactor protection system
- safety systems: auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators,
shutdown cooling, safety injection, spray (ventilation of the
reactor containment), control room and auxiliary shutdown panel

- steam discharge to the atmosphere
- ultimate heat sink
- safety related pressure air
- electrical supplies
- resistance and integrity of the circuits
- instrumentation for the safety related systems
- leak detection for the primary circuit
- detection of inadequate core cooling
- qualification (seismic and environmental) of electrical and
mechanical systems

9. Primary circuit integrity:
- overpressure protection in hot and cold conditions
- protection against pressurized thermal shock
- reactor vessel venting
- seals integrity of the primary pumps
- leak detection
- corrosion due to boric acid
- list of transients which have occurred

10. Nuclear auxiliary buildings: accessibility and equipment
qualification after a severe accident
Inspection of structures and equipment (electrical, mechanical)
Test programme
Technical specifications
Conduct of operation
Quality organization
Spent fuel handling and storage
Ventilation systems, gaseous waste system
Isolation and leaktightness of the primary and secondary containments
Hydrogen control in the primary containment
Operation experience
Accident analysis
Radiation monitoring and ALARA policy
Post accident sampling in the reactor building, post accident
radiation shielding after core degradation

24. Updated documentation, including revision of the FSAR.

This safety reassessment has been made by applying deterministic safety
criteria, with the most recent plants serving as reference safety
standards. No comprehensive probabilistic risk analysis has been

l, performed or thought needed, but reliability studies of some of the
jj circuits have been performed to help in the selection of the best

improvements.
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A subject not treated in this periodic reassessment was the simulators
required for operator training because full scope simulators were being
built for the new Belgian plants and their extension for the former
plants was considered.

It is not possible to review in detail all the topics enumerated above,
we will restrict ourselves to one example for Doel 1 and 2, and to
another one for Tihange 1.

4.4. The addition of an emergency system at Doel 1 and 2.

This subject is developed in reference (1) and excerpts are given here.

From the analysis performed for the various subjects considered in the
ten year reassessment it soon appeared that improving the existing safety
systems would be very difficult for many of them due to the lack of space
between redundant trains, due to the fact that earthquakes and external
explosions had not been considered in the original design, due to the
layout of the main steam and feedwater lines making high energy line
breaks problems (in certain areas) about impossible to tackle.

It was therefore decided to add emergency systems and to house them in a
new building, sharing with the existing systems just a few plant shutdown
control components.

Designed to deal with major external explosion, earthquake, high energy
<• ; line break outside containment, complete loss of on-site electrical
j supplies, major fire in the electrical building or affecting components

;i;] not physically separated, the new emergency safety systems (one per unit)
: I are installed in a new building and are able to stabilize the plant at
f hot shutdown conditions and to bring it to cold shutdown.

It should be noted that although multiple (4) electrical polarities have
:.. been used to achieve redundancy, most mechanical components are not
'%.' redundant, consistent with a reliability objective of the emergency
';, safety systems as a whole. ;

y'i The safety functions of the emergency systems are:

.'' . Safe shutdown of the reactor and residual heat removal ;
| reactivity control of the core }
§•„. control of the primary system water inventory
V, cooling by the steam generators
|; control of the primary system pressure í

U: I
$/ . Primary system integrity ri

the pressure boundary integrity "',
protection of RCP's seal n°l >|
isolation of excessive make-up water ::

. Radioactivity confinement and effluents control within authorized limits
isolation of the feedwater and steam lines
cooling of the spent fuel pits
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Detailed information on the systems and components can be found in (1).

The erection of the new building and the installation of new components
took place in the period 1987-1990 when the plant was in operation as it
did not interfere with it; the connection to existing systems and the
integration tests were performed at the end of 1990 during a common
shutdown of the two units.

It has been shown in this way that major improvements to cope with
postulated initiating events not covered in the initial design can be
made in a very efficient way and without interfering with plant operation.

4.5. The seismic revaluation of structures, systems and components at
Tihange 1.

This subject is developed in reference (2) and excerpts are given here.

A safe shutdown earthquake (5SE) of 0,1 g had been considered in the
design of Tihange 1. However during the experts review of Tihange 2, more
conservative margins on the consequences of historical earthquakes led to
the adoption of a SSE = 0,17 g.

For the reassessment of Tihange 1, it was felt more rational to adopt the
new value of the SSE also for Tihange 1, which meant a 70% increase in
the design earthquake intensity.

Better knowledge of the soil parameters and a site dependent design
response spectrum were used in the reassessment of the buildings, using a
three dimensional modelization. The results were satisfactory for the
reactor building and for most of the other buildings, leading to some
partial reinforcements of the upper structures. The electrical building
however which is a framed structure without any shear walls could not
resist the earthquake horizontal forces, using conventional analysis
methods.
Reinforcement of the columns and addition of two longitudinal beans on
the roof were analyzed with a full three dimension non linear dynamic
computer code specially developed and tested for framed structures, which
showed these improvements were adequate.

In a second step representative piping systems were reassessed using the
floor response spectra generated in the building revaluation. Use of non
linear methods of analysis allowed to seismically qualify the piping
systems practically in their original design conditions.

As a third step the qualification of active components was achieved using
the Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SQUG) methodology developed in
the USA in response to Unresolved Safety Issue A46.

Originally designed for a 0,1 g SSE, with less severe design criteria for
structures and components than are presently required, Tihange 1 has been
revaluated for a SSE = 0,17 g.

The systematic use of classical methods could have led to extensive
hardware modifications with the risk of safety impairment rather than
safety improvement. But the use and development of innovative methods
wherever applicable have allowed to seismically qualify the plant with
only minor hardware modifications (like better anchorage of electrical
cabinets) and thus reduced investments costs.
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5. THE DOEL 3 ANO TIHANGE 2 SAFETY REASSESSMENTS

Doel 3 and Tihange 2 are three-loop PWR plants designed with an increased
separation ' of functions between independent systems, and with three
independent safety trains (mechanical and electrical).

Belgian safety authorities have required that the USNRC rules be followed and
that these plants be protected against accidents of external origin like
aircraft crash, explosions, large fires and toxic gases. These requirements
have led to the addition of the so-called "second level protection" located in
bunkerized areas. It obeys the single failure criterion and consists in a
three independent train additional protection system, pumps and tanks to
inject borated water in the primary circuit, feedwater for the steam
generators, protection of the primary pumps seals, diesel groups, cooling
systems and an ultimate heat sink.

Since these two plants have begun operation in 1982-19B3, not many new safety
rules have been published since then, and the design of these plants compares
quite well with the to-day evolutionary concepts for future reactors.
The reassessment will thus draw heavily on the feedback of operating
experience of the plants themselves, checking the consistency of the
modifications performed during the last ten years, improving the test,
maintenance and inspection activities, examining software, identifying
precursor events from foreign plants experience, etc. It will also investigate
combination of accidents not considered up to now, like a steam line break and
a steam generator tube rupture at the same time, or the rupture of a few steam
generator tubes.

Since the Chernobyl accident, more emphasis has been placed on severe (beyond
design) accidents, and investigations have been made on the ultimate strength
of the containment, the hydrogen control, various ways to vent the
containment, dilution scenarios which might lead to reactivity accidents, and
possible accident management procedures.
A level 1+ PSA is also under way for the power as for the shutdown states. The
results which are still preliminary indicate that these plants show a rather
homogeneous safety level, with no scenario responsible for a large fraction of
the core melt probability, and a positive impact of the "second level
protection".

When compared to other plants, the importance of transients to the core melt
probability is indeed smaller as the second level systems introduce
effectively more diversity and/or redundancy.

The exact way in which PSA results will be incorporated in the decision
process is still being discussed, but they will certainly be used in a
relative manner to find out which systems play an important role in reducing
the core melt probability, what gains could be achieved on their reliability,
how allowed outage times could be more rationally defined in the Technical
Specifications.

It is not intended to base decisions on the absolute value of the core melt
probability and apply safety goals.
The Belgian safety philosophy remains the defence in depth: effectiveness of
the barriers between the radioactive products and the environment, design
against a set of postulated accidents. These criteria should not be
jeopardized by too much credit given to absolute numbers resulting from PSA
studies.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

•V

The first safety reassessments performed for the Belgian slants have resulted
in a very extensive reanalysis of the safety of the plants, and the adoption
of mutually consistent modifications able to provide integrated solutions to
many different problems. Such a global approach permits a much more efficient
safety reassessment and improvement capability than a case by case analysis
and curing.

It has been shown that improvements could be made even for topics very deeply
linked to the design and the lay-out of the plant itself, like protection
against external hazards, increase in the intensity of the design basis
earthquake or modification of the reactor protection system.

When there are limitations to the upgrading of existing systems, a solution is
to add dedicated systems which will ensure the safety functions sought, as it
has been shown with the ultimate shutdown system at the Ooel plant. It is thus
possible to extend the design bases of the plants to cover events not
considered at the onset.

The end result is the upgrade of the safety of the older plants towards a
safety level similar to the one of the most recent plants.

Once a robust safety case has been obtained through a strict adherence to the
deterministic safety principles, a probabilistic safety analysis is
appropriate due to its systematic approach and the different light it can shed
on the installation, leading to a mere refined analysis and further
enhancement of safety.

Periodic safety reassessments are viewed as the best way to guarantee the
safety level of the existing plants and to incorporate in an ordered and
comprehensive manner the evolution of the safety principles on which the
design of the most recent plants is based.

Those measures have - and will - ensure that the Belgian nuclear power plants
do not become "old-fashioned" reactors.
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NPP EVALUATION, BACKFTTTING AND LIFE EXTENTION
AN ENGINEERING VIEWPOINT

Antonio Gonzalez, Empresarios Agrupados, Madrid

INTRODUCTION

During the decade of the '80s, the Ownens of die two oldest operating plants in Spain
designed and built during the '60s - namely, José Cabrera NPP. a Westinfhouse PWR, and
Santa Maria de Garofia NPP, a GE B WR - undertook the following important programs:

1. A far-reaching Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) for the José Cabrera NPP
consisting in the systematic safety review of die plant design, followed by die
necessary hardware modifications, to upgrade it and make it comply with current
safety criteria, and a Plant Upgrading Program for the Garofia Nuclear Station
focusing on specific topics affecting GE B WR Mark-I type plants of the same vintage

A Remaining Life Management Program to ensure that the units, after extensive
backfittings and high capital investment, would complete their design life, leaving
open the option for plant life extension. These two units are today considered by die
Spanish nuclear industry as the pilot plants for Plant Lite Extension (PLEX)
programs for PWRs and BWRs in our country

"• The purpose of this paper is to summarize the principal lessons learned trom
í: EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS' participation as an architect-engineering organization in
i the engineering, design and implementation of these Programs. They are practical
\; examples of positive experience which could be considered as a reference when carrying
f. out similar programs for other plants.

PLANT SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION AND BACKFITTING

Because of the larger scope - affecting structures, systems and components the entire plant-
and due to the systematic review methodology applied, die examples of positive experience
summarized in this first pan of the presentation will only refer to the SEP for die Jose
Cabrera PWR-type plant. A similar set of recommendations could also be extracted from
the Garotte BWR-type plant upgrading effort.
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In summary, the SEP performed for the Jose Cabrera PWR-type plant addressed the
following three aspects to bring the plant to an acceptable safety level in accordance with
today's licensing positions:

1. An evaluation of the as-built plant design against current licensing criteria for
essentially the same number of safety topics as those required by die NRC to be
addressed in similar SEPs for old plants in die USA

2. An evaluation of plant modifications necessary to implement die Three Mile Island
(TMI) Short-Term Lessons Learned requirements which, at the time, was requested
of all plants in Spain by die Nuclear Safety Council

3. An evaluation of die impact of implementing specific plant modifications identified
by die Owner, based on his operational experience, to facilitate plant operation and
maintenance

The plant SEP was performed by a well-integrated team composed of die Owner,
Westinghouse as die original plant supplier, and Empiesarios Agrupados as die
architect-engineer. They all worked in full cooperation in this important project which was
structured into three well-differentiated phases: (I) Evaluation (1979-1981), (II) Design
(1981-1982), and (III) Implementation of Physical Modifications (1983-1985).

Review Methodology

The review procedure consisted in comparing die as-bnilt design of die plant with current
licensing criteria in • number of safety "topics" which were essentially the same in quantity
(137) and in content u diose required by the US NRC to be addressed in similar SEPs for
old American plants. Examples of evaluation topics were: Containment pressure and heat
lemoval capability; Environmental qualification; Redundancy and Physical Separation, etc.

For each safety topic, die corresponding plant design was reviewed to determine whether it
complied with current licensing requirements and an individual evaluation dossier or report
was prepared which included: (1) a Definition of die topic to ensure diat all participants
had a common understanding; (2) a Safety Objective of the review, (3) identification of
Current Licensing Criteria with a list of codes, standards and regulations applicable to die
review, (4) a Document List, including all die drawings, calculations and information on die
original plant design on which die review was based, (5) a discussion on die Evaluation,
and (6) die Review Findings which described die results of the evaluation and indicated
whether or not it was judged dut die plant design complied with current licensing criteria
anddiedisposiomondieactiomtobetakenmcaseofnofKXMnpliance.
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In brief, backfitting recommended in case of noncompliance fell into one or more of the
following categories: (1) perform a more refined, thorough engineering analysis because
compliance could still be achieved through further evaluation work; (2) draw up a new
operating, maintenance or surveillance procedure, or introduce changes to existing ones,
including changes to the Plant Technical Specifications, and (3) implement physical
backfittings consisting of modifications or additions to structures, systems and components
in the plant

Extent of Modifications and Problematic Safety Topics j

The SEP resulted in significant physical modifications to the plant, including the redesign
of exisiting mechanical, electrical and I&C systems and extensive modifications in piping,
HVAC ducts and electric cable tray layout; replacement of old components; addition of
new equipment; construction of new buildings, etc, die details of which go beyond the
intention of this paper. It should be mentioned, however, that the cost of the SEP •
including engineering, equipment and construction - was higher than the original
investment by the utility to build the complete plant in the '60s.

The safety review topics that originated the.more extensive and/or significant modifications
were those involving emergency core cooling system improvement, compliance with single
failure criteria, safeguard redundancy, physical and electrical separation, auxiliary safety
system .upgrading, control room habitability, fire protection, maintaining environmental
conditions, seismic upgrading, equipment environmental qualification, availability of
emergency power supply and improvement of radioactive waste treatment systems.

' The Action Plan

f ;.

! This is the top-level document in the program which should be drawn up to present die
organized results of die systematic safety review. The Action Plan should summarize die
full evaluation dossier or report on each review topic. It should define die evaluation

t criteria that have been applied and specify die necessary engineering analysis and changes
i- to structures, systems and components to reach die required safety level. It is •'*';
J recommended that die Action Plan be submitted to die licensing authorities to obtain, if V

possible, acceptance in principle to die proposed actions. ">,

The Design Concept Dooment

This document expounds die Action Plan and presents a preliminary design of all proposed
changes to plant structures, systems and components in an intregrated, coordinated and

< comprehensive manner. The Design Concept Document should!
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Provide a reference design guide common to all participants in the upgrading program

Include die design criteria, design basis and applicable codes and standards for each
of the proposed modifications

Provide justification of the adequacy of the proposed modifications to meet
established safety requirements

Provide preliminary design solutions for the proposed modifications, including
system flow diagrams and descriptions, logic and/or analog control diagrams,
one-line diagrams, equipment lists and data sheets, physical layout drawings, etc

The Design Concept Document should be submitted by the Owner to the licensing
authorities with die purpose of obtaining approval of die proposed preliminary design
solutions before proceeding with die detail design, haidware procurement and change
implementation at the plant.

Integration

i'
| Rather than provide solutions for individual topics, an effort should be made to perfomt an
; integrated safety assessment and design the required modifications, so that balanced and
' integrated decisions can be made on applying current safety criteria to the old plant.

Factors that should be considered before deciding on a plant modification include (a) die
safety significance of die change, (b) radiation exposure to workers, (c) impact of die
change implementation and (d) implementation schedule.

Application of Codes, Standards awl Regulations

Systematic safety evaluation, design, procurement of equipment and constructica of
required changes were performed applying codes, standards and regulatory requirements in
effect in Spain and in the United States - as die country of origin of die original plant
supplier (Westinghouse) - at the time the program was implemented.

Only regulations of "significant importance" were considered, defined as those whose
absence could result in a significant increase in die likelihood of major degradation of two
or more of die diree barriers in die defense-in-depth concept. In practical terms, this meant
the application of all top-level nuclear laws in Spain and compliance with US 10CFR20,50
and 100.
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US NRC Regulatory Guides were applied to new structures, systems and components
added to the plant. For those that were modified or not affected by changes, the application
of Regulatory Guide positions was interpreted on a case-by-case basis.

New equipment was procured and qualified to current codes and standards. Existing
safety-related equipment was not replaced if engineering evaluation and judgement - based
on its design and fabrication features, aging condition and operating and maintenance
records * showed a high probability of it performing adequately under postulated design
events and operating and environmental conditions.

Deviations from Carrent Licensing Criteria

To comply with new criteria, deviations have to be admitted when it can be shown that
replacing or upgrading safely-related structures, systems and components would result in
mere marginal improvements, create long delays in die program, or would not be
economically justified. In accepting deviations, a favourable review of related plant
operating records should always be a factor and criteria such as die following can be
applied:

* The deviation does not significantly increase the probability and consequences of an
accident and therefore the safety level is maintained in essence

* Nonsafety-related systems can be used for safety functions

* Augmented monitoring and surveillance

* System reliability can be improved by selected modifications

* System reliability can be improved by administrative changes or modification of
procedures

Design-Basis Development

To perform safety evaluations and to implement plant modifications, utilities should avail
of a complete, adequate set of design documents defining the design of their plants. Safely
evaluations and plant modifications have to be based on a clear understanding of the design
bases and available design margins for the as-built plant. This need, coupled on occasions
with efforts to improve the configuration management of the plant, has led utilities in Spain
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to implement Design-Basis Document (DBD) development programs and Design-
Document Reconstitution (DDR) programs. This is of particular importance for those
plants built in the late '60s and early '70s, when project documentation requirements and
practices were not as extensive as in more modem units, and is equally recommendaMe
whenever SEPs or case-by-case plant upgrades are performed.

DBDs contain an organized collection of plant design-basis information and reference to
supporting design documentation in which the rationale or die whys of the design bases can
be found. Depending on mis specific need, the design document background and status of
each plant, the method used by utilities to develop DBDs necessarily differs. However,
some common aspects they have in which we have participated are outlined below.

DBDs are generally organized into four different levels or groups: (1) System-oriented
OBDf, preparing a DBD for each system; (2) Strvctare-orientrt DBDs, producing a DBD
for each main building or structure (eg, reactor building, containment, essential water intake
structure, etc); (3) Co sap owtnt-orieated DBDs, developing a DBD for each major
component or group of similar components (eg, RHR beat exchanger, piping, supports,
valves, pumps, tanks, etc); and (4) Topical>orieated DBDs, whereby a DBD is prepared
for each main design topic soch as equipment seismic qualification, control room
habiiabiliry, high-energy line break, etc.

DBD development programs are best begun by designing a pilot program with a
representative system, structure, component and design topic. This will help to define the
main attributes of DBDs and serve as a prototype for drawing up die remaining documents.
DBD content and format should be user-friendly and are normally organised as a
combination of a compilation of self-contained information and • directory with
cross-references to other supporting design documents. DBDs should provide • single
point of entry to find both licence criteria and engineering design bases for systems,
structures, components and design topics.

DesifSi D o c — f t ttttmmtitmtkm

Developing DBDs requires die availability of a complete and adeuqate set of plant design
documents. This includes (1) design input documents, (2) design calculations and analyses,
and (3) design output documents (eg, specifications and drawings) specifying and reflecting
die design of structures, systems and components. For this reason, • DBD development
program needs to be supported by the parallel implementation of a Design-Document
Recoostitution (DDR) program.
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The scope of die DDR program will be determined through die following steps:

1. Identifying which attributes or controlling design parameters in die DBDs require to
be supported by design documentation

2. Retrieving diis design documentation from die utility, NSSS vendor and
architect-engineer files

3. Identifying die missing documentation

4. Defining which documents need to be regenerated because tiiey are missing or are
incomplete or inaccurate

5. Establishing priorities to regenerate design documents, concentrating first on those
documents dutt are necessary for engineering support to plant operation and operator
quick response to plant events, or dutt are required to demonstrate die adequacy of
numerical values in die plant technical specifications. Examples of these types or
documents are P&lDs, system descriptions, instrument lists, control diagrams,
instrument set-point lists, one-line electrical diagrams, relay coordination studies, etc

6. Finally, h should be understood that, once reconstituted, DBDs and design documents
shall be subject to independent design verification followed by validation against die
existing plant configuration. Thereafter, duoughout die life of die plant, changes to
dwse documents resulting from plant modifications should be controlled widiin die
framework of die necessary configuration management system

i Conngwatfoa Ma—twent

• In die process of controlling modifications resulting from new regulatory requirements,
\ correction of operating problems, plant improvements and modernization by die utility, an
[ essential task is to make sure diat approved changes: (1) comply widi die design bases of .
' die affected structure, system or component, and (2) are correctly incorporated in die plant ]
I documents, which shall at all times be consistent widi one anodier and reflect die "as-built", y
I physical reality of die plant. ' j

An effective practice to resolve diis problem is to implement a Configuration Management
(CM) Program as an integrated process to ensure diat at all times: (1) Plant hardware items
and documents conform to die design bases, and (2) Plant documentation accurately reflects
die physical and functional characteristics of die plant A Configuration Management
Program should feature die following essential elements:
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An Identification System for Configuration Items, consisting of procedures to
identify plant hardware and documents subject to configuration control. Plant
configuration documents include those controlled documents used to support plant
design, operation, maintenance, testing, procurement and training

Design-Bases Documentation for such hardware items and documents under
configuration control, with verification that design bases have been adequately
translated into plant documentation

A Change Control System, ensuring through written procedures that proposed
changes to the plant are properly initiated, submitted, reviewed by all organizations
affected, designed, evaluated, approved, implemented, verified and recorded. An
essential part of change control is verification that the modification complies with the
design-basis documentation, lias been properly incorporated into the plant
documentation and adequately implemented in the physical plant

A Document Control System with procedures for document identification, storage,
access and retrieval. A document database, containing document identification,
organization responsible, quality classification, release authority, distribution,
changes in process or approved, etc, is a tool normally used as part of the system

PLANT REMAINING LIFE MANAGEMENT & LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAMS

The capacity of nuclear generation in Spain will be reduced by some 6000 MW by nie year
2015 if units currently in operation are decommissioned at the end of their 40-year design
life. The obligation to maximize the benefit from capital assets, the high cost of new
plants, uV; difficulties in finding new sites and, above all, the government's decision to
postpone the construction of new nuclear units until the year 2000 have reinforcea the
interest of Spanish utilities in ensuring the safe and economic use of remaining plant life
and, in due course, in obtaining licensing renewal from the regulatory authorities to extend
plant life beyond that originally expected.

Preserving the remaining life of the plant and keeping the option open for lire extension ;
should be a concern common to all nuclear utilities. However, this may be of particular f
importance to those oldest units that are required by the regulatory authorities to implement
systematic evaluation programs resulting in extensive backfitting with high capital
investment. For this type of plant undertaking a SEP, the following should be considered: j
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If the decision to extend the life of the plant beyond its design life has already been
taken at the time a SEP is started, both the PLEX program, focussing on life
extension, and the SEP, oriented towards safety-upgrading, should be combined and
integrated, and both programs developed and licensed simultaneously

If the de&sion to extend plant life beyond the original design life has not yet been
taken, it is in any event advisable to complement the SEP with a set of short-term
tasks aimed at optimizing, controlling and managing the remaining life and aging of
the plant and, at the same time, keep the life extension option open

This latter approach, formally organized into a Plant Remaining Life Management
Program, is currently being taken by nuclear utilities in Spain, not only for two plants of the
oldest vintage for which extensive backfitting has been carried out - namely, José Cabrera
and Garofia NPPs, designed and built in the '60s - but also for more modem plants
commissioned in the '80s for which Plant Owners are leaving the PLEX decision until the
future. These two old plants have been chosen by the PWR and BWR Owners' Group in
Spain as pilot plants for life extension programs.

Remaining Life Management Programs, as implemented in Spain today, focus on die
following principal objectives:

* Identifying components and structures critical to plant remaining life completion

, and/or life extension

: -.' * Defining and understanding die aging or degradation mechanisms and their indicators

%;.. * Understanding the risk significance of aging processes, identifying those aspects of
!1 primary concern

In meeting these Program objectives, an important role is played by condition monitoring, :•'
record-keeping, trending, predictive and preventive maintenance, inspection and diagnosis '.-1

oriented toward keeping a close track on the evaluation of critical components and taking f-
the necessary measures to preserve them from aging. l>

Remaining Life Management Programs are specific for each plant, although they all have
some tasks in common. The following is a generic description of some representative
near-term activities extracted from the Programs in which Empresarios Agmpados, in close
partnership with the American company Multiple Dynamic Corporation (MDC), is
currently participating in Spain:
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1. Identification of Critical Components; developing and applying criteria and
methodology to identify components critical to design life completion or extension,
establishing priorities for work to be done

2. Plant Records - Identification and Collection; consists in identifying and
compiling original design, fabrication and testing records, as well as operating and
maintenance records, to be retrieved from the past and/or to be registered in the future. In
particular, it is essential that key operating records be identified and maintained to
reconstruct the operating history of the plant for future analyses and remaining-life
assessments

3. Acquisition of Material Extracted for Future NDE and Destructive Testing.
PLEX analyses and evaluations will have to be supported in the future by NDE and
destructive testing of sample material and components extracted from the plant. This
requires the establishment of a plan and procedures for the identification, acquisition,
storage and preservation of such samples. They include steel, concrete, piping, cabling and
small components (such as relays, switches, instruments, solenoids, etc), as they become
available through the repair and replacement of plant materials and components

4. Base-Line Survey of Safety-Related Concrete Structures; consists in conducting a
systematic survey to record abnormalities, identifying trouble spots, deciding on
"quick-fixes", crack-mapping, and determining acceptance criteria for visual inspection and
necessary inspection documentation

5. Base-Line Wall Thickness Survey of Pressurized Components; consists in
specifying and taking a first set of wall-thickness measurements for pressure-retaining
components subject to critical conditions of internal and/or external erosion, conosion and
wear. The activity includes specifying the components (eg, tanks, piping, heat exchangers,
etc) and the location, fiequency and distribution of wall-thickness measurements to be
taken as a reference for future trending analyses

6. Environmental Conditions Monitoring Program. This program will identify
non-metallic, critical components sensitive to the environmental conditions. Pressure,
temperature, relative humidity and radiation level will be monitored and recorded in areas
where these components ate located, as frequently as necessary to obtain an envelope of
actual environmental conditons versus time. These plots will then service to justify
extension of life extension in the future

7. Expansion and Formalization of Fatigue Cycle Monitoring Program. Fatigue is
a key mechanism affecting the service life of a component. To calculate fatigue, that is to
determine "used-up" versus "remaining" life, it is necessary to reconstruct the history of the
component. This program will identify critical components requiring fatigue-cycle
counting and specify the counting procedures
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8. Aging Preservation or Mitigation of more Exposed Components and Structures.
Those few plant components and structures that may be the cause of special concern due to
their advanced aging are identified under this program and assigned preferential
preservation or mitigation provisions, without waiting for a more in-depth, lengthy
evaluation of critical plant components

9. Plant Lay-Up Program; consists in specifying and implementing simple lay-up
techniques developed to protect those fluid systems and components that are subject to
highly agressive corrosion conditions when may are inactive. System and component
degradation is often accelerated during periods of plant shutdown, such as refuelling or
extended maintenance outages. Equipment preservation techniques during these inactive
periods help to prolong their service life, prevent crud accumulation and improve plant
performance

10. Plant Maintenance Evaluation and Improvement Program; reviewing the various
maintenance programs existing in the plant (ie, predictive, preventive and corrective
programs; in-service inspection, leak detection, instrument calibration, equipment
qualification and spare parts programs; inspection, monitoring and diagnosis programs, etc)
and assessing them from the point of view of effectively controlling degradation and aging
of critical components

On the basis of Remaining Life Management Programs drawn up by Empresarios
Agrupados and MDC for José Cabrera and Garofia NPPs, both plants began to perform a
series of tasks to optimize the remaining life of their facilities. The following is a brief
outline of the most important near-term activities being performed in these programs for
each plant. It should be noted that a Life Extension Feasibility Study and a list of critical
components had already been prepared and were available for both plants as a result of
previous work.

At the José Cabrera PWR Plant, tasks which have begun or which will shortly begin are:

* Logging of historic plant events prior to preparing the Plant Event Book

* Preparation of a program to identify, collect, organize and file documents needed to
evaluate plant condition

* Analysis of design documents, data and operational transient records related to the
reactor pressure vessel and Internals

* Preparation of inspection procedures to evaluate the condition of the reactor pressure
vessel and internals
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* Establishment o f an environmental conditions monitoring program to produce a
database to support the evaluation o f non-metall ic components

* Inspection o f the paintwork o n critical structures to define the condit ion prior to
preparing an improved maintenance program

* Inspection o f the containment steel liner to establish a basel ine for future l ine
thickness trending and surveil lance o f corrosion and other physical damages

* Inspection o f electric cables prior to defining inspection methods and programs for
future surveil lance

At the Garofia B W R Plant, the most important near-term activities be ing performed as part
o f the Remaining Life Management Program are:

* Identification, col lect ion, organization and fil ing o f des ign documents and plant
records not included in a prior documentary conci l iat ion phase

* Preparation o f a Plant Event B o o k

* Deve lopment and implementation o f methods for monitoring and mitigating
erosion-corrosion in major piping sys tems and components

* Reactor pressure vesse l fatigue evaluation

jj* * Implementation o f a Material Sample Col lect ion Program for assess ing die condit ion
|; o f the plant

•:, * Research studies o n thermal embrittlement o f stainless steel cast ings in the reactor
' recirculation loops
f

j * Vibration monitoring of emergency diesel-generators to establish a baseline for
j future trending and • liagnosis

* Implementation of an Experimental Lay-Up Program during extended plant outages
in a reduced number of fluid systems, prior to extending it to other systems

* Preparation of a Maintenance Worthiness Evaluation Program, which consists in
making an inventory of existing plant maintenance programs followed by an
evaluation of their worthiness to prevent the degradation of critical components,
introducing the necessary improvement to current maintenance practices to this effect
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CONTAINMENT BACKFITTING

by
Werner Pauli, Sulzer Thermtec Ltd, Winterthur, Switzerland

Ferruccio Ferroni, Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd., Zurich,
Switzerland

Definitions

In nuclear power plants a multi-barrier concept is used to limit
the potential release of radioactive fission products to the en-
vironment. This so-called defence-in-depth concept consists of
three classic barriers, namely the fuel cladding, the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and the containment system.

The Containment System is defined as both the primary and secon-
dary enclosures as well as the systems attached to or penetrating
the leak tight barriers. Such systems are used to

- establish a leak tight barrier against release of radioactivity
to the environment

- assure proper operation of safety related systems
- mitigate effects of beyond Design-Basis-Accidents
- permit the controlled release from the primary enclosure
- protect the primary enclosure from external hazards

This definition is stated in terms of the offsite releases and so
in terms of public protection. It allows a wide variation in the
design to fulfil the fundamental specifications mentioned before.
In addition to the primary pressure boundary, secondary buildings
that surround the primary enclosure can be credited for the reduc-
tion of releases from the primary system. Other installations like
containment venting and spray, containment cooling and heat sink
capability or standby gas treatment systems, aerosol and iodine
filters are all recognised to be part of the containment system.
The term "containment" alone refers normally to the barrier system
which includes a building including its isolation systems.

Design Basis events (both transients and accidents) have been de-
veloped to verify the adequacy of each nuclear power plant design.
They are defined as reasonable envelope of all credible events.
The most severe of this set of design basis events in terms of
challenging the containment and its associated systems is the
spectrum of loss of coolant accidents (LOCA). Other design crite-
ria also include external events like earthquakes, floods and
tornadoes.

Beyond Design Basis accidents may occur when one or more essential
safety systems fail to perform properly in response to an initial
failure. The final outcome of such an event may result in limited
fuel damage or even a complete core melt, a subsequent challenge
to the containment system in respect to release of radioactivity
to the environment. The resulting pressures and temperatures are
beyond the design base loads.
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The present paper summarizes backfitting measures to the contain-
ment system which cope with the loadings beyond design basis.

Design Basis

Design basis events have been developed as fundamental require-
ments for the deterministic design of nuclear power plants. These
events are thought to define a reasonable envelope of all credible
accidents. The engineered safety features built into the nuclear
plants are designed to mitigate the consequences of an event
considered credible. The most severe of this set of design basis
events in terms of containment loadings is the spectrum of loss of
coolant accidents (LOCA). Radiation considerations, based on as-
sumed releases of fission products inside the containment are used
to set the requirements for the integral leak-tightness of the
containment. In addition external events are considered to be part
of the design criteria.

From the design basis events, so called design basis accident
(DBA) loadings are derived forming the specifications for the de-
tailed containment definition. The main objectives of containment
design are:

- to withstand maximum expected forces from fluid dynamic events
during transients; and

- to guarantee leak tightness under all normal operating and acci-
dent conditions.

Accident loadings may have different types of sources, like stored
and transient energy, decay heat, chemical reactions or fire, ex-
ternal events like earthquakes or floods or even man made events
like air plane crash or gas explosions. Besides of the internal
and external events, the sources can be subdivided into short term
dynamic loadings and long term nearly static loadings.

The design basis for dry containments (PWR) is normally determined
by pressure and temperature transients due to the flow escaping
from a double ended rupture of the largest pipe in the primary
loop. Some of the containment structures may be subjected to local
pressure differences or external pressure in cases where spray
systems are installed. In some countries specific events have to
be considered as acting simultaneously (e.g. pressure and earth-
quake) . In areas where pipes are penetrating the containment
walls, local loads like jet impingement or pipe whip forces have
to be taken into account.

The design basis for containments with integral suppression pools
(BWR) includes other dynamic loadings, like vent clearing and pool
swell loads, highly dynamic effects resulting from condensation
oscillations or chugging. Due to the blow down of steam from the
safety relief valves vibrations in the suppression pool area may
be induced.
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Such a set of loads and transients, together with appropriate load
combination rules are forming the set of design basis loadings to
be used to test the overall adequacy of the design selected. Ex-
ternal loads like earthquake, gas explosion or air plane crash are
highly dependent on the location of the plant site. The design ba-
sis, together with its controlled and systematic realisation is
still the important prime consideration.in containment design.

Beyond Design Basis

Containment performance beyond design basis has been analyzed in
several countries. The behaviour of the containment when pressure
and temperature increase quasi-statically beyond design basis val-
ues has been evaluated. Two approaches are in general use:

- non-linear calculations to predict the behaviour and capability

- scale models to validate calculational methods and to provide a
physical demonstration of beyond design basis capability

Also external hazards such as aircraft crash, external explosions
and earthquakes beyond design have been considered to find out the
limiting capabilities. For the airplane crash, calculation have
been made in the plastic range to determine the largest airplane
(the speed being fixed) that will neither perforate the con-
tainment nor cause unacceptable dynamic loadings on the internal
plant and supporting structures.

It has been shown in Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRA) of Light
Water Reactors (LWR) that beyond design basis accidents involving
the failure of containment integrity have a very low probability
but may result in severe consequences for the public.

The classification of accident scenarios according to the type of
threat to the containment, as used e.g. by the Swiss Licensing
Authorities for large dry pressure containment for Pressurized
Water Reactors, is as follows:

1. Accident scenarios leading to a slow pressure build-up within
containment with small leakages from the containment. This acci-
dent scenario follows the loss of heat removal from the con-
tainment.

2. Accident scenarios with a rapid overpressurization such as hy-
drogen combustion, steam explosion occurring either outside the
reactor pressure vessel in the lower reactor cavity or inside
the pressure vessel. Another accident scenario of this category
is the direct containment heating, due to a fraction of molten
core material dispersed into the containment atmosphere and un-
dergoing oxidation of unreacted Zircaloy and steel, creating an
additional energy release.



3. Accident scenarios leading to a local loss of containment integ-
rity due to mechanical or thermal loading. Mechanical loading
may result from internally generated missiles or by external
events. The interaction of the molten core with basemate con-
crete resulting in a concrete penetration is an example of
thermal loading.

4. Accident scenarios postulating a containment bypass, whereby a
pipe is discharging outside containment.

5. Accident scenarios with a failure of a closing function of an
isolation valve such as a ventilation system valve.

For Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) the consequences of beyond design
basis events are similar to those for pressurized water reactors.
But since all BWR's have pressure suppression type of containment
with two different compartments (wetwell and drywell) connected by
vent pipes, a bypass has to be considered. In addition an antici-
pated transient without scram has to be taken into account as well
as the failure of the system which injects liquid poison in the
core in sufficient quantities to shut down the reactor in case the
control rods fail to be inserted.

The results of the PRA's of the Swiss power plants have shown that
the accident scenarios of the first category give the greatest
contribution to the risk. We think that this conclusion is appli-
cable to all LWR's equipped with a double containment. The secon-
dary containment protects against specific potential hazards
(usually external such a airplane crash or gas cloud explosion).
It will not significantly decrease the overall risk of uncon-
trolled release due to a major structural failure of the primary
containment caused by internal pressure and temperature demands,
unless the secondary containment is designed to a higher standard
than the structure it protects. However, the benefit of the sec-
ondary containment is to act as a collecting vessel for primary
containment leakage (accident scenarios of category four or five),
thereby mitigating the effects of failure mechanisms that do not
involve major structural failure.

Yet, there are still a number of large differences in the design
and backfitting philosophy of nuclear power plants around the
world. This will be indicated in the subsequent sections. It is on
the other hand clear that the backfitting philosophy is also de-
pendent on the state of the industrial development of the
equipment or system called upon to protect the containment from a
specific accident scenario.

A possible influence to the backfitting philosophy could be given
by the design of the evolutionary type of reactors of the next
generation where the containment is designed to cope with a core-
melt which progress through the pressure vessel.
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Containment Venting

The Three Miles Island and the Chernobyl accidents both have dem-
onstrated the importance of a leak tight containment barrier
around the reactor at any point of time. Since then, an increasing
number of European regulators are making filtered containment
venting mandatory in their countries to give emergency teams more
flexibility in accident management. Filtered containment venting
helps to maintain containment integrity during and after a severe
accident while preventing major releases of radioactivity to the
environment.

The containments manufactured from concrete (with lining) or de-
signed as free standing steel vessels normally represent the out-
ermost leak tight wall in the multi barrier concept of nuclear
power plants. During a postulated accident the containment vessel
will be pressurized and heated up. The existing containments are
designed to withstand the specified loadings of a so called Design
Basis Accident (DBA). However no safety relief valves are foreseen
for loadings beyond the design basis accident. The Filtered
Containment Venting Systems (FCVS) represent a pressure relief
device to the existing containments with inbuilt filter and heat
removal capabilities.

In the following European countries utilities have been asked by
their local authorities to backfit their power plants with such a
venting capability, namely: Sweden, Finland, Germany, France,
Switzerland and the Netherlands. Some East European countries will
follow. The Japanese utilities and safety regulators are following
the issue of containment venting very close, while in the united
States and in the United Kingdom for the time being no installa-
tions are foreseen, mainly under the aspect of cost-benefit analy-
ses. In addition the decision to intentionally vent the contain-
ments versus that of maintaining tight pressure boundaries re-
quires an information campaign to the public to explain that both
integrity and safety are maintained.

Many different solutions for FCVS's have been developed by the in-
dustry, such as:

- Sand-Bed Filters (Fig.4)
- Multl-Ventury Hater Scrubbers (Fig.3)
- Ventury Water Scrubbers combined with fiber filters (Fig.2)
- Single fibre filters
- Three stage water scrubber SWASH (Fig.1)

The requirements for all filter types are in general the same. The
atmosphere inside of the containment must be depressurized and
filtered. In addition the filter system should act as a heat sink
for residual heat removal. The containment atmosphere, after a se-
vere accident, consists of air, steaa or gas at elevated tempera-
ture and pressure. In addition it is loaded with dust and iodine
in form of aerosols of various elements and noble gases. The vent-
ing system shall be capable to retain most of the aerosols and io-
dine in the filter. Decontamination factors for aerosols between
10 and 1000 and 100 for elementary iodine have been defined as
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goals for filter efficiency, depending on the selected venting
strategy. The systems should be able to operate over a broad pres-
sure range achieving good decontamination factors regardless of
containment pressure and related filter throughput. In addition it
should be resistent against clogging because the particle spectrum
of aerosols to be filtered out is unknown.

The different filter types mentioned above can be classified into
three main groups:

Single stage filters, where the medium passes only one separating
mechanism. To this group belong the sand bed (or gravel bed) fil-
ter, the stainless steel fibre filter and the multi ventury type.
Examples of this type can be found in France, Germany and Sweden.

Double stage filters, where the medium to be filtered has to pass
two media. Filters of this type are normally combinations of ven-
tury scrubbers and dry filters (Steel fibres or sintered metal fi-
bres) to reduce resuspension of aerosols or to absorb extremely
small aerosol particles. Several German, Swedish and Swiss Plants
are or will be equipped with this filter type.

Three stage filters, having three separation mechanisms acting in
series. This new system has been developed in Switzerland to cope
with the multiplicity of requirements in existing western or east-
ern reactor types. Besides other advantages,- this system offers
excellent decontamination factors for aerosols over a broad range
of containment pressure and filter throughput.

This new product (Fig.1), known under the nickname SWASH, shall be
described here in more details. The design specifications satisfy
an umbrella of european requirements. The system is designed to
absorb 1 t of reactor power over 24 h without intervention of the
crew. Decontamination factors of at least 1000 for aerose-ls and
100 for elemental iodine are requested over a range of 0 to 100%
of nominal throughput. The absorption capacity for aerosols is set

ý to 150 kg.
j!

H The first stage, located at the bottom of the filter unit, con-
sists of a serie of parallel oriented nozzles with so called baf-

; fie plates attached. This new design increases the local turbu-
lence and thereby the separation of aerosols from the stream.

' Three functions are provided by the first stage:

: - Pressure reduction from containment pressure down to almost at-
j mospheric pressure.
•' - Homogeneous mixing of contaminated gas-steam-air mixture inside
> the scrubber vessel.
'< - Breaking down the incoming mixture into fine bubbles so allowing
i the efficient separation of aerosols into the water.

'"' Tests with dry air showed that the first stage reaches maximum
filter efficiency at medium to high throughputs.

The second stage, is made up of two successive layers of standard
SMV-type SULZER mixing elements with a total height of approx.
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400 mm. The mixture of gas bubbles and water, produced by the
first stage, is passing entirely through the narrow channels of
the package permanently splitting and rebuilding the aerosol car-
rying gas bubbles. This procedure guarantees intensive and long
lasting contacts between medium to be cleaned and washing water.
With regard to aerosol separation, maximum filtration factors are
achieved in the second stage at low to medium throughputs.

The third stage, mounted in the upper part of the cylindrical fil-
ter vessel and above the water level has a double function, it
provides an additional filtration for small-diameter aerosols con-
tained in the stream and catches water droplets which might have
escaped stage two. As such, the third stage, made out of special
type SULZER mixing elements prevents resuspension of aerosols out
of the filter even in the long term.

The intensive testing of the new SWASH-Filter showed aerosol fil-
tration factors of over 100'000 within the normal operating range.
The values achieved where measured with aerosols having particles
diameters between 0.2 and 1.2 um and dispersed in dry air. With
steam as a carrier the decontamination factors are considerably
higher. All requirements of the Swiss authorities have been ful-
filled.

The SWASH design is resistant to clogging because of its design
without any fine fibre meshes. The minimum free flowing pitch is
set to 6 mm. All elements are proven in the chemical and process
industry and designed to extreme loading conditions in respect to
water composition and shock loading. A blowdown over the installed
rupture disk allows venting of the containment down to ambient
pressure without any support from outside. However there are iso-
lation valves foreseen too, to operate the system in remote mode
from the control room or local panel. The high water volume guar-
antees excellent iodine separation and retention. The system is
applicable for BWR containments as well as for PWR's indepent of
its design.

SWASH is in process to be installed in the Nuclear Power Station
of Beznau (KKB I and II) and Leibstadt and investigations have
been carried out for the WWER 440.

• Hydrogen Mitigation

ľ The hydrogen topic dealing with severe reactor accidents relates
I.•'; to potential quantities of hydrogen which are large in respect to
l'[ a design basis accident. The production of hydrogen derives from
*Í various sources. At the beginning of the accident the largest con-

tribution is given by the metal water reaction and radiolytic de-
composition of water. Later on, the core debris/concrete interac-
tion will approximately double the hydrogen quantity produced.

*• • ) 1 5 3
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A number of mitigation concepts have been backfitted or are under
consideration. Because of the plant-specific nature of hydrogen
mitigation and because the strategies depending on the actual
state of the plant following an accident, the descriptions given
below are by no means comprehensive.

Inerting: the general principle is the replacement of all or most
of the oxygen in the containment with nitrogen so that combustible
mixture cannot be formed. All small pressure-suppression contain- 1
ments for BWR have been backfitted by inerting. J

Deliberate Ignition: the principle is to rely on controlled com-
bustion as near as possible to the flammability limits to avoid
spurious burns at unfavourable hydrogen-steam-air mixture composi-
tions and to promote spatial and time distribution of the energy
release associated with hydrogen combustion.

Hydrogen igniters, based on modified diesel glow plugs, have up to
now been backfitted on large pressure suppression containments
since the structural margin available is lower than for large PHR
containments. This is the case of BWR Hark ill Containment or PHR
Ice Condenser. In general, igniters provide reliable ignition in
the range of hydrogen concentration 4,5 - 8 % with steam concen-
tration of less than 50 %.

Venting: the principle is to reduce hydrogen concentration by
venting the containment or by decreasing the pressure inside con-
tainment to allow a larger margin for hydrogen combustion pressure
spike. This possibility is addressed in the venting strategy docu-
ment used for accident management measures.

Catalytic Recombiner: the principle is to recombine hydrogen or
oxygen without inducing a burn thus avoiding significant pressure
and temperature rise. Catalytic recombiners have the additional
advantage that can be used below the flammability limits and so
cope with hydrogen with very high steam concentration.

Core Catcher: besides protecting the containment mat, the core
catcher would also suppress the H2-source due to the core de-
bris/concrete interaction. By this mean it is possible to keep the
hydrogen concentration after severe accident within the deflagra-
tion region, avoiding the detonation that could represent an addi-
tional serious threat to the containment integrity.

Currently the hydrogen mitigation in PHR large dry containment is
a controversial subject. Large uncertainties exist in the hydrogen '
transport and mixing models and in modelling of the compartments
within the containment. In addition tc the backfitting measures
mentioned above, hydrogen control measures by deliberate ignition
and/or catalytic recombiners are under investigation in some coun-
tries like Germany, Belgium, Switzerland and the Netherlands.
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Containment Flooding

The progress of a severe accident can be divided in two phases.
The first is the in-vessel phase during which the core heats up,
melts and relocates while remaining in the reactor pressure ves-
sel. The second is the ex-vessel phase which occurs after the core
debris have penetrated the bottom of the reactor vessel. The basic
feature of the containment flooding strategy is to provide to the
containment enough water, by which cooling of the damaged core in
the ex-vessel phase can be accomplished.

Strictly speaking, such flooding systems are not cooling systems
because they only provide additional heat capacity; but this time
gain could allow the containment residual heat removal systems to
be restored to operation. However, containment flooding used in
conjunction with a filtered vesting system acts as a "feed and
bleed" cooling mode. The containment flooding does not need to be
supplied via the containment spray system, since the filtered
venting system should have enough aerosols retention capability.

Generally the containment flooding systems consists either of mo-
bile pumps or other independent pumps (such as fire water pumps)
providing water to existing spray risers or to other systems con-
nected to the inside of the containment. The water supply is by
alternative sources including the fire water system, towns water
mains or ultimately, the stations normal heat sink (river or sea).

The strategy is to flood the reactor cavity or the lower portion
• of the containment up to the top of the melted core reaching a
t stable final state where the damaged core is in a depressurized
5 state, cooled and covered by water, with the containment integrity
* protected by filtered venting.

The above flooding procedure is foreseen for the French, German,
, Swedish and Swiss plants and is under consideration for most
•^ nuclear power plants. One possible concern of this procedure is
v,, related to the possibilities of steam explosion during water
'V covering of the molten-core debris.

'.> A procedure for the long tern heat removal has to be also avail-
', able. One possibility is to use the filtered venting system as a
, feed and bleed system (intermittent operation), the other being
\ the installation of a mobile pump and a mobile heat exchanger as
|" foreseen in the French nuclear power plants.

H

Core-Concrete Interaction

The uninterrupted progression or a severe reactor accident can
lead to the escape of hot core debris from reactor coolant system
into the reactor cavity. This ejcape marks the start of the out-
of-veasel phase of a severe accident with its associated produc-
tion of non condensable and flammable gases.
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After vessel melt through, the possibility exists that the core
debris will be quenched as a particulate debris bed and cooled in
the reactor cavity or pedestal region if a continuous source of
water is available. A significant probability exists, however,
that even if replenishable water supply is available, molten core
debris will not be coolable and will attack the concrete basement.

The core/concrete interaction rate depends on many factors such as
core mass, composition and temperature, cavity configuration and
overlying water pool. During the core-concrete interaction there
will be an intense gas production such as CO, C02 due to high tem-
perature decomposition and ablation of concrete, liquid water
overlaying or inundating the core-debris will form steam and can
react to form hydrogen. Water bound to concrete also reacts to
form hydrogen. It is clear that any quantitative prediction of
hydrogen generation from core-concrete interaction are sensitive
to accident scenario and plant design detail. In one extreme,
there is certainly a potential for major hydrogen production if it
is postulated that large quantities of unoxidized molten metal are
thoroughly mixed with evolving gases, where the volume of the
molted mass will increase considerably due to bubbling through of
the gases generated by concrete decomposition. On the other hand,
the production of gases may be severely limited by mass transfer
and thermohydraulic considerations. The rate of erosion is in
first approximation depending on heat flux to the concrete. The
complete erosion of the basement, according to calculations per-
formed applying the code WECHSEL or CORCON, would take several
days.

A depressurization of the containment can also mitigate the conse-
quences associated with the basement meltthrough because contain-
ment pressure tends to drive the molten mass into the soil.

One possible mean to avoid the core-concrete interaction is to
provide a core catcher. On this subject many patents have been
published, but up to now no practical solution has emerged.

: Containment Systems Capability
9

j; Studies have been carried out in many countries in the past, on
:r the capability of containments to sustain loadings beyond design
f bases, in general all parts of a containment system are designed
;.; to perform satisfactorily under the pressure and temperature
i loadings associated with the particular plant's design basis. Sev-
Ú eral national design codes and standards (e.g. ASME, RCCG or KTA)
| are giving guidelines in respect to Material selection, permissi-

ble stress levels or conservative analysis methods to be applied.
Additional safety margins are defined for variability in material
properties or loadings and for construction tolerances. Conse-
quently, a containment designed in accordance with good building
practice and properly fabricated can be expected to withstand
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loads considerably more severe than those given in the design ba-
sis.

Experimental and analytical work performed in the US, FRG and
Switzerland has indicated that state-of-the-art methods can rea-
sonably predict failure modes for free standing steel containments
under pressure loadings. It is concluded that leak before break
would occur manly in disturbed areas like hatches, flanges or
penetrations. Large deformations due to pressure and elevated
temperatures could squeeze expansion bellows, piping and the an-
chor region of the steel vessel in its concrete foundation. De-
tailed analyses made in Switzerland for a free standing steel con- ->
tainment of the Hark III GE type showed that containment failure j
due to internal pressure would occur at 2.6 times the design
pressure by means of leaks at the material hatch flange. At a
pressure of 3.7 times the design pressure, the material hatch
would collapse entirely. This number however may not be general-
ized, because the wall thickness of large vessels of this type is
normally determined by external pressure loading. The external
overpressure capability is much less because of its sensitivity to
construction tolerances. This effect has to be considered care-
fully when discussing vacuum breaker performance.

In France extensive experimental studies have been performed to
estimate the effect of permeability of air and air/steam mixtures
through precracked concrete containment walls. It has been found
that there exists an additional margin between 2.5 and 10 in re-
spect to leak rates normally predicted for pure air. The state of
development of analytical methods to predict non-linear behaviour
of concrete has considerably advanced in the past. However the ef-
fect of dynamic and cyclic loading combined with elevated tempera-
ture as well as the concrete-liner interaction needs further in-
vestigations in the future.

Additional margins may be available because of the use of conser-
vative load combination methods. In some design codes or national
regulations earthquake loadings are assumed to occur simultane-
ously with design pressure and temperature. When considering loads
beyond design basis, such a coincidence of loads having completely
different nature might be neglected.

Material properties used in design analysis are assumed to meet •
I; 'minimum guaranteed' values of yield strength. In practice the ac-

tual material properties will be better giving excess margin in ,.
- structural capability. Permissible stresses for mechanical loads '•,•

are normally set by design codes to a fraction of the elastic %
limit. Results from pressure tests show that steel vessels can be v~
loaded with internal pressure resulting in membrane stresses up to /t
'minimum guaranteed' yield strength without failure of the compo- !
nent. These considerations show that containment structures de-
signed to the existing national codes are capable to withstand
loads exceeding the design basis loads. This margin can be used to
cover effects of beyond design basis events. Backfitting of con-
tainment systems is therefore a feasible approach without exten-
sive modifications on the large structures.
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Innovation of Safety Systeis of the V-l Bohunice Plant

Š. Rohár, Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute (VÚJE), Trnava

1. Basic information on the problems

Several reviews of the operational safety (DOSART, ASSET,

Siemens - on the basis of an order from the operating organiza-

tion, the group of Austrian experts, as well as the group of

Czechoslovak experts established by the Federal Ministry for

Environment) were carried out at. the V-l Nuclear Power Plant

Jaslovská Bohunice in 199O. The Czechoslovak commission summa-

rized these reviews and recommended both short-term and

long-term measures for upgrading the safety of these units and

recommended to impose upon the licensee the implementation of

corrective measures as an explicit precondition for the future

operation of these units. The extent of the programme of ongoing

backfitting that should be completed till the end of 1992 can be

assessed approximately by the costs that provide about 15% of

: the original initial investment costs for the construction of

I; the V-l Plant.

p The ongoing backfitting solves the following problems:

hy - 1 i feN time of reactor pressure vessels,

0. - seismic resistance of reactor coolant system (RCS), of a part

!v of main steam lines at secondary system, of selected equip-
1 : ments of electric systems, and of instrumentation and control

í: (IaC) systems,

- improvement of the resistance of spray system in the compart-

ment of steam generators,

- improvement of the resistance of SG super emergency feedwater

system,

- upgrading of the integrity of SG compartment,

- improvement of the resistance of sensors Included in protec-

tive systems under the conditions of accident events,

- improvement of the resistance of emergency sources of essen-

tial power supplies,
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- increase in reliability of power supplies,

- use of the "leak before break" Methodology,

- etc. - totally 81 items.

The utilization of the V-l Plant for energy production till

the end of its design life was conditioned by the ČSFR govern-

ment on the requirement to present the programme of complex

backfitting of these units in such a way that the safety will be

upgraded up to the level that is used in the operation of Euro-

pean nuclear power plants.

The operating organization ordered the preparation of the

design of the fundamental backfitting of these units, and these

introductory design works are now being performed under the

co-ordination of the VÚJE Institute. The preparation should

assure the following complex indicators of safety performance:

- design basis accident considers the rupture of reactor coolant

pipe of the maximum cross section with double-end blowdown,

- the systems of emergency core cooling, including the confine-

ment system of accident localization, emergency sources of

electric power, and related supporting systems (e.g., essen-

tial cooling service water) are redundant spatially, electri-

cally separated, resistant against fire and flooding,

- advanced automatization systems of the control of technolo-

gical processes (protections, continuous and discrete control.

Information system)

- increased reliability of electric power systems, etc.

The beginning of the introductory works on the design was

preceded by the phase of the formation of the pol icy of the fun-

damental backfitting developed in the VÚJE Institute Trnava with

,,, the co-operation of the Bohunice Plant (EBO), the Energoproject

};| (EGP) Prague, and the ŠKODA Works Pil sen that was reviewed by

the Siemens and the IVO companies. The extent of the planned

fundamental backfitting is illustrated by the estimated costs

about 100% of the initial investment costs for the construction

of the V-l Plant.
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2. Objectives of the innovation of safety syslais

The original Soviet philosophy of nuclear safety valid in

the USSR at the time of designing the V-l Plant was based on the

prevention against the occurrence of nore severe accident situa-

tions (in the form of large structural margins in the barriers

preventing the release of radioactive materials and in the fora

of technological margins increasing the resistance of units

against the occurrence or escalation of accident situations

- as, for example, the large inventory of water in the systems,

or relatively low specific power). Technical means for coping

with the progress and for mitigating the consequences of acci-

dent situations were designed only for small losses of coolant

from reactor system (through an effective opening with the dia-

meter of 32 mm). For the newly defined design basis accident,

the as-built system of emergency core cooling is sized insuffi-

ciently in the phase of both medium and low pressure during the

course of accidents with larger losses of coolant. The confine-

ment system for accident localization is also undersized (both

with regard to the closed volume, integrity of hermetical boun-

dary, and heat removal from hermetical sealed zone).

The backfitting of the safety systems at the V-l Plant

belongs among the most important items of the fundamental back-

fitting. In the course of its preparation, also other safety

principles can be met (i.e., separation of protective and con-

trol safety systems from process systems, and the resistance

against external impacts). The recommended modifications of the

safety systems at the V-l Plant ars as follows:

a) Active emergency core cooling system

The new ECC system is designed with 100% redundancy. Each

subsystem (in cooperation with other safety systems) will be

able to ensure cor* cooling under accident conditions indepen-

dently in the rang* up to design basts accident without exten-

sive damage of fuel (it is understood without fuel melting and

without exceeding the cladding temperature of 12OO°C).

í
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The design of the ECCS is required strictly redundant,

separated spatially and electrically with considerable

resistance against fire and flooding. The spatial and electrical

separation froa other process systems is required as well. In

accordance with the definition of DBA occurring simultaneously

with the loss of off-site power. the power supply for each ECCS

subsystem will be assured from the corresponding source af

alternating and direct voltage.

Even though the cummulation of the occurrence of the newly

defined DBA with the occurrence of a seismic event is not formu-

lated explicitely in the requirements on the objectives of the

backfitting. the designed ECC system will have large margin In

this respect as all its components aro required to be qualified

seismically up to the level of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake

(SSE).

Each subsystem, with the exception of the 800 m3 storage

tank with the solution of 12 g H3B03/kg HzO that is common,

includes the following components:
i

f i

- storage tank 80 to 100 m3 containing the solution of

40 g H3B03/kg HzO,

• - two high pressure emergency injection pumps each Able lo carry

'. out its safety function independently, i.e., to deliver 60 to

''>• 13O m3/hr of coolant into reactor,

ý • heat exchanger of emergency cooling (in the common suction of

HP emergency injection pump and spray pump): heat rámoval from

s.. these heat exchangers is assured by one of two redundant

ti systems of essential service cooling water,

- low pressure emergency cooling pump with the capacity of

350-400 m3/hr.

- independent suction line modified specially and discharge pip*

line connected to the system of common discharge headers that

are than alligned into three cold lags of RCS loops, rasp,

into two hot lags as wall <the lattar control Had by operators).
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With the exception of the eaergency core cooling system,

the equipments of this systea will be used in the systea for re-

sidual heat removal (RHR) and reactor cooldown at RCS teoperatu-

res below 150°C. by forced circulation of reactor coolant

through eaergency heat exchanger (by the function of LP eaergen-

cy cooling puaps), and also for shutting reactor down by manual

injection of the solution of 40 g H3BO3/kg H2O into reactor.

b) Passive eaergency core cooling systea

The new passive systea of eaergency core cooling is desig-

ned redundantly with the redundancy of 2x100%. It is assuaed to

use 3 aodified hydraulic accuaulators of the type analogous to

that used at the units VVER-440/213. Each accumulator will be

connected to a special part of the cold leg of RCS loop together

with the connection of one active ECC system, and under accident

conditions it will be able to provide the safety function

(cooling of fuel elements and flooding reactor downcoaer)

i ndependent1y.

The required modifications of the accuaulators are aiaed on

the reduction of the aaount of liquid carried out froa the accu-

mulator into the blowdovn opening during DBA and they can be

iapleaented either by decreasing the pressure of nitrogen

cushion, or by increasing the internal hydraulic resistance of

the accuaulators in comparison with the design of the accuaula-

tors used at the V-213 units.

c) Confineaent systea of accident local i scat i on

To prevent the excessive release of radioactive aaterials

into environaent around nuclear power plant during accident

situation, the backfitting of the existing confineaent systea.

consisting of heraetically sealed coapartaents, is designed in

such a way that the systea will enable to aanage the newly

defined DBA. The backfitting includes both passive and active

ayateas of the confineaent.
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From a number of options, the concept for the backfitting

was selected assmlng that In case of an accident situation with

the release of reactor coolant, produced steaa-air alxture froa

the present coapartaent (box) of steal generators (its free

voluae for expansion is about 12 300 a3, peak design overpres-

sure 0.1 MPa) will be relieved into newly constructed buildings

in which the separation of air and non-condensible gases will be

provided and they will be localized in gas locks.

The preferred variant uses for the condensation of steaa

the so called "jet condensers" designed by the VMIIAES Moscow

that are included in the proposal of the VÚEZ Tlaace for the

backfitting of the confineaent systea. The total functional

voluae of the newly constructed heraetical building, as well as

the cross section of the transport piping, are in fact deterai-

ned by the aaxiaua allowable overpressure in the SG coapartaent:

for the relief of steaa-air aixture froa the SG coapartaent it

is prelialnary considered that the cross section will be about

45 a2, the voluae of the transport piping about 7 200 a3, the

water condenser contains 1 400 a3 of cold water and the total

voluae of gas locks is about 32 000 a3. To aake the parameters

presented aore accurate, the experimental verification of flow

hydraulic and aerodynaaic characteristic is carried out at the

aodel of SG coapartaent, of the outlet froa the SG coapartaent,

and of the transport piping, at the Engineering Faculty of the

Slovak Technical University in Bratislava.

,, The external localization facility is designed for each

unit separately in the fora of concrete cylinder that contains
i

f, about 50* of the total volume of the gas locks. The barbotage
i.

-f facility of the bubbler-condenser type will be located in the

i • lower part of the cylinder. The voluaes of the gas looks will be

V interconnected by piping designed for the transport of gas coa-

ponent. The separation of both units will be assured by hydrau-

lic water seals provided by extensions at the inlet nozzles of

jet condensers.
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As a back-up, vacuum-barbotage tower (common for both

units) is designed with analogous functional features as provi-

ded by the vacuua-barbotage towers used at the units

VVER-44O/213. Its basic dissimilarity - the lower level of the

allowable pressure in the SG compartment - requires soae modifi-

cations to be done, however, no change in the conceptual use of

the facility i9 required. The ultimate decision about the selec-

tion of the variant will be mad«» prior to the beginning of the

works on the execution design of the building.

The subsystem for pressure suppression in the heraetlcal

coapartaents consists of two redundant sets: the suction of each

subsystem is common with the individual ECC subsysteas, 2 spray

pumps, 2 independent discharge trains and 2 independent spray

headers in the SG compartment. In case of the loss of off-site

power, eaergency on-site essential sources are used.

Pipes penetrating the walls of the heraetical coapartaents

will be isolated by two valves: either a check valve and a fast

acting isolation valve, or two isolation valves controlled inde-

pendently by separate control systeas. The drives of the isola-

tion valves will be provided by pressurized air. All components

are required as seisalcally qualified up to the level of SSE.

To compensate the existing leak rate of the SG coapartaent,

the confineaent localization systea is designed in such a way

that aarly after the initiation event (about a few tens of minu-

tes) with a release of coolant, subataospheric pressure Is es-

tablished in the SG coapartaent. A new active ventilation systea

will assure a long-tera aalntainlng of the subataospheric pres-

sure. The discharge of the ventilation systea will be connected

to a special filtering facility with relief into ataosphere.

The basic criterion for the acceptability of the prograaae

of the fundaaental backfitting is the requlreaent to show that

radiological consequences of any accident with a reactor coolant

leak (up to DBA) on the population around the plant will be

lower than specified by international recoaaendations.

é
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d) Superemergency feedvater of steaa generators

Each unit is supplied by tvo independent subsysteas of

supereaergency SG feedvater (beyond SG auxiliary feedvater). One

subsystem is connected to the header of SG main feedvater, the

other to the pipes of SG blovdovns. The systea is required to be

seisaically qualified vith essential electric supply ensured

froa independent emergency sources. Each subsystem is supplied

froa a separate source of daainaralizad faedvater vith the

volume of 600 m 3 as a minimum. ,

e) Emergency on-site sources of pover supply

The emergency sources for supplying the safety systems by

electric pover are designed in a direct relation to the active

emergency core cooling systeas, to the active systeas of pres-

sure suppression in the confineaent localization facility, rasp,

to the systeas of SG supereaergency feedvater. The redundancy of

the above aentioned systeas deteraines also the level of the

redundancy of the eaergency pover sources, i.e., 2xlOO*. Both

electric systeas of the essential pover supply of the category

I (higher voltage) and category II (lover voltage) vill be

designed as totally nev, installed in the nev constructed buil-

dings, physically separated vith the seisaic resistance up to

'. the level of SSE. Pover electric cables and the cables of the

instruaentation and control systeas for these eaergency sources

! vill be designed as fireproof vith the required fire resistance

of 30 aln.

The electric part of each nev subsystea of the essential

i' pover supply consists of the following basic components:

- one diesel generator 6 kV, power about 3.2 MW,

- bus 6 kV and related subbus O.4 kV.

- tvo station batteries 220 V DC with the.capacity to sup-

ply essential loads 120 aln without recharging • Inclu-

ding rectifiers and one-phase and three-phases invartors.

r
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- the control of important equipments in the safety systems

(both sources and loads) vill be designed with redundant

control circuits (auxiliary ' pover supply, switching

coils, independent trains separated spatially). Such

solution contributes, e.g., to obtaining the higher

specified reliability of the ECC systea.

Step-by-step loading of each eaergency source following the

start of diesel generator will be assured by the automatic cir- j

cults of load sequencer (APS). The automatic circuits for the

correspondent eaergency source will be solved by two redundant

trains separated spatially and against fire.

The buses 6 kV of the essential power systems are supplied

during normal operating aodes froa the systems of normal power

(i.e., either froa auxiliary or from start-up transformer), and

only in case of the loss of off-site power, the actuation of the

emergency sources will be required.

S. Conclusions

The described intention for the backfitting of the V-l

Plant is the aost deaanding programme froa the ones prepared for

. , the innovation of nuclear power units with the VVER-440/230

.; reactors, both technically and financially.

* The design reliability of the eaergency core cooling systea

j expressed in teras of the probability of failure on deaand for

< perforaing the function of coolant injection is specified at the

) maximum level of 10"3 per reactor-year which represents the '

Í level used in the design of operated western nuclear power '"

plants. ,.

The strategic intention of the whole backfitting of the

V-1 Plant is to obtain the probability of severe core daaage

lower than 10~4 per reactor-year.
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The total feasibility ot the intentions for the fundamental

backfitting od the V-l Plant is influenced positively by the

experience of the Czechoslovak vendors and Banufacturers that

had assured the construction of the units with VVER-440 reactors

in the ČSFR. That is why the operating organization selected the

well-tried scheie of vendor activities assured by the general

vendor - SKODA Prague. Probably the lost drawback of the organi-

zational assurance will be to aeet the deadlines specified for

the backfitting works.

R e f e r e n c e s

The policy of fundamental backfitting of the V-l Plant, VÚJE,

November 1991
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SUMMARY

Vattenfall Is the dominating utility operating on the Swedish market covering half of
the electricity demand with an annual sale of 75 TWh where nuclear power generates
more than 50%. With an imrtaUrd nuclear generating capacity of around 6800 MW
and an age span of units ranging from 1975 to 1985 the area of instrumentation and
data processing Is a very wide field to cover.
This paper presents some examples of upgrading which has recently been performed
on Swedish plants with the aim of serving as a background for a discussion rather
than attempting the presentation of a state of the art study. Hie paper also gtvss
some examples of future techniques which are currently being studied. In order to Il-
lustrate possible advances.

The following areas are covered:
-In-core instrumentation.
-Improvement of essential systems in particular to allow for operation closer
to the margin set

-Additional Instrumentation for better tmn^Ht^ of particular situations like
shut down and loss of coolant events.

-Instrumentation for plant aging and fault assessment.

In all the areas can be seen the trend to put the emphasis m development on data
processing. Ilils Is quite natural as the avallabillry of computer based tools and data
communication has Increased dramatically over recent years. This Is putting the dev-
elopment of primary ** "ti •"m«>nt̂ in«i somewhat In the background.

to the foreseeable future the traditional Isolated Instrumentation and sub divided
process control systems will develop into more integrated systems with a verity of ml-
cro processor control and data processing available on all levels. Any new scheme of
control system has therefore to allow for a substantial flexibility In data communica-
tion and processing capability in order to be able to utilize coming advances.

However the separated aspects of safety system reliability and operation availability
must not be impaired by the increased Integration. How this can be achieved is yet
an open question.

i'.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Presentation of Vattenfall

The Vattenfall Group was Incorporated with effect from 1st January 1992 with Vat-
tenfall AB a s the Parent Company.
The Vattenfall Group is organized into four business areas, with Energy Market re-
sponsible for all sales on the Swedish market. Electricity Supply i s responsible for
supplying energy, for energy transactions with other power companies and for opti-
mizing the operation of power stations. Electricity Generation is responsible for the
safe and efficient operations of power stations. Engineering and Construction Is Vat-
tenfall's consulting and contracting division and at present Includes two subsidiary
Groups : Vattenfall Engineering AB and Studsvik AB.

1.2 Vattenfall's NPP profile

Vattenfall operates seven nuclear units at two different coastal locations. The gross
electric power generating capacity Installed is around 6 8 0 0 MW. The nominal electri-
cal power rating of the units covers a span from 8 0 0 to 1200 MW. During 1991 the
energy output from the nuclear units amounted to 4 8 TWh. which Is more than 5 0 %
of Vattenfall's total generation.

The Rlnghals power plant is fully owned by Vattenfall and comprises one BWR and
three PWR units. Commercial operation of the units started between 1975 and 1983.

The Forsmark power plant Is operated by Vattenfall and Jointly owned with other
power companies, where Vattenfall has a majority holding. The site have three BWR
units, the two first units started commercial operation 1982 and the third unit 1985.

2 STATUS OVERVIEW OF PLANTS OPERATED BY VATTENFALL

2.1 BWR units

* * Since start of commercial operation all of the BWR units have been uprated to an
' ; power level ranging from 108 to 110% of the original nominal power. Implementa-
ci: tlon of the upratlng could be done without major modifications of the main systems.
:}' The performance of the units is characterized of high availability and low scram
Í : rate. Top ranking unit availability 1991 was around 90%. Average yearly scram rate
;,: has a decreasing trend and Is regularly below one.

ľ .•!

y 2.2 PWR units

£*.'• Due to efforts mainly concentrated on different steam generator problems It has been
I*. possible to increase the unit availability well above worldwide average for PWR
W- units. An example of the efforts done is the steam generator replacement on Rlnghals
|f. 2 in 1989 and the power upratlng to 108% of the originál nominal power made possl-
S ; ble with new steam generators. A decision to replace the steam generators on Rin-

ghals 3 was recently taken and is expected to further improve the units performance
after implementation In 1995.

The scram rate for PWRs Is similar to the BWR-pattem in magnitude and trend. Dur-
ing 1991 only one scram occurred in total for the three units.
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3 RECENT MODIFICATIONS AND FUTURE ADVANCES

With the above background and the following description of some recent modifica-
tions and future areas of Interest for Vattenfall an attempt is made to create a more
general picture of the subject. The examples are selected to Illustrate the broad field
of applications in instrumentation technology and use of data processing techniques
for analysis and process control.

3.1 In-core instrumentation

3.1.1 Gammastrings.

In mid-1980 gamma local power level sensors were first tested in Rlnghals 2 FWR
The sensors are designed as strings with 9 sensors in each string. Four in-core trav-
elling tubes were used to locate the strings in the core. Each string is provided with
an electrically heated calibration cable.
The test was encouraging and successively 4 more strings were added. Today 6
strings are still working. One of the 2 faulty strings will be replaced during the out-
age 1993, (the other one is still usable, but with a more difficult calibration proce-
dure), and 4 more strings will be Installed at the same time, bringing the total to 12
strings, each with 9 sensors.
The present information collection system will probably be completed with special
functions for automatic calibration, controlled by the core power calculation comput-
er, or possibly replaced by a more sophisticated system.
This Installation of strings has forced changes in the Technical Specifications, since
there are formal requirements for a minimum of In-core detectors.

3.1.2 BWR stability monitoring

BWR instabilities can arise at high power and low core flow conditions. Power oscilla-
tions may occur In global or local mode. Recently observed Incidents In Sweden and
abroad have caused scrams due to poor on-line information or delayed counterac-
tions.

One way of combating the problem is to visualize the stability margin by applying
advanced signal analysis methods on signals from available neutroninstrumentatlon.

Vattenfall /1 / has developed an on line core stability monitor equipment where the
core conditions can be traced continuously via the Decay Ratio. The equipment mo-
nitors neutron signals (both AFRM and LPRMs) continuously. With 16 Independent
signals being monitored, the core can be overviewed at a glance. Among other fea-
tures, the signal with the actually largest Decay Ratio is indicated separately.
The extreme short response time of the equipment gives the operator real-time infor-
matlon so that a declining stability margin can bs counteracted and thereby avoi-
ding a scram.

The equipment Is installed in Swedish BWR plants and approved by /he Japan BWR
O Th it in b t l l d i J|. Owners group. The monitor win soon be installed in Japan.

I The analysis technique based on advanced recursive process Identification and optl-
jy mized lattice filter algorithms oSers further possibilities for development.
| For example may mechanical core vibrations be made detectable and localized using
I neutron signal source data.
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The monitor equipment has shown to be veiy effective in data sampling and Informa-
tion storage as well as presentation on both a short and a long-term scale including
comparison of archived data with actual patterns.

3.2 Improvement of cssenflffi] *Wfttnilft |TT Pflrťťľ*flr tn a**fm> far operatéry f loaer to
tpff nyrftn SCt

3.2.1 Calibration of feedwater flow measurements with tracer methods

When the steam generators in Ringhals 2 PWR were replaced in summer 1989. an
elaborate test program was performed to check the new power level.
As a prerequisite it was felt that the feedwater flow elements, venturi tubes, installed
1973, had to be checked for their accuracy.
Various calibration methods or additional Instrumentations were investigated and
analyzed, e.g.. ultrasonic equipments of various makes, chemical or radioactive
tracer methods or extra flow measuring elements.

The layout of the feedwater system Itself was also checked In order to trace possible
limitations for the venturi systems. Some deficiencies were also found, mainly too
short straight undisturbed lines to fulfil the requirements in the DIN and ASME
standards. However, no real possibilities to rebuild the lines were found, so the
shortcomings had to be accepted. As a minimum requirement however, a 0,5%
calibration accuracy was deemed necessary and possible to achieve.

Suppliers were invited to give proposals for the calibration work, and after evaluation
of the bids in accordance with ISO 2975/1-1974 and ISO 2975/111-1976. it was
finally decided to use the N24 radioactive tracer element method. Additional neces-
sary injection and measuring points, (four studs at each point) as required by the
supplier, were added to the feedwater system at suitable locations to enhance as
complete mixing of the tracer element as possible. The distances between the points
were accurately measured.
The installations, to the relevant classification levels of the feedwater system itself,
were done for permanent use.
The supplier arrived at the site with his own set of pumps, detectors etc.. necessary
for the calibration job, and the calibration shots were performed without problems.
The results were astortshlng good, probably due to earlier Intensive jobs to eliminate
as much as possible o'copper elements In the condenser and in the condensate and
feedwater systems.

The other plants at the Ringhals site nave since then been equipped with permanent
connection studs, valves etc. A new calibration will be performed at Ringhals 3 before
the forthcoming steam generator exchange, planned for 1995.

3.2.2 New condensate pots for Ringhals PWR pressurizer level measurements

A common problem with the level measurement channels in the pressurizer vessel in
PWRs is a tendency to accumulate hydros n or other non-condensible gases in the
condensate pots. The gas migrates down into the water phase, not omy in the pot
itself but also downwards in the sensing line to the difference pressure transmitter.
In case of a sudden pressure decrease in the presaurtzer, the gases are released and
flashes, emptying the pot and parts of the sensing line. This behavior goes in the
non-conservative direction, resulting in continued lugh level indications although the
pressurizer level actually may be declining.
Another problem is that in case of a very smaD leakage in the sensing line, the gas
concentration In the pot may prohibit refilling the pot by the ordinary steam
condensation process.

ir
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To handle these problems a new condensate pot design has been developed at
VattenfaUs Rlnghals PWR plants.
The pot connection to the process vessel also has been redesigned. The principle for
the new pots Is In short to separate gas and steam phases, thus permitting released
gases to be brought back to the vessel again, at the same time decreasing the gas
amount in the water phase.
An extensive test program for the new pots was carried out at a laboratory as well as
at one of the plants. The results were successful, and the older pots are now replaced
at all PWRs in Rlnghals.

3.2.3 New digital reactor pressure and turbine control system for Forsmark 3 BWR
andRinghab 1BWR

A study of the features of modern digital control systems for reactor pressure and
turbine control indicated that such a system could be advantageous to plant opera-
tion and economy of Forsmark 3 . The very low failure rate of a system designed with
redundant control channels made it possible to push away the existing pressure
control failure event from its front position as the limiting transient for fuel dry-out
margin and thus to improve fuel economy. Besides, improvements with respect to
system maintenance and testing also could be expected.

hi 1990 a new digital control system for Forsmark 3 was installed replacing the exis-
ting analog single channel system. On line connection of the new system was com-
pleted within the scheduled 19 days period for refueling and maintenance. Thanks to

f the extensive off-line testing made possible with support of an Integrated process si-
• mulator module the new system could be taken Into operation without interfering the

following start up of the unit. The testing also included a stage of parallel off-line
;, operation with the existing control system during normal operation of the unit. Sys-
* tem testing ended with a successfully completed load rejection from full power.

!. The control system installed has a redundant structure with a triple channel ar-
[ rangement assuring high control function availability for the unit's most demanding
( control task. The new system is also expected to simplify and facilitate system testing
I and maintenance. A similar control system for Rlnghals 1 was taken into operation
t. in 1991.
t
I With respect to the application and technic used the system installed is among the
:i first of It* kind in operation worldwide. The system completes the Forsmark 3 strate-
: gy using digital and redundant control systems for all the demanding control tasks
i and it brings the unit up to a top level position among those taking advantage of
: modern control technology.

3.2.4 Design of a steam generator level controller using linear quadratic state feed
back theory

The application of advanced control theory as used in military applications and spe-
; slal process Industry applications is up to now not common for NPP control. The in-
'. troduction of microprocessor based control systems opens up for the possibility of
Í, better control system and thus closer operation to the margins, in particular if ad-
fe vanced control methods can be used.

VattenfáH is currently performing a study project / 2 / with the aim of studying the
possibility to improve Steam Generator control using linear quadratic state feedback
theory (LQ-feedback) in the design of the level controller.

The long term aim of the project is to demonstrate that modern control theory can be
used in a complex nuclear control application.
The work is proceeding in stage* where the design of a LQ-controHer for the high po-

4 f' wer range now is completed.
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Currently the design of a LQ-controller for the low power range is being studied. The
study also Includes interpolation of the feedback matrix between different ranges to
compensate for non linearities and estimations by Kafanan filtering of non measura-
ble variables. The aim being to create a controller which is optimized over the whole
range.

For the design of a complete controller, other aspects like suitable instrumentation
and process control computers for housing the application, has to be selected

So far It has been demonstrated that the LQ-controller in general shows better con*
trot characteristics than the conventional controller in the high power ranges.
The comparison between the LQ-controller and a three element controller has been
done by running different load changes similar to those in Westinghouse set-point
studies.
At lower power, even bigger advantages are anticipated.

3.3 Ariritttonal Instrumentation far better hanHltnff nf nartlriilar altiiatlnna ttlra*
shutdown and t™«« c£ i*nnlant event*

3.3.1 RCP motor current measurement as a means to determine void content in the
reactor coolant system.

Immediately after the TMI Incident 1979 the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate required
VatterJall to investigate the possibilities to install a reliable system for determination
of the liquid level in the reactor vessel. However it was found that the available mea-
suring systems at that time could not provide the operators with an unambiguous,
reliable indication.

The main reactor suppliers efforts during the following yean to provide new systems
were carefully followed. Systems brought on the market were analyzed and evaluated
from all relevant aspects, such as ease of installation and maintenance, dose bur-
dens during installation and maintenance, reliability. length of life, costs, etc.
At the same time the entire set of operation and accident procedures were totally
rewritten, especially bearing in mind the possibilities to handle all incidents and ac-
cidents without the use of a level measuring system.

Eventually in 1990 those two parallel efforts were brought together and compared
against each other. It was found that only for a few. very special accident scenarios,
a reactor coolant void trend development information would be helpful. One of these
cases is to determine how long it is beneficial to run the RCPs in a voided RC system.
The "standard" reactor vessel level measurement systems based on dp systems or
heated detectors certainly would not be cost effective here.

A system, based on RCP power measurements according to principles verified m
LOFT tests as reported in relevant NUREGs. has been developed and is to be instal-
led in Vattenfall's 3 PWRs during the current outage periods this summer. The sys-
tem collects RCP motor currents and voltage* and RC temperatures. The plant com-
puter, (partially redundant) calculates the voids with a special algorithm and present
the results on the ordinary displays. Two special recorders with extra calculation
channels are provided as a redundant and diverse backup in case the plant compu-
ter is unavailable.



3.3.2 Primary coolant leak detection system

As one of several conditions for operating fUnghals 1BWR at an uprat. ~j power level
the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate required installation of a small leak rate detection
system far surveillance of the area surrounding the bottom part of the reactor ves-
sel. Such a system was *"¥^X* and taken into operation during year 1987. Die
system operating principle is based on dewpolnt temperature measurement A sam-
ple of the atmosphere surrounding the bottom part of the reactor vessel, is continu-
ously drawn to the outside containment mounted detector.

A detector signal conditioning module transmits the signal to the control room where
an abnormal condition can be detected.

Due to recently discovered cracks in the reactor vessel head penetration area on
Rmghals 2 PWR preparations for Installation of a leak detection system win be made
during the 1992 refueling and maintenance period. Several principles for leak detec-
tion have been investigated. A majority of the principles investigated are still not av-
ailable on a fully developed system basi* or are disadvantageous in other respects.
Among the top candidate systems for installation is an airborne radioactivity monito-
ring system.

The essential part of the airborne radioactivity monitoring system is a Beta sensitive
^Hnffiiptfc)̂  detector and a photomultlpHer tube. Samples from the atmosphere sur-
rounding the reactor vessel head penetrations and from the containment atmosphere
are alternately drawn to the detector. A detector signal conditioning module prepares
the tlgnal for presentation on a recorder. During normal conditions there wID be no
difference in magnitude between the two alternate signals. Should a leak in the reac-
tor vessel head area occur, the airborne activity Increase from the vessel head area
sample will be detected and Retarded. Hie count rate magnitude difference between
containment background and reactor vessel head area samples is an indication of le-

i akage. The magnitude of the Increase win be proportional to the leak rate. The detec-
:i tlon sensitivity is expected to be at least 2.4 litres per hour and could during favou-
{ rable conditions reach 1.0 litre per hour,
t

3.3.3 Containment filtered venting system

By the end of 1988 a comprehensive program for backfitttng an the Swedish reactors
Wth a containment filtered venting system was completed. The system is intended to
have a mitigating function during reactor accidents leading to extensive core dama-
ge. The mitigation concept is baaed on a strategy involving containment integrity

' perseverance during and after such an accident. The system serves as a means
to control containment pressure during accident conditions beyond the original
design requirements and to reduce release of radioactive isotopes causing ground

' contamination.

For all nuclear power units operated by VattenfaD the mam device in the system is a
water scrubber of multi -venturi -type. The scrubber communicates with the contain-

, ment atmosphere via a relief piping, which immediately upstream the scrubber is
• divided into two trains, to oi« a the tiains there Is an automatically acting pressure
i relieving device of rupture disc-type. Downstream the rupture disc two normally
í open isolation valve* act as containment pressure controlling devices In a post-acd-
'' dent situation. In the second tram there are two normally closed manually operated
% isolation valves intended as • redundant means for manual control of the contain-
;., ment pressure.

Ľ' During normal operating conditions of the unit the system is in a stand-by mode
\ prepared for operation. In case a containment overpressure situation occurs as a re-
\ suit of an ongoing aeddent the self-acting rupture disc reliefs the containment přeš-
lý sure to the atmosphere via the scrubber.
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Important Information of system status, such as the position of isolation valves. Is
transmitted to the central control room. Manoeuvre of system components take place
from the central control room or from local control centers.

3.3.4 Primary coolant level measurement at cold shutdown

The original system for primary coolant level measurement during cold shutdown
of the PWR units consisted of temporary Installed tygon tubing used for local Indica-
tion during and after drainage of the primary system. The experience from the mode
of operation of the residual heat removal system during such a condition. Indicated
that the residual heat removal pump In operation was prone to cavitatlon.
This observation led to the conclusion that the decay heat removal capability of the
system could be seriously degraded or even completely lost during certain circum-
stances.
The cavitatlon problem had a clear connection to several drawbacks with the level
measurement system used. As a consequence of this Insight It was decided to impro-
ve the level measurement system.

The improved level measurement system consists of one wide range and one narrow
range channel. Each channel has a differential pressure transmitter, an instrument
for level indication in the central control room, mgh and low level alarms and a sight
glass for local level Indication. The wide range channel span is ten meteres covering
the height from loop piping underside up to approximately two meters above pressu-
rizer bottom part. The narrow range channel span is four meteres covering the lower
part of the wide range span. After installation and use of the Improved system In the
beginning of the eighties, some minor modifications have been Implemented. Ever
since, the system has demonstrated its capability giving acceptable level information.
The Improved system Is to be considered as a supplementary arrangement to the
tygon tubing stal In use.

3.3.5 Safety assessment and post trip guidance system

At Forsmark 2 BWR an operator guidance system, based on expert-system technolo-
gy, is under Implementation. The system Is intended as a supplement to the Extend-
ed Operating Procedure (EOP) which Is to be used in the event that a disturbance
has occurred or should ha/e initiated a scram. The EOP Identifies the four Critical
Safety Functions (CSF): Reactivity, Core Cooling. Activity Barriers and Heat Sink.

The guidance system, named "SAS IT. carries out the two main tasks:
-Continuously monitors and presents the plant status with respect to
whether or not any CSF Is threatened. This is called CSF State Control.
-After a scram, automatically monitors and presents whether or not the auto-
matically Initiated safety sequence has been carried out In such a way that
no CSF Is being threatened. This Is called System Control.

The State Control of a Critical Safety Function builds on a combination of several
elements, all motivated by the desire to present a reliable and condensed overview
regarding the performance of the different CSF*. Primarily this is done by continues
checking of the key status Indicators or measurements. If these are consistent with
an overall safe state of plant, the CSF* are not challenged. This control is in principle
independent of which systems or component* are acuVe in keeping the critical pa-
rameters within allowable limit*. A* far as possible the State Control make* use of
redundant Information signals or combined signals that will result m an enhanced
reliability compared to the use of individual agnate

The System Control provides information about the state and performance of the
systems Involved in supporting the CSFs. The control Includes checking which sub-
systems or components are active and that the system is fulfilling its function.
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An important part of the System Control is also the surveillance by the aid of logic
diagrams. A representative set of status and measurement signals for each system
constitute the input to a logic tree structure which condenses the Information into a
few alarm signals. These alarms are processed further to system, safety function and
CSF alarms.

All input <affi«»i« to SAS n must be checked to minimize sources of uncertainty. This
is done by several means, the first step consisting of a validation procedure before
the signal is processed further. A number of checks are included in the slgnr! vali-
dation:

•Ascertain that senate are within the measurement range.
-Control of indicator flags attached to each sign v.
•Weeding unreasonable signals where reliable - ..erences exists.
•Consistency control by diversification or redundancy.

The SAS n system also Includes a Station Vector, which maps the startsJgnal for a
process system after scram, and an Alarm Generation package.

The development of SAS n has been carried out Jointly by Vattenfall, the Swedish
Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI) and the Halde Project (7 f and is. after an extensive test-
ing period going to be installed in the Foramark 2 BWR control room this year.

3.4

3.4.1. New temperature supervision systems for reactor and turbines.

The Rlnghals PWR plants were supplied at the time of commissioning with the then
present state-of-the art equipment for temperature supervision systems. Due to
increased requirements for better supervision of temperature status in e.g. Safety
Injection Unes, Pressurizer Surge Unes and other major components, e.g. pump
motor bearings, and due to age-related problems, those systems were repla I in
1990-1991 with modem systems.
Older types of temperature sensors are replaced everywhere by Pt-100 sensors.
The signal handling systems have been computerized and equipped with more

l i t d l l t i f t i h g i g d lgarithm scaling, alar-
i features. Watch-

, g y y g p ty p
1 The presentation systems allow more flexible presentation of single measuring
:: points, graphics design systems Car the relevant flow diagrams. X/Y-presentatlon.

Better spare capacity and connection capabilities is provided for temporary measure-
„ menu.

3.4.2 On-line isotoplc stack monitoring system

In Sweden there is dose cooperation between the power plants and the government
1 in establishing safety standards for plant personnel and the environment. The re-
;' lease of a(^Mty is therefore required to be evaluated as a collective dose on a critical
• target group under the most unfavorable weather conditions. The base for thecalcu-
t lation Is the isotoplc measurement of the stack air.

I To achieve on-line monitoring, afr from the stack is pumped through a separate loop.
This loop is tapped by several smaller parallel tap Unes which supply testing stations
where tc-tJng Is carried out continuously.

One ofth«! tap lines passes through a ten litre MarmelH chamber, where radioactivity
is monitored by a high purity germanium detector.
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Another line passes through a one Ittre MarineDl chamber, where radioactivity is
monitored by a lower efficiency planar high purity germanium detector. A third line
passes through a Iodine fitter, which Is designed to be taken to a nearby lab for anal-
ysts.
Additional Unes are used for ion chamber and beta current gross count monitoring.
Knowing the stack, primary side loop and tap line flow rates, the total released activ-
ity can be calculated.

The transfer of data from the analyzer is performed with a rate which is automatical-
ly adapted to the count rate condition. The receiving computer does an energy cali-
bration on the incoming spectra and decides, based on the count rate, whether to
perform a nuclide Identification analysis on the lugh efficiency or low efficiency data.
Redundancy in computing capacity Is performed by letting one computer on each
reactor unit serve two stack monitoring systems.
Vattenfall and OKG have designed, developed and installed the system which is
manufactured by Nuclear Data. The design is described in a report / 3 / .

The described equipment gives the base for both an analysis of the cause of the fault
and the implications on the environment. In combination with the sites weather data
system a good estimate of a fallout can be made.

3.4.1 Acoustic emission

With measurement and signal analysis of acoustic phenomena a versatile Instrument
for localizing problem areas in mechanical structures can be created.
The use of acoustic measurements is based on the fact that acoustic impulses are

• released from materials which are subjected to mechanical stress. The acoustic
'• emission (AE) is generated from different types ofmlcroscoplc and macroscopic

events Uke plastic deformation, phase transitions, crack propagation and friction be-
í tween surfaces. The techniques of acoustic measurement is becoming increasingly
1 interesting for nuclear applications and in particular to detect aging phenomena.

With more sophisticated signal analysis it Is possible to correlate acoustic phenome-
• na with some basic different types of events in material under stress. Using comput-

er aid it is also possible to orientate and visualiMtliektcation of the acoustic emls-
slon on a CAD-drawing image of the component under observation. Experiments In
Germany 1976-1966 on a reactor tank /57 demonstrated the advantages and limi-
tations of AE technique so far

: -The size cf a crack cannot be measured.
I -Cracks which are not growing cannot be detected (though cracks with even
' very small propagation rate SIKI leaks through static cracks can be detected)

•Detailed information of problem areas can be deduced (growth rate of cracks,
i leakage, points of friction),
i -Fast inspection and inspection of areas diflkult to reach, can be done.

-Inspection of types of materials, difficult to perform with other methods, can
be made.

In a NRC financed project/6/ on-line measurements on Watts Bar unit land Lime-
rick unit 1. were proven possible during operation. The detailed results from the
measurements are not yet published.

An Important advance In the put of the analysis constitutes the aid of advanced sig-
nal ans^ysis based on neuitfnetwoik and expmigrstems technique. Though these

!': techniques are not yet fully developed and on-line experience of AE measurements
m are limited, the development to this area Is followed by Vattenfall with great Interest.

I
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3.4.2 Neural networks

Using distributed parallel data processing, attempts are being made to mirror the
workings of the brain. In what is called neural networks, mathematical models of the
brain and mind activities are realized. Like the basic component of the nervous sys-
tem, the neuron, basic processing elements forms the fundamental part of the neural
network.
These processing elements have many input paths through which they combine the
inputs and produce an output after using an appropriate threshold function. Like
the brain the neural network system needs learning. In the learning procedure the
connections and weights are adjusted by using training laws.
Learning can be done by presenting the network with the desired result during a
training period or by letting the network Itself find out the relationship between pa-
rameters.

Neural networks is a technique with a large potential. The interest has initially been
concentrated on military applications for signal analysis but more recent Industrial
applications includes finance, manufacturing, and business.
In the nuclear power industry there are many possible usages.
Vattenfan is currently investigating in usiag neural networks for prognosticate activi-
ty build-up on primary system components. Main process information and in partic-
ularly water chemistry variables wffl be used as input data.

A different type of application of neural networks is described in / 4 / . The aim of this
study Is to create a neural network which can estimate the signal from core neutron
detectors on Borasele PWR The network model is created by using generated electric
power and hot and cold leg temperature as Input The output of the network is the
estimated core neutron reading. The result showed that neural networks can be used
as a sensor validator and can give acceptable estimates during a sensor failure.

DISCUSSION

The development of primary instrumentation Is alow compared to the development of
tools which can be offered by computertechnology.lt is clear that today and tomor-
rows techniques in data processing Is to be seen as a tool to be deployed for tasks in
all flr**** important for the sale and wotm*11***̂  operation of nuclear power plants.
Many lateral effects is possible to achieve by leaving an Isolated and sub divided In-
strumentatlon and process control concept in favour of free communication, in the
near future the expansion therefore wlD be dominated by data communication and
data processing area.
However in any structure for nuclear plant control and instrumentation It Is impor-
tant to empathizes the aspects of safety for personnel WTMI environment, economical
operation and flexibility for future advances. In the world of tomorrow advantages of-
fered by commuruiatlon and anarysistootowiU be taJcen for granted and will be as
established as yesterdays hard wired technology. How this may affect the thinking
in terms of safety system reliability and operation availability is difficult to forecast.

However the separated aspects of safety system reliability and operation availability
must not be impaired by the increased integration. How this can be achieved la yet
an open question.

. . i f
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In the future the entire set of different Instrumentations will probably be split up
(with due regard to basic redundancy and separation requirements) into common
systems for information collection, compression and transmission to various addi-
tional, specially tailored systems for machine or operator performed analysis, deci-
sion making and action as well as to special systems for trend development super-
vision or history recording.
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Summary

A brief overview is given on the most promissing ways of information processing with
respect to plant diagnoses in a digital I&C environment. For such an I&C system the
configuration of plant automation is presented to give recommendations particularly
for retrofitting existing nuclear power plants.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF l&C

A large amount of reliable l&C is necessary to control the nuclear power plant and
particularly the reactor in all operating conditions as well as during all possible
events and operating incidents. l&C is the totality of all information processing tasks
including all corresponding equipment: sensors, protections, open-loop and closed-
loop controls, information systems, and actor controls.

According to their tasks l&C serves mainly for two objectives:

i) to control a reliable and economical plant operation for generation of power or
process steam, and simultaneously

ii) to protect men on-site and off-site and environment against not permissible activi-
ty exposition as well as to protect expensive plant components.

All those involved in the design of nuclear power plants have been very conscious
from the beginning that the objective lastly mentioned shall have the most significant
importance.

Presently we become aware of the penetration of digitalized automation devices into
more and more fields of industry. It is therefore not surprising to use such modem
technology offering novel facilities to master the l&C tasks in a nuclear power plant
in full responsibility but without the computer-drawbacks of limited response times
and of software complexity.

According to generally agreed proceeding digitalized automation systems are firstly
introduced into the l&C not important to safety of a nuclear power plant.

CONFIGURATION OF PLANT AUTOMATION

Main design feature of an advanced overall l&C architecture is the consequent sepa-
ration of the safety l&C from the non-safety l&C. Such a design is well-favoured by
the IAEA, reference is made to the corresponding safety guide D8 [1]. The most im-
portant reason for such a lay-out is the economic viability of nuclear power plants:
All parts of plant design must contribute to enhance plants' economics while not de-
grading the high safety standards so far obtained. In the field of l&C this objective is
approached by the clear separation of the safety l&C from the non-safety l&C.

The non-safety l&C could be optimized according to operational objectives only,
could use newest high-tech products for information visualization and processing
without being burdened by licensing requirements. This is the way to use not only
the same l&C equipment but also the same non-safety l&C structure for both fossile
plants and nuclear plants. The larger amount of pieces to be sold guarantees a

' good quality at low prices. This is attractive for customers as well as for vendors.

i The safety l&C could be optimized according to safety objectives with the important
I boundary condition of enabling highest plant availability. Because of the licensing re-
l quirements the safety l&C should be as small as possible but as large as necessa-
•" ry. in order to pay attention to the economic viability the safety l&C functions are de-
| graded according to their importance to safety. The interested reader is referred to
| reference [2] where appropriate categorization of l&C functions is presented. By the
{ way, the same categorization should be retained for application in the common
I French-German PWR and is recommended as a basis of a future KTA-rule in Ger-
í many. With such a graduation the efforts for Bcensing could be staggered according
[ to the relevance for plant safety. At the same time the defence-in-depth concept
I within the l&C functions is given a systematic framework.
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An advanced overall structure of I&C system in a nuclear power plant is presented
in Fig. 1. The I&C system forms the man-machine interface. It is subdivided into the
fallowing parts:

1. control stations with equipment for operator information and control,
2. I&C system for reactor trip, engineered safety features actuation and limitations
including reactor controls because of their strong interactions with the limitations,
3. I&C system for balance of plant (water/steam circuit, auxiliary systems),
4. I&C system for turbine generator.

Systems such as fire alarm systems, communication systems, heating, ventilation
and air conditioning systems and access control systems are essentially independent
of the process and are not covered here.
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Figure 1: DigHal I&C for Nuclear Power Plants

In the general structure shown a failure tolerant strategy is implemented to a high
extent which will lead to the following consequences:

- basic reliability by complete redundancy of the operator control and process infor-
mation system equipment. Information display and controls needed by the opera-
tors in a given situation are concentrated in the relevant vicinity, favouring the hu-
man factor of plant operation.

- information and control in abnormal conditions are included in the operator work-
stations.

- in case of loss of all operator workstations or both operator control and process
information systems, the safety panel will be used to shut down the plant in a cold
and subcritical condition,

- loss of non-safety automation system will not affect the safety automation system,

- in case of main control room unavailability the remote shutdown station will be
used which is installed separately from the main control room,

K •'
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-.to mitigate loss of safety automation system, beyond design intervention capability
is implemented in the priority concept, which gives the safety commands priority to
the non-safety ones,

- for general plant overview and coordination among the operators - reactor opera-
tor and turbine operator - a mimic panel is provided in the main control room.

1. Process Information and Operation

A screen-based control room is provided for process control during normal operati-
on and under upset conditions. Intelligent information condensation generates para-
mount visualizations of inherent relations among most important plant variables toge-
ther with trajectories revealing the dependence among two variables. This is applied
mainly for the more complicated field of limitations and reactor controls but for the
turbine generator as well. Traditionally, time curves of variables, status diagrams,
and alarm annunciations in human factor oriented form are selected via the process
information system PRISCA [3]. Functions such as nuclear evaluation programs, ar-
chiving and statistical evaluations are assigned to PRISCA.

The man-machine interface consisting of operation processors (BP) and the distribu-
ted computer system PRISCA is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Screen-Based Man-Machine Interface H*«n

Each system module performs dedicated functions. Therefore the computer system
can grow according to the budget available. A nice presentation of the advanced
information processing capabilities is given in reference [3], where results of com-
missioning tests are detailed. Corresponding to a plant layout where protection
against external impacts is obtained by separation of buildings the PRISCA-Terminal-
Bus as well as the redundant Plant Bus each are electrically insulated by use of fi-
bre optics. In accordance with a bunkered emergency feed building the gateways to
the safety I&C are partitioned consistently.
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Operator control is performed using medium flow diagrams as well as visualizations
of fluid systems. These are displayed on touch-sensitive screens.

An additional independent manual control facility is provided. This is used for safety-
related manual actions for long-term accident control which require direct manual
actions within the safety system or in the event of faults in the non-safety manual
control functions.

Information on fulfillment of safety functions is provided by the safety information sy-
stem. Part of the independent display and control equipment is integrated into the
control room console, the rest is arranged on the safety information and control pa-
nel. This equipment is designed in accordance with the requirements for safety-rela-
ted functions, meaning that the single failure criterion is met.

The safety information system provides reliable information to the operator, thus
meeting the requirements for SPDS-systems prepared by (EC. The most important
requirement for equipment lay-out is the seismic qualification, surely.

Due to the conflicting requirement that it shall not be possible to disable the safety
system manually but at the same time to enable severe accident management pro-
cedures, provisions will be made in future plants for such procedures from a central
point.

To allow safe shutdown of the plant in the event of inaccessibility of the control
room, a reduced size screen-based control console along with a safety information
and control panel are fitted at the remote shutdown station.

2. Safety I&C

The hardware structure for one safety I&C subsystem is shown in Figure 3. The
layout of the system e.g. for countermeasures on secondary-side leaks, emergency
feed and for most trip system tasks, containment isolation, emergency core cooling,
emergency power supply is set by the requirement to master common-cause failu-
res within the applied German deterministic failure combinations [4].
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To tolerate a common-cause failure within the accident identification (induced by
manufacturing, calibration, or rugged environment), particularly for actions where sa-
fety-grade components are actuated in two directions (on/off, open/closed), three
independent, redundant sets of hardware are required (signal conditioning TYP a..c,
accident identification Ala..c). Different, independent and redundant modules for con-
trol of engineered safety features train 1...4 (ESF10..4(ľi are provided for control ele-
ment actuation, as well as for reactor trip (TRIP a.b).

Devices which prevent disturbances (e.g. in power distribution, in the operational
I&C, anticipated transients) from escalating directly into accidents are designed so
that these fulfill the single failure criterion (local core protection = LCP).

The control interfaces for the engineered safety features are of redundant design
and actuate the drives of the appropriate trains (DR10/1..40/1 via voters) or trip the
control rods (TRIP/1). A part of drives in the safety system are also used for opera-
tional tasks. In such cases, a priority logic ensures that commands from the safety
system l&C always take priority over those from the operational I&C.

Manual commands which are diverse to the commands from automatic systems are
transmitted directly to the voters or the control interfaces for the drives concerned.

Automatic equipment for reduction of the residual risk (e.g. for ATWS) are integrated
into-the safety system I&C such that a failure within this equipment will not have a
negative impact on accident handling and that on the basis of engineering judge-
ment their function will be performed with the highest reliability.

Elaboration and generation of safety-related software must meet specific require-
ments in terms of programming rules (defined in standard E C 880) and implementa-
tion of a software quality program (complying with ISO 9000, part 3).

It was decided to use a high level programming language and to implement a soft-
ware workshop with the purpose of:

- eliminating errors during both design and coding phases,
- improving software legibility for more efficient verification as well as easier imple-

mentation of future modifications,
- providing high quality documentation.

We see the use of formal specification methods on the broadest scale possible for
the application software as being the most effective approach. Our procedure model
is thus built up as follows (Figure 4). The task definitions are drawn up mainly by
mechanical engineers, process engineers and physicists - as usual - in the form of
plain text, diagrams, equations and tables. After quality assurance, the process task
definitions are then passed on to the instrumentation and control experts. These in-
strumentation and control experts read the process task definitions. Any questions
they may have as to how the task definitions are to be interpreted are discussed in
what we calf "system clarification meetings". The instrumentation and control ex-
perts then prepare all the data and information in a pre-arranged and thus always
identical manner in order to be able to draw up the specification with the aid of the
SPACE computer-aided tool. This is done in a graphical manner

- which can be read by the task definition team for verification purposes and
- which also serves as documentation for purchasers.

The specification follows a format which is recommended by the power plants ow-
ner's association, VGB, and which was developed by Welfonder and associates,
Stuttgart.
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When the specification has been verified by the task definition team, it is automati-
cally prepared for generation of the code. This high-language code is then verified
by the instrumentation and control experts and, if necessary, by the process engi-
neers. The depth of verification depends on the relative importance of the respective
coded instrumentation and control function to plant safety. Codes of the highest ca-
tegory are checked statement by statement (white box test).

In the next step, the high-language code is automatically converted into the target
equipment code. The target devices of the distributed mufti-computer system are
hooked'up in the laboratory to a subsystem simulator which issues the stimuli requi-
red for test runs.

The verification and validation process includes four steps aimed at progressively
verifying the software quality:

- coding of elementary modules and tests aimed at extensively checking them
against their detailed design,

- software assembling (i.e. incorporation of the complete software) on a test equip-
ment provided with processing unit similar to the ones which will be used in the
final equipment and verification with respect to the preliminary design,

- implementation of software on the target equipment (including input/output cards)
and. validation with respect to the software specification,

- construction of a complete configuration on which final tests (called interconnecti-
on tests) are carried out with the objective of an extensive validation with respect
to the system specification.

3. Non-Safety I&C Systems

The design requirements for the non-safety I&C systems may be summarized as fol-
lows:
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- application of relevant standards like IEC. VDE. DIN concerning power supply,
electromagnetic compatibility, environmental conditions, signal conditioning.

- fulfillment of system-related requirements like energy and data decoupling, separa-
tion of trains, integrity of the pressure boundary in measuring equipment, vibration-
proven,

- structure of I&C corresponding to fluid system relations; application of a plant iden-
tification system (KKS) and a workshop of computerized tools for I&C engineering.

- high degree of automation resulting in fully-automatic load-follow operation,

- standardized manual control of valves and pumps remotely controllable by a com-
puterized operator control system via touch-sensitive screens,

- use of computer-aided process information system enabling visualized information
to provide for reliable manual interventions into the process of energy transformati-
on.

The structure of the I&C system for the balance of plant is shown in Figure 5.

The structure is subdivided into 5 hierarchical levels:

- process control level,
- communication level,
- group control level,
- coupling control level,
- individual control level.

The process information system computer aided (PRISCA), and the operation pro-
cessors (BP) form the process control level. These devices communicate with all
areas of the plant via the redundant bus systems of the communication level.

SEMENS

Fig. 5: I&C System for Balance of Plant M.M.M
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Grouping of subprocesses into functional complexes at the group control level with
due consideration for process equipment redundancy allows the subprocesses to be
split up appropriately to allow open or closed-loop control of these by separate pro-
grammable controllers (AG).

The functional complexes (FB) are distributed on the different plant trains (see Figu-
re 6 where four plant trains are assumed). For instance the functional complex of
the water-steam cycle in a four-loop PWR consists of three main feedwater pumps.
In this case the I&C for an individual pump is implemented in that I&C subsystem
which corresponds to the piant division where the pump is associated to.

Equipment and unit protection is implemented by high reliable functions distributed
between the coupling processors at the coupling control level. It is not possible to
disable these functions manually. The individual control level is made up of the drive
control interface modules (AS), analog signal conditioning modules (GA) and other
modules interfacing with the plant. This level is linked to the level preceeding in the
hierarchy by a redundant bus. Hardware and software of the coupling processors
and the individual control level modules are qualified according to national and inter-
national standards for implementing safety-related I&C functions according to
IAEA 50-SG-D8.

The various levels are to a large extent independent from each other in terms of the
tasks being concerned. Failures within a specific level will therefore affect the func-
tion of the other levels to a limited extent only. High reliability of the system is ensu-
red by fully redundant structures and by task distribution on a functional basis.
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The main features of the non-safety I&C communications are summarized in the fol-
lowing way:

- the plant LAN is the central component of process communication,
- all systems for information and operation are connected to the plant LAN.
- important functional complexes are connected via an additional LAN, the functional

complex LAN,
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- both LANs for plant and functional complexes are two times redundant.

The I&C system for the turbine-generator is a functional complex which is indepen-
dent from the other parts of the non-safety I&C systems. Besides the hierarchical
structure, this functional complex is additionally subdivided between automatic equip-
ment with clearly defined tasks and interfaces for turbine-generator fast control and
protection.

TRENDS IN INFORMATION PROCESSING

1. Diagnostics for Preventive Maintenance

Diagnostic functions will become integral components of a distributed computer sy-
stem. The output data from monitoring systems, most of which are still independent
at present, such as the

- vibration monitoring system,
- leakage detection system,
- fatigue monitoring system,
- loose part monitoring system

can be called up by the operator as required.

As a first example, equipment tests will be considered in more detail. The future se-
paration of I&C from recurrent equipment testing will allow the various test require-
ments to be fulfilled individually, providing the tests with a previously unknown de-
gree of completeness and depth.

It is known that the functional condition of electric actuators can be determined
much more accurately by diagnostics than by disassembly and inspection. If diagno-
stics are carried out on-line with the backup of intelligent switchgear, the assembly
times of approximately 30 min per actuator which are currently required could be
saved. In addition, exercising is more or less unnecessary because on-line diagno-
stics can be performed in the course of normal operation actuation. Actuator slug-
gishness can be diagnosed by comparing the curves for electrical power input and
torque output measured at the drive coupling; sluggishness is present if there is a
notable increase in power input to obtain the same torque output. Torque switches
and limit switches are also checked for correct calibration. Information such as this
provides the operator with a realistic picture of actual plant status.

The second example is that of evaluation of high frequencies in data signals in order
to preclude a serious equipment failure by means of preventive maintenance or sim-
ply to identify significant alterations in redundant signals whose further evolution
should be monitored until such time as preventive maintenance seems advisable.

Figure 7 shows how system information signals which are picked up by a sensor
and fed through a preamplifier arrive distorted at the I&C processing equipment as a
result of the electromagnetic effects of the power system frequency and switching
surges. In contrast to the current state of the art, no information is lost in the pre-
amplifier during low-pass filtering; every piece of information picked up by the sen-
sor is processed in the I&C system. Evaluation of signals for high frequencies is per-
formed off the process control signal path. Such signals can be correlated for
example with a reference spectrum in order to judge from changes in the signals
when preventive maintenance is expedient.



Validation of redundant safety I&C signals is performed not by the simple but relati-
vely unreliable method of direct comparison of signals but rather with a modified pa-
rity space algorithm [4]. This has proven to be an effective and computer-compati-
ble method of early detection of irregularities in redundant signals. Such information
helps the operator in evaluating the functional ability of the I&C system and in explai-
ning why an I&C item reacted in a certain manner in a given situation.
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2. Validation of Information

Validation of information serves mainly to avoid providing erroneous information to
the operator. Algorithmic methods will probably predominate over knowledge-based
methods in performing this function.

Redundant analogue signals are already in use in the computer-aided process infor-
mation system PRISCA* installed in German nuclear power plants in displays for

- monitoring of safety objectives,
- evaluation of the functional ability of the limitation system.

Appropriate selection criteria ensure that undistorted signals important to safety are
displayed and presented in graphic form. The selection process masks spurious si-
gnals and the automation correction feature connected with it ensures that only vali-
dated Information is displayed. However, this method of signal processing is apptica-
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ble only for redundant signals in a system with a redundancy factor of at least three.
The complexity of instrumentation with this degree of redundancy is justifiable only
for signals whose importance to safety or plant availability is proven.

An attempt will be made in the future also to validate the large majority of analogue
signals which are not adequately redundant before they are presented to the opera-
tor - the ratio is about 2100 to about 400 for a 1400 MW PWR. Whereas a viewer
of the visualized information today must rely on his knowledge of physical correlati-
ons to detect inconsistencies in the information presented, consistency tests will be
carried out in the future before information is presented to the operator. These tests
will result either in the presentation of process parameters which have a lower pro-
bability of containing hidden errors or specific indications as to which subgroup of
signals have been found to be inconsistent. It stands to reason that, in principle, the
most important binary signals could also be included in such consistency tests. The
principles to be applied have been well known for some time. For this reason, only
a few of them will be briefly described here.

Signature analysis determines whether changes in the data signals reflect the under-
lying physical correlations: for instance when the reactor power of a pressurized wa-
ter reator increases, there is an increase in core outlet temperature, pressurizer wa-
ter level and primary system pressure while a drop occurs in core inlet temperature
(depending on the part load diagram), steam generator water level and main steam
pressure.

Plausibility testing or correlation analysis correlates signals which are physically inter-
related in the system: for example, the binary signal "check valve not closed" can
be validated by checking it against the difference between the signals for pressure
upstream and downstream of the valve. Information from the relay contacts for posi-
tion indication, which are not sufficiently reliable, could be corroborated in this man-
ner.

Balance analysis determines whether inflow and outflow within a suitably selected
self-contained process item are in equilibrium: fluid flows, e.g. feedwater flow and
main steam outlet flow for the steam generator; power and energy flows; electrical
currents. In these cases, accumulators in the form of vessels or batteries must be
taken into account.

Signal validation can also be performed on signals which are not mutually redundant.
For example, analytical redundancy of local power densities in the form of results of
calculations on a reactor core model may be used in parallel with measurements
from local in-core detectors and the aeroball system. The value to be used can
then be selected as described above because three values for local power density
are available for each core subsection. Dependencies between signals brought ab-
out by calibration of these values must be considered; they often give rise to further
limiting factors.

' 3. Integration of Accident Management Procedures into the Information
1 Systems

p Operator support systems related to process control during accidents must be orieri-
.'-• ted towards plant-specific technical and organisational factors. If the operator is cer-
| tain, that the event sequence will not escalate into a beyond design accident, he
L can take sufficient time to accurately determine the cause of the upset and to plan
* and carry out manual actions, which will become necessary in the long term. Deve-

I lopments in accident procedures have recently been aimed at complementing tradi-
tional event-oriented instructions based on safety functions such as subcriticalrty,
core cooling and limitation of activity release.
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Although the time available for accident and plant state diagnostics is sufficient, the
complexity of the diagnostic problem should not be underestimated in view of the
large number of potential event sequences. For this reason the development of sui-
table operator aids is an important goal.

Several steps could conceivably be taken:

- Integration of accident management procedures into the information systems. This
probably will require a complete restructuring of the procedures.

- Display of special graphics showing a summary of information important to safety
for each accident type with the goal of aiding pattern recognition by the operator.

- Use of expert system technologies for on-line generation and validation of the dia-
gnosis, taking into account the changes in process parameter behaviour with time
with the objective to

. assess the availability of operational and safety systems;

. evaluate the future plant status in view of potential dangers;

. evalutate the effectiveness of accident management measures;

. assess the effects of planned actions on the plant and the environment in order
to support crisis management decisions.

In view of the complexity of diagnostics it appears important that the operator is pro-
vided with a certain amount of latitude for making evaluations. The ability of such a
system to explain the events in progress is therefore of great importance.

The primary goal must be to develop reliable systematics for accident diagnostics
capable of providing information whose accuracy meets the high standards deman-
ded in nuclear power plants.

4. Simulation Tool for Predictive Calculations

Simulations have reached an advanced stage of development. The primary goal is
to train personnel to understand the plant behaviour during particular events. The
operator would leam to interpret the status of the systems from the alarms and pic-
torial displays provided. Such features could make it possible to evaluate the trans-
ient behaviour, not only during normal operation but also during severe accident
conditions.

An on-site plant simulator, directly fed with the necessary information about the ac-
tual status of a severe plant situation, opens the possibility for pedetermination of
consequences of operator intervention and may prevent from wrong operator deci-
sions.

Within the above described scenario for operator aids one could find a frame for ob- .
jectives, worth to be investigated more deeply. Some main ideas are listed up in the
following:

- Living with an incomplete picture of the current situation or wrong information from
sensors, which calibration has not survived the initial transient or which have failed
altogether.

- Advice to the operator for economic use of actuators (f.i. boron saving) available
to master operational requirements like load-follow by trying several alternative
control strategies in advance on the simulator.
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- Recognition, that a situation is changing, and early warning of dangerous and un-
expected states.

- The synthesis of data into a perception of a current situation, that is easily and
quickly understood by the operator.

- Reconstruction of the accident sequence.

CONCLUSION

The configuration of nuclear power plant automation will follow the guidelines

- information and energetic separation of safety automation from non-safety automa-
tion,

- use of off-the-shelf equipment for automation; dedicated equipment for special ap-
plications in nuclear power plants only,

- use of most advanced equipment in non-safety automation with the smallest
amount on licensing as possible,

- use of operation-experienced equipment in safety automation - which should be
as small as necessary - with graduated efforts in licensing,

- use of computer-aided tools for software specification with emphasis on the inter-
face between system engineers - who elaborate the functional requirements of
I&C - and I&C engineers. Since this interface is responsible for the very majority
of errors a graphical representation of the functional requirements is best suited to
be well understood by both groups of engineers.

The trends in information processing are increased use of computer capabilities for
advanced and preventive diagnostics for providing the operator with validated infor-
mation on plant status. The integration of currently separated parts - like the acci-
dent management procedures of the operating manual - and an on-site simulator
which is connected on-line to the plant will further proceed. Last but not least the
application of plant management systems will considerably reduce the costs for daily
plant management.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Ala..c Accident Identification
AG Automation Device
AS Drive Control Interface Module
ATWS Anticipated Transients without Scram
BP Operation Processor
DIN German Industry Standard
DR10/1..40/1 Drive Control Interface
ESF10..40 Engineered Safety Features
FB Functional Complex
GA Analog Signal Conditioning Module
I&C Instrumentation and Control
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
ISO International Standardization Organisation
KKS Identification System for Power Plants
KTA German Nuclear Technology Committee
LAN Local Area Network
PRISCA Process Information System Computer Aided
LCP Local Core Protection
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
SPACE Specification and Coding Environment
SPDS Safety Parameter Display System
TRIP Reactor Trip Initiation
TYP German acronym for Type
VDE Association of German Electrical and Electronical Engineers
VGB Power Plant Owner's Association
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Fint category would have been more suitable...
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SIPA-SWORD : a "configurable" simulator for safety

/ . WHY "SIPA"?

SIPA means "Post Accident Simulator" *, for it attempts to account for the dynamic behavior
of a Pressurized Water Reactor between two instants :

- from the moment the accident occurs, for example the rupture of a pipe, without
worrying about the mechanism causing this failure (being struck by a projectile,
propagation of a crack...).

- up until, but not including, the possible meltdown of the nuclear fuel: this would lead to
geometrical deformations requiring other hypotheses and algorithms.

The SIPA "simulator" aims to prevent a hypothetical accident from
degenerating into a "severe" accident, for the meltdown of the core may undermine the
ultimate safety barrier with respect to the staff and/or neighboring populations, thereby
releasing radioactive fission products.

But SYPA might have been a better acronym, since this computer-based SYstem is in three
quite separate units, as the diagram below shows:

Generation

(on Training Network)
Fie. 1: SIPA. a three-nart system

the Software Workshop Oriented towards Research and Development (SWORD), written
mainly in ADA language (cf.§7),

the simulator itself, whose software programs (real time management, communications,
supervision) are written in C language (cf.§5),

•.-*•" f

* The reader may like to consult the definitions relating to the area of simulators given in the appendix
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• the simulation configuration(s), comprising the simulation models and the figures for
displaying the results: the physical models are in FORTRAN, like most scientific codes.

A musical metaphor best reflects the interlocking of these three units: the composer (or
synthesizer), SWORD, makes a variety of scores (models and Man-Machine Interface figures)
which the orchestra (the simulator itself) can play as it pleases.

Because of this, SIPA is a configurable simulator, since it can be easily adapted
to any LWR unit.

2. HISTORY

The name SIPA dates back to 1981, or a few months after the Three Mile Island accident
(28/03/79): this "severe" accident, involving the partial meltdown of the core of this PWR 900
MW reactor, had no biological consequences. However, it did have a number of repercussions
on the western nuclear industry: these were negative (slowing down and even freezing the
program in many countries) but also positive, for they led to some in-depth self-questioning,
punctuated in France by a number of "post-TMI actions", essential in several areas:
improving the control rooms, state-oriented procedures, devices for isolating the reactor, crisis
management etc.

EDF/SPT began studying the feasibility of installing the CATHARE* code, duly accelerated so
as to be able to attempt real time calculations, on its full-scope training simulators in 1986: this
study gave rise to the CATHARE-SIMU code, the fulcrum of the present SIPA simulator.

In parallel with this, EDF/SEPTEN was giving thought to the need for a thorough and efficient
simulation tool on more industrial lines, to carry its ever-increasing dimensioning and safety
studies through to a successful conclusion.

The decision, taken in October 1987, was facilitated by the coming together of these two needs,
the twin usage reducing the overall investment cost by some 30%.

It is to be noted that the Chernobyl accident (April 1986) had only a slight impact, both on the
French nuclear program (too different from the Soviet RBMK system) and on the decision to
produce SIPA, apart perhaps from a psychological one: the Ukrainian accident underlined the
absolute necessity for a safety culture shared by all those involved in the nuclear energy
scene.

3. OBJECTIVES

SIPA was made to a double specification:

1 To satisfy the needs of the utility EDF (SPT) in terms of training, by making use of a
relevant and pedagogical tool for accident situations in real time, for the use of
Shift Safety Advisors (SSA's), Shift Teams and Crisis Teams.

* Code for Analysis of Thermal Hydraulics during an Accident and for Reactor Safety, which was developed by
EDF and CEA (wilh FRAMATOME) following a large-scale experimental program (approx. 1 billion francs,
SD?A included), launched in 1984
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2 To satisfy the needs of the designer EDF (SEPTEN) in terms of safety studies, by means
of a tool making it possible with greater ease and efficiency to:

- deal with the interaction of the systems making up the unit,
- validate the control procedures,
- perform crisis drill scenarios.

4. TRAINING THE SSA's (cf.fig.2)

Was not one of the main post-TMl measures the setting up of SSA's to permanently monitor
safety in EDF nuclear power stations, by the side and independently of the Shift Supervisor?
The de facto initial target of the SIP A training courses is the population of SSA's (about 120
engineers to date).

It goes without saying that EDF did not wait until 1981 to train its operators for normal and
incidental reactor control: the first full-scope/faithful replica simulator for the 900 MW reactors
of Bugey dates from 1977 and was followed by seven others, representative of all the French
reactors in service. The Training Centers of Bugey, Caen and Paluel house these pseudo-
control rooms and all the logistics which go with them.

However, these simulators require, from our point of view, two fundamental improvements :

- firstly, a proven aptitude for dealing with two-phase flow accidents in real time: the
implantation of CATHARE-SIMU will endow SIPA with this relevance, the CATHARE
parent-code having been duly validated and qualified (cf. §6),

secondly, an innovatory and specific teaching strategy, centered on the in-depth
understanding of complex phenomena coming into play during an accident: to this end, a

• system called the "Pedagogic System" was developed, linking a strong visual perception,
,. based on suggestive graphic animation (see the black and white copy of a color photograph)
• and a high degree of scientific thoroughness: a real film (some 1S images/sec.) of a
• radiography of the nuclear steam supply system, through the concrete and the metal

envelopes, based on a calculation of the 3000 variables with some 200 network nodes each
second.

Fig. 2: SIPA 1
simulator room

•. ; 2 o i
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Fig. 3 : Example of a figure produced bv the pedagogic system

It must not be forgotten that one of the causes of TMI was the illusion kept up by the
observation of the level in the pressurizer, while the reactor core was getting uncovered: this
was excusable at the time, rather like the driver who imagines that his motor is being kept
cool simply because he has seen his expansion vessel properly full; but the SSA, in the
know because, like St. Thomas, he has seen the "bubble inside the vessel", should, in the
future, avoid any untimely maneuver and keen proper control over the fall back to the safe
position of "his" damaged reactor. In outline, we may say that the aim of SIPA is to make it
easier to move from reflex operation, acquired using "full-scope" simulators, to
reflection about the underlying, and often misleading physics.
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5. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SIMULATOR ITSELF

The SIPA simulator, for training purposes, is designed as follows:

ľrovidcs CPU to run 1
Lhc physics softwares!
in real time I

Provides communications]
(orders, results) and I
SIPA management )

PEDAGOGIC
SYSTEM ^ pÄMŇÔPERÄŤiŇG

DESK
msTRUCTOR

STATION

2 ws.I 4WS.I

Displays meaningful) and
suggestive TC-Rmy" picture*
of NSSS Uiermohydraulic
behavior

1 ws.1

J
Allows to insert any
failures or accident*
and to manage the
training session (freeze,
snap-shot, play-back...)

(Allows engineers, or |
j SSA trainees, to operate I
I the modelllzed plant I

Fie. 4 : Sharing of functions

Data acquis.
Safety panel

National
Crisis Center

The physical calculations at each cycle step set nominally at 0.S seconds, are run on the
Super-Computer: the CPU required by CATHARE-SIMU (for the Nuclear Steam
Supply System) and the connected modules justified at the tíme the use of a CRAY-X-MP
processor: this guarantees acceptable dawdling, from the training standpoint, for very
violent transients leading to under-multiplexing of the time step and therefore to an increase
in the number of iterations, such as, for example, a 12 inch diameter break in a primary
pipe.

This remote Super-Computer is made available at the EDF/DER Computing Center of
Clamart near Paris: SIPA is connected to it, under TCP-IP protocol, through a special-
purpose, high-flow (1 Mbit/sec) telephone link 450 km long and takes absolute priority over
other EDF users.
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- The Scheduler-Computer manages communications (sending of orders, feedback of
calculation results at each cycle) between the Super-Computer and the SIP A Man/Machine
Interface System installed in the SEPTEN headquarters at Villeurbanne, near Lyon. It also
supervises the whole range of simulator software programs.

- The Man/Machine Interface System is differentiated according to the SSA training
objectives.

• The reactor control board is composed of 4 SUN4 workstations: this is the Main
Operating Desk It is simplified because the objective of the training is not the detailed
control of all systems, as is the case with a full-scope, all the more so as it is not the role
of the SSA in the control room. It is computerized and user-friendly (mouse, pull-down
menus...), to make it possible tn learn the man/machine dialogue in less than 1 hour at
the start of a training session,

For each SSA training configuration, i.e. in 900 MW and in 1300 MW reactors, more
than 500 pages of information are available:

- 50 interactive mimic diagrams (with indicators, recorders, bargraphs...): cf. fig.5,
- 20 pages of alarms,
- 200 pages of X = f(t) curves or Y = f (x) profiles,
- 100 pages of instantaneous states,
- 100 pages with histories of chosen variables, etc...

, A fifth work station, equipped with simulated failure or accident input and training
; session management (freeze, snap-shot, playback, speed-up...) functionalities, has been

added to it to form the Instructor Station.
é
\ • The Data Acquisition and Safety Panel are the exact replica of the tools available to
j the SSA at his usual place of work: in contrast to the Main Operating Desk, this system,
['. called DASP", requires no prior adaptation on the part of the trainee. As would be the
t case for each unit should a real crisis arise, SIPA is linked via DASP to the EDF
I National Crisis Center in Paris-La Defense, so as to put all those involved in the
I, simulated crisis into the situation (to provide relevant crisis scenarios and faithfully
! transmitted information).
f
i * Finally, the Pedagogical System, consisting of two SUN machines, identical with the

Main Operating Desk, has of course no on-site equivalent (how could we account for the
3000 variables displayed without stuffing the nuclear steam supply system with 3000
sensors ?!).
These two pedagogic stations can display either general figures (the 3 or 4 NSSS loops
with the levels, movements, boron concentrations...), or, even better, detailed images (a
steam generator and its hot leg; the reactor vessel and each of its not and cold nozzles -
cf. fig. 3 - the pressurizer and its relief line, the steam pipes up to the header etc,...)
with enlargements of the core exchange areas or of the steam generator tube bundle,
overlaid curves (temperature profiles,...).

The user-friendliness of the Pedagogic System enables its use to be mastered in less than
a quarter of an hour. It was originally seen by the design engineers as a training gadget:
they now recognize it as a fantastic tool for analysis of their simulation results, both
liberating (kilos of print-outs or screen pages to be checked) and pitiless (some mistakes
stick out a mile) and as a precious instrument of synthesis (sensory, panoramic and

* In French. DASP is called KKT since it combines the computers, panels and screens in existence on the 900
MW (KIT and KPS) and 1300 MW (TCI) itacion.

•» 1
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dynamic viewing) : the pages of balances (mass, energy,...) and especially the pages of
curves available for dynamically displaying any variables calculated by CATHARE-
SIMU are a clear illustration of this.

6. 900MW and 1300MW CONFIGURATIONS

Meeting with initial specifications for training in accidents which cause violent thermohydraulic
disturbances, two "SSA training configurations" have been developed for the 34 EDF
900 MW reactors,with almost identical primary circuits, and the 20 EDF 1300 MW reactors.

Both of these are organised around the main CATHARE-SIMU code, which thereby
determines the domain in which SIPA will be used.

The extent of CATHARE-SIMU is completed by thirty or so connected systems; in particular,
the auxiliary control and protection systems* (RGL, RRC, RPR, RPN, RCV, REA, RRA),
the safeguard systems (RIS, EAS, ASG, GCT,...), the interface with the turbine and the
feedwater system (VVP, GRE, GSE, ARE, APG,...), the containment and various monitoring
systems (KSC, KIT, KPS, KRT,...) and the electric power supply systems. Table A gives the
relative extent of the various EDF simulators, as compared with reality.

At each time step, CATHARE-SIMU solves the primary (and secondary SG) network
equations characterized in Table B implicitly, giving preference, in accordance with the
principle of CATHARE, to physical accuracy over calculation time. The modules representative
of the connected systems are then dealt with using an explicit scheme.

In thi' v >»y, the SIPA domain covers all accidents which might affect core cooling (Loss Of
Coolant Accident, Steam Line Break, Feedwater Line Break, SG Tube Rupture, heat sink loss,
station black-out,...). Above all, it enables the various incidents, accidents and failures to be
added together, as they are easily accessible for all the actuators and sensors being simulated;
Table C illustrates, for a LOCA, the diameter of the largest breach which can be simulated by
the first 8 full-scale EDF simulators. It stresses the progress made thanks to SIPA (and later,
thanks to CATHARE 2, grafted onto SIPA: cf. §8).

N.B: Other configurations will be created using SWORD (cf. $7).

Fig.5: Example of a
mimic diagram
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Table A : SIPA SIMULATION "EXTENT"

Modeling

Actual unit

Full-scope simulators

SIPA (1991)

Number of connected systems

180 to 200

70 to 80

30 to 35

Table B : CATHARE-SIMU MESHING

" ^ ^ Unit
Circuit ^ > * > - ^ ^ ^

Primary

SG secondary

Total number of meshes

Number of computed
variables

900 MW

133

3x18

187 m.

2697v.

1300 MW

163

4 x 1 8

235 m.

3302 v.

Table C: SIPA VALIDITY "DOMAIN"

Simulator

Full-scope BUGEY (900 M W)

Full-scope 900 and 1300 MW

SIPA
CATHARE-SIMU

SIPA
CATHARE2

Breach diameter (inches)

/

2 to 4"

14"

double-ended

I
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Finally, EDF will consider its training objective to be attained, at least in part, if the first
trainees (in groups of 5, with 60 weekly sessions per year) find SIPA to be a relevant,
meaningful and attractive simulator, without being too disturbing.

7. A TOOL FOR STUDIES

But we have seen that SIPA is more than just a double simulator which can be configured from
a 900 MW session to a 1300 MW session in the space of a few minutes. The SIPA project
included from the start a Software Workshop Oriented towards Research and Development
(SWORD)*.

This SWORD workshop, more highly integrated than any other, to the best of our knowledge,
is based on:

- "SIPA standards" (modular, portable,...), respect for which makes it possible to aggregate
pre-existing simulation codes (for example for the NSSS: CATHARE or even RELAP or
TRAC,...) in order to include them in a complete real time simulation configuration,

- tools, christened automatic THERmoHYdraulic (HYTHERNET) and instrumentation and
CONTROL (CONTRONET) simulation module generators, written in FORTRAN from a
graphic acquisition using the CAD software program PHENIX for the NETworks
simulated,

, - the related image manufacturing tools for:

• - die control ("MOD configurator"),
; - the status recorder and the safety panel ("DASP configurator"),
j. - and the pedagogic system ("PS configurator"),

- tools for assembling these modules into a configuration suitable for simulations.

The greater pan of SWORD, specified by EDF and developed by THOMSON-CSF, was made
in ADA language, on SUN4 compilers, not without difficulty, given the newness of the
prototype. It is installed on a SUN4 Engineering Network, which is independent from the
simulator itself described in $ 5.

THOMSON-CSF has already used SWORD to manufacture the first two configurations of
SIPA, 900 MW and 1300 MW. THOMSON-CSFs experience means that they now consider
SWORD as an indispensable workshop for their future works as Constructor.

i EDF-SEPTEN is already using it to move forward the 900 MW configuration "data package".
t by integrating all the changes occurring since the stan of the project, and also to build a

configuration for the 1400 MW plant series now under construction (8 units, starting with
Chooz Bl). Although EDF does not yet have enough feedback experience relating to this
recently delivered tool, it expects a significant move forward in Quality Assurance, but also
in flexibility of use for modifying existing modules or creating new ones.

In French: AGLAE (Aielier <fc Genie Logiciel Adapič aux Evolutions).
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It is, of course, a truism to state that the design quality of a system determines in part the
operating quality of the latter. TMI would no doubt not have become famous if the designers
had thought to equip the PWR reactor vessels with a level measurement device, as is currently
the case. We shall, however, stress these two points:

- since the start of the French nuclear program, Quality Assurance has been contractually
obligatory for all actions involved. Studies of dimensioning, safety, development of
operating rules, evaluating operating margins, modifications,... draw on simulations which
bring into play design codes to which the same Quality Organization rules apply : a
large number of sets of data, the development of software either voluntarily (to refine or
adapt studies to the cases envisaged) or as a necessity (modifications in hardware and/or
operating systems,...), the variants of the post- or pre-processors, etc .... are as many
human difficulties which need to be thoroughly overcome (technical literature, identifying
versions and data sets, final storage of results, ...). The rigorous administration of
SWORD should be a key factor in this quest for superior quality.

- up until now, the heaviness of data-handling has acted as an efficient brake on the matching
of the domain and the extent of simulation software to the study needs both for the
nuclear generating facility in operation, and for projects under way (the 1400 MW series,
known as N4) or at draft stage (the French "REP 2000" project). This braking effect acts to
the detriment of the exhaustiyeness, efficiency and productivity of our studies and it is the
reason why SWORD will be judged essentially by the yardstick of its flexibility.

It is clear that the SWORD workshop, developed for SIPA, is a modeling tool
which can be applied or extended to any physical process and to its operating
interface, beyond the restricted field of its original development which was the
French clectronuclear industry.

8. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

SIPA was commissioned on 23/12/91, respecting:

: - the initial specifications, all of which were complied with,

* - the deadline, later by only less than one year than the initial schedule provided for (which
' was reasonable, given the ambitious nature of the prototype, which required almost

300,000 hours of study), and

- the initial cost estimate.

i The first version, installed at EDF-SEPTEN, LYON, is called SIPA 1 and has been used for
i training since 01/06/92.

;. A second version, SIPA 2, was acquired and commissioned in February 1992 by CEA/IPSN,
i ' • • : PARIS for its own safety needs, as a support to the French Safety Authorities.
I'h
y. i

r: A number of extensions are being planned. The following are a few examples:
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Hardware:

- multi-purpose use, for simultaneous simulation of two transients, LQCA 900MW and
SGTR 1300 MW for example, the only obligation being the sharing of the work stations
between the two teams.

- "mini-SIPA", a configuration with the hardware reduced to one work station, backed up if
necessary by a server, its performance depends only on the complexity of the problem being
dealt with...

- local Super-Computer, taking the form of one of the new work stations on the market,
much less costly than the CRAY which EDF happened to have at its disposal in 1987.

Software:

- replacing the CATHARE-SIMU by the latest version of CATHARE 2, vectorised and
parallelised, allowing for the double-ended guillotine break, giving a more faithful account
of incondensibles, of the SG secondary side, the train pump... and free level states within
the primary circuit,

- coupling with more highly developed neutronics (CITHARE) to move forward in the
dealing with reactivity accidents,

- insertion of other, simpler codes (general running), or more complex ones (MAAP for
severe accidents...).

Overall, EDF now plans to make widespread use of SIPA software standards,
both for its design codes and for the basic software programs for its full-scope
simulators, for its mini-SIPA analyzers or its future multi-function simulators
based on full-scope "trompe-l'oeil" simulators.

9. CONCLUSIONS

As a simulator in the narrow meaning of the term, SIPA is a new type of training instrument,
contributing to greater control over the human factors involved in operating a nuclear
power unit.

We also noted the gains in terms of the human factors involved in engineering that
SWORD is expected to provide. We must, however, beware of the illusions which could arise
from a software workshop such as this : software engineering does not do away with
engineering talent.

This fundamental reservation aside, it is no exaggeration to pretend that the two facets of this
project - SIPA in the strict sense and SWORD - make up two precious instruments in the
French approach to nuclear safety. ;

Better still, the CE A/IPS N involvement in this project will help to propagate the so- }'••
indispensable safety culture.
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APPENDIX

REMINDERS

- "Simulator": system (generally computer operated) providing its user with the results of a
physical "process" with a degree of realism such that it puts the user in the situation. The
realism derives not only from the quality of the man-process interface (flight simulators are
the best known and the best produced from the visual, sound and vibrational points of
view), but also from quality of the process simulation.

- Process simulation: software modeling used for calculating the evolution in time of all the
parameters of the process; the major difficulty, at least for the two-phase flow conditions
resulting from nuclear reactor accidents, is to calculate these evolutions at least as quickly as
they occur: we then speak of a "real time" simulator.

- "Full scope": a simulator which represents all the systems or sub-systems perceived in
reality from the control room. Most electrical companies running nuclear power stations
have had recourse to full scope simulators, which represent each type of their power
stations. But the simulators must also be faithful replicas, i.e. the room, control panels
and operating switches must be identical, down to the smallest detail, to the real control
room, in order for the operators trained in this way to obtain proper accreditation.

Other simulators deliberately limit their scope to portions of an installation (function
simulators) or to the learning of the main lines on which a reactor works (basic
principle simulators).

- "Post-accident": this is an essential notion, for, in contrast to the foregoing considerations
concerning the extent of the simulation, this involves the domain of validity of the
models used. Dealing with the normal or incidental behavior of a process is one thing; being

| able to model the various phenomena involved in an accident is quite another, which
; requires a degree of finesse in the modeling and the calculation which has often nothing in

common with the previous case.

, FRENCH ACRONYMS

• - EDF (Electricité de France): The French electricity utility.

- SEPTEN (Service Etudes et Projets Thermiques Et Nucléaires): Basic Design Department,
inside EDF/Engineering and Construction Division.

• - SPT (Service dela Production Thermique): EDF/Nuclear and Fossil Generation Division.

t - DER (Direction des Etudes et Recherches): EDF/Study and Research Division.

I - - CEA (Commissariat ä I'Energie Atomique): The French atomic energy commission.

ÍŤ"

IPSN (Institut de Protection et de Sfiretč Nucléaire): CEA/Nuclear Safety and Protection
Institute.
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Development of an Effective Man - Machine Interface
for the Sizewell B Main Control Room

by

P J G Wright M.A., C.Eng., M.I.E.E. & M.G. Leach B.Sc., C. Eng., M.I .NucE. '

KEYWORDS: PWR; Control Room; Man-Machine Interface; Human Factors.

INTRODUCTION

Sizewell B, currently under construction on the Suffolk coast is the first Pressurised Water
Reactor (PWR) power station to be built in the United Kingdom. Although the design is based
on the SNUPPS design, which operates very successfully at Callaway and Wolf Creek in the
USA, several changes have been made to meet UK licensing requirements and improve safety.
These changes include an entirely new control room design which takes advantage of modern
control and instrumentation technology to provide the operator with a more effective interface
with the plant.

In this session I intend to describe briefly the way in which the design of the Sizewell B control
room has been developed.

HISTORY

One of the key reasons for changing from the British gas-cooled reactor technology to a PWR
is to enable our company to benefit from the substantial operational experience of these plants
worldwide. Nonetheless the proposal to build the plant led to objections from many groups
leading to a public planning inquiry which took 26 months to hear.

Inevitably, in considering the safety of the proposed plant, the inquiry heard much about the
accident at Three Mile Island in 1979. The Kemeny report of that event identified a number of
aspects of control room design that directly influenced the outcome, ranging from valve
indications being positioned behind the main panels and out of sight of the operator, to the use
of tags on the main panels which obscured indications of valve discrepancies.

•

It rapidly became apparent to the Inspector, Sir Frank Layfield, that an indifferent man-machine
interface inevitably enhances the probability of operator error, resulting in a higher frequency .*;
of challenges to automatic protection systems. In view of this, in recommending that consent '•'*[
for the project be granted, he made a number of recommendations regarding human factors
issues, including the use of professional economists in developing the design.

1 Both authors are employed by Nuclear Electric pic, owner, architect/engineer and
| operator of Sizewell B, vinere Peter Wright is Production Manager and Mervyn Leach
[j is an Assistant Shift Charge Engineer.
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While the human factors experts have made a valuable input to the design of the control room,
in order to function properly, they require support from experienced operators. However, at
the outset the company had no experience in PWR plant operations. To remedy this, a number
of experienced operators from gas-cooled nuclear plants were seconded to work or train with
utilities or vendors at PWR plants overseas, starting as early as 1981. Such is the level of co-
operation in the nuclear industry that we had staff working in:

* Belgium
* France
* Germany
* Spain
* Sweden
*USA

By 1985, we had amassed about 40 man-years of operational and start-up experience which was
to prove invaluable in developing the design of the whole plant, as well as in drawing up the
plant staffing arrangements, operating procedures and training material.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Sizewell B is, I believe, the first nuclear plant in the world to have undertaken a rigorous level
3 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) as a part of the design process. This has been necessary
to ensure that the design is developed in accordance with the design safety criteria for all new
designs of nuclear plant agreed with Her Majesty's Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil), the
UK nuclear regulator. These criteria give target probabilities for a release of radioactivity
greater than 1 ERL 2 beyond the site boundary as follows:

for all possible initiating events : Less than 10"* per year
for any one initiating event : Less than 10"7 per year

In addition, defence against common mode failures is provided by a rule which limits the
reliability that may be claimed for a group of systems employing common components to 104

failures per demand, regardless of the degree of redundancy. This effectively requires two
diverse systems of protection for all faults with an initiating probability greater than one in a
thousand years.

Developing the design to meet these targets entailed a significant increase in the levels of
redundancy for safety related systems and the introduction of new diverse systems, making
Sizewell B considerably more complex than the SNUPPS design from which it derives.

2 1 ERL is the Emergency Reference Level of radiation dose and is that level below which
| countemeasures (such as sheltering, issue of stable iodine, evacuation) are unlikely to
X be justified.
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The more significant changes include:

* 4 segregated systems of safety related electrical supplies, each backed by its own
diesel generator

* 4 high head safety injection pumps

* 4 channels of measurement for the majority of inputs to reactor protection
systems

* A secondary reactor protection system, based on diverse technology

* The emergency boration system as a diverse means of shutting the reactor down
in the event that the control rods fail to do so.

All this additional complexity placed further demands on the design of the man-machine
interface in order to ensure that the operator maintains an awareness of the status of the whole
plant.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
f
i

I Staff

Before starting to design the main control room, it was necessary to define the role of the
operators and the intended staffing level.

We identified seven key roles:

control of the process to achieve normal running
monitoring of automatic control and protection systems
optimisation - trimming for maximum efficiency
changing plant status - including startup and shutdown
detection of abnormal states
diagnosis of the nature of abnormality
recovery to normal plant state

The control and monitoring functions are important for safety in that they can limit the
frequency of off normal plant states. Equally, the detection, diagnosis and recovery functions
can limit the frequency of challenges to the automatic protection systems once an abnormal state
exists. However, the diagnosis function also carries a risk, as the Three Mile Island accident
showed: if incorrectly performed it may lead the operator to take action which aggravates the
fault. In order to avoid pressurising the operator into making rapid diagnoses under conditions
of high stress, the protection systems at Sizewell B are designed such that the plant will be safe
with no operator action for at least 30 minutes following any reactor trip.
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Although the most common control room staffing level we had seen at other PWR's was three
(supervisor, reactor operator, balance of plant operator) we believed that, with modern
automatic control systems, they would be under employed in steady state operation. We
therefore chose a normal staff level of two (supervisor and operator). However, recognising that
major changes of plant status or recovery from abnormal states may overload these two, we will
have one additional trained operator on each shift who is not constrained to stay in the control
room but is available to return there at short notice and assist if required. This engineer will
normally be engaged in conducting surveillance tests or other duties on the plant.

Control Panel Style

In considering options for the control panels, our key concern was to ensure that both
information presented to the operator and control actions taken by him are set in context.
Traditionally, this has been achieved for electrical system control panels by use of mimics,
where the indicators and controls are embedded in a simplified schematic of the system. In
general, we found that this arrangement was not used for fluid systems at other power plants,
although several plants make use of mimics for key sub-systems. The one notable exception was
the full-scope simulator at Tecnatom in Madrid, which replicates the control room design for
the Lemoniz plants in the Basque region. This is an excellent example of a mimic control panel,
but is so long that it is not possible to get an overview of the whole panel from any one
position. Nonetheless, we believed that this problem could be overcome with the smaller
controls available and we were so persuaded by the advantages of mimics that we decided to
apply them everywhere, except where they could be shown to offer no benefit. A typical

i example is shown in Figure 1.

Experience on our gas-cooled nuclear plants had shown us that change-over from manual to
automatic control (or vice-versa) was a significant cause of transients and examination showed
that some designs of auto/manual control station do not give the operator sufficient information.
In order to accomplish this task satisfactorily, an operator requires:

* The value of the variable being controlled
* The demand value of the auto controller
* The position of the actuator operated by the auto control system

At the outset, we specified that all these should be available to the operator at any auto/manual
station.

Extent of Automatic Control

We took the view that modern automatic systems are better than people at routine or repetitive
tasks and therefore set out to automate those which place significant demands on the operator's
time. The objective is not just to make the operator's job easy, rather to release more of his
time for monitoring and detecting abnormal conditions, a task better suited to his higher
intelligence. A simple example of this is the programmed pressurizer pressure control for heat-
up or cool-down which will negotiate all the temperature/pressure constraints on the primary
circuit as shown in Figure 2.
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DESIGN TECHNIQUES

From the first days of design, ideas were tried out by building full scale plywood mock-ups of
control panels with controls drawn on them. This relatively cheap technique gives an immediate
and vivid indication of the practicality, or otherwise, of proposals and provides a vehicle for the
debate between designer, human factors expert and operator. As the design evolved, the entire
control room was replicated In this way, providing a valuable tool for verifying control room
staffing levels and operating procedures as well as finalising the design of the control room
itself. Even though, since April of this year, it has been displaced to an extent by our full-scope
training simulator, the plywood control room is still proving useful in resolving detailed changes
to the control room.

Based on overseas experience, a schedule of all the tasks of the control room staff was drawn
up and these were subjected to a job task analysis which was reviewed by experienced reactor
operating personnel. The tasks were then categorised based on difficulty, importance and
frequency, providing objective material againsi which design proposals could be reviewed by
detailed walk through/talk through on the plywood mock-up.

The first outline design reviewed in this way was based on the panel profile and 72mm square
plug-in modules used for the control room of our latest Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor at
Heysham 2. The principal recommendations of this review were:

* the use of mimics was highly desirable
* meaningful mimics for all major fluid systems, 72mm square modules and the space

available for the control room were mutually incompatible.

We now understood why the Lemoniz design has such a long panel! A revised profile was
subsequently developed, with ergonomie input, giving a greater control surface area and
incorporating a 24mm square module size. A mock-up of the chemical and volume control
system, using this arrangement, showed that good mimics could be designed at the density
necessary to fit all the panels in the space available. We therefore adopted this design of panel
and selected an appropriate library of control and indication devices.

As each panel was designed, it was subject to a walk through/talk through which either
confirmed its suitability or made recommendations for improvement.

I
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THE DESIGN

Control Room Layout

The layout of the control room is shown in Figure 3.

In keeping with the staffing proposals, the control room was designed to be operated by a staff
of two, but has the capability to support extra operators, if required, for periods of high
activity. With a crew of this size, the supervisor is clearly expected to do more than just
supervise, but it is equally important that there should be no confusion about who does what.
We deal with this through the concept of ownership of panels. Quite simply the operator is
responsible for the main control suite, incorporating reactor and turbine controls while the
supervisor is responsible for the general services, electrical services and plant overview panels.

We have also segregated the operating functions of control and monitoring. While the main
monitoring systems and telecommunications are available at the operator's and supervisor's
desks, the controls are located in vertical and horizontal surfaces of the panels surrounding the
control room. In this way a very deliberate act is required to operate any control. The operator's

: and supervisor's desks are located in positions chosen to enable them to maintain an overview
} of their own panels and, in the case of the supervisor, of the operator's actions. Figure 2 shows
Č how the main control suite of panels is curved so that the operator, sitting at his desk, can scan
\ all the panels.

• The relative positions of the panels in the main control suite has been chosen to minimise the
need for the operator to walk from panel to panel while performing difficult or important tasks.

[ Again the task analysis proved invaluable in achieving this.
j
\ Data Display System

; The amount of information available to the operator at Sizewell is an order of magnitude greater
than that available on other nuclear units. While on the face of it, the more information that the
operator has available, the better informed he is and the better able to diagnose off-normal
conditions, the way this information is presented is crucial to avoiding overloading the operator
or swamping possibly important information with a wealth of trivial information.

ľ Studies carried out in the early stage of the project identified an hierarchical display system as
• being the most appropriate for the display of the large amount of information and alarms. The
::• alarms are therefore displayed, together with variables and statuses, embedded within
':\\ hierarchical system schematic formats. However, the studies also showed that a significant
'{':) number of operators prefer alarms to be displayed in a direct listing for some purposes.
ft Accordingly, this form of display is also provided.

I* In line with the borders of ownership, the information available on the data display system is
I', first subdivided into three main areas and then each of these main areas is hierarchically laid
'•' out into major systems and subsystems.
*v~
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The three main areas are categorised Reactor Plant, Turbine Plant, and Services Plant, with
each of these areas of information available at work stations on the appropriate panels. Normally
the supervisor is responsible for the Services plant, with the reactor operator responsible for all
remaining plant. In times of high workload, when the control room support engineer will
normally be in the control room, he may be instructed to take responsibility for the turbine area
while the reactor operator retains responsibility for the reactor area. Although ownership is
clearly defined, all of the information is available at the work stations on the supervisor's and
operator's desks.

Each area has the capability of allowing access to 20 main systems, and each system can itself
be subdivided into up to 20 subsystems. Sitting in parallel with these system diagrams are
packages that use the information in the display system to generate histograms, graphs, tabular
formats or alarm listings. In particular, special task-based formats have been developed to assist
operators with tasks involving a number of different systems.

Each of the data display work stations comprises a keypad and tracker ball to navigate through
the displays, and 2 visual display units so that the operator may have all the most relevant
formats (e.g. task-based and area overview) on display at the point where he is performing an
operation. Eleven work stations are distributed around the control panels and a further two at

; each of the operator's and supervisor's desks. One further visual display unit, permanently
displaying the total overview is provided at the operator's desk.

\
i Plant Overview Panel

í With so much information available to the control room crew via the data display system, it
must be considered what will happen in the event of the data display system becoming either
partially or fully unavailable. Technical specifications define the required operability of the plant
systems many aspects of which are identified using the data display system. In the event of
being unable to confirm plant availability to meet the requirements of the Technical
Specifications, the operator is required to shut the plant down. Even without his normally
available data, the operator is still able to monitor major plant parameters via the Plant
Overview Panel.

The plant overview panel incorporates hardwired information, independent of the data display
system, which enables the operating crew to monitor safe shutdown of the plant. It also includes
the safety information display (SIDS) system a secure data package for the crew to monitor
critical safety functions. SIDS is diverse from the main data display system and all its

, equipment, including display screens is seismically qualified.

| The panel is mounted at the end of the electrical services panel and is normally the
| responsibility of the control room supervisor.

; Also included on this panel are the system level actuations for Essential Safety Features plant.
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Main Control Suite

This suite of panels is the operator's main control interface with the plant, and comprises seven
panels, each with a work station for the data display system. The panels and plant areas
controlled are as follows:

Auxiliary Cooling Component Cooling Water System
Essential Service Water System
Reserve Ultimate Heat Sink

Engineered Safety Features

Reactor Plant

High Pressure Coolant Injection System
Low Pressure Coolant Injection / RHR System
Accumulator Safety Injection System
Emergency Boration System
Auxiliary Feedwater Systems

Emergency Charging System
Pressurizer Systems
Chemical and Volume Control System
Pressurizer Relief Tank / RCDT
Control Rods

Reactor Protection Systems
(Primary and Secondary)

Steam and Feed Systems

Turbine One / Turbine Two
(Two similar panels)

General Services Paml

Interlocks
Vetoes

Steam Generators
Main Feedwater Systems
Steam Dump Systems

Deaerators and Bled Steam Systems
Condensate and Low Pressure Feedwater Systems
Turbine HP steam and steam drains systems
Turbine LP steam and condensers
Turbine auxiliary systems and nucrogovemors

; This panel is the responsibility of the control room supervisor and contains the controls for those
ancillary items of plant which it is desirable to operate from the main control room as follows:

General Services Plant Fire protection systems
Control room HVAC
Auxiliary and Control Buildings HVAC
Fuel Storage Pond Cooling and Clean Up System
Main Circulating Water System
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This panel also has some unused area against the possibility that a future backfit requires yet
more controls. Unwelcome though the thought may be at this stage, it is our experience that all
plants are subject to this requirement sooner or later in their lives.

Electrical Services Panel

This panel, also the responsibility of the supervisor, contains the controls for the station
electrical system. It is interesting to note that, following the recent reorganisation of the UK
electricity supply industry, the majority of the 400 kV substation belongs to National Grid
Company rather than ourselves. In consequence, we have controls for only the generator and
station transformer circuit breakers. However, status indication is provided for every circuit
breaker and disconnector in the substation.

Electrical Services Plant 400 kV Grid Connections
11 kV Station Boards and Transformers
11 kV Unit Boards and Transformers
3.3kV Essential Boards
Essential Diesels
Important 415V Boards

Document and Auxiliary Monitoring Facility

jj This, as its name suggests, is primarily for storage of the numerous procedures and drawings
i which are an essential part of control room life. In addition to the drawers and shelves, an area
i large enough to spread out a full A0 size drawing for study is provided.

Other systems located in this area are:

Local Alarm System:

There are a number of local control panels around the plant, each with its own alarm
fascia. Although the more significant alarms on these panels are repeated individually
in the main data display system, the majority give only a group repeat. The local alarm
system will allow remote interrogation of the fascias on the local panels to determine
which alarm gave rise to the group repeat without the need to send a field operator to
the panel.

Containment Television System:

; Two monitors and the pan/tilt/zoom controls for the 9 closed circuit television cuacns
' are provided here so that any two views may be observed simultaneously. A video

recorder is also provided to capture any observations of interest.
i;
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Management Information System:

A work station on the plant's information system local area network is provided giving
access to a wide range of applications such as:

* Work control system
* Engineering computer system
* Drawings and documents register

CONCLUSION

As I hope I have shown, the control room design for a modern nuclear power station is very
complex, made more so by the amount of information that modem processing computers make
available. The presentation of that information to the operators, in a way which minimises the
possibility of data overload requires a large amount of design input utilising human factors
experts, system designers and experienced operating staff.

In Nuclear Electric, we believe that we have successfully brought these three groups together
to produce, for Sizewell B, a control room design in line with best international practice and
suited to a plant which has been described by others as the nearest yet to an Advanced PWR.
When the plant goes to power in 1994, our confidence in the man machine interface will be
shown to be well placed.
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Overview on Development of In-Plant Emergency
Operating Procedures

A. Wanner, Electrowatt Engineering Services, Zurich

1. Introduction

Following an examination of the existing emergency operating procedures (EOPs) -

based on a single event, design basis accident approach - after the severe accident

that befell Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island station, it was recognized that they were

inadequate to cope with unforeseen accident scenarios and should be extended to

cover a wider range of accident conditions. During the following years, on the basis

of experience from analysis of incidents and accidents combined with results from

PSAs and tests on simulators, it was demonstrated that this goal could be achieved

in the EOPs by taking into account more realistic and/or more complex situations.

The primary target of the EOPs remained yet the same, i.e. to prevent fuel melting in

the reactor core.

*

5 A similar situation prevailed after the Chernobyl accident. Although the accident did

á not prove that the steps described before were inadequate (the accident happened

"• too fast to allow timely operator action), it rather demonstrated that the EOPs should

- not limit themselves to contain procedures for utilizing safety systems in their in-

í tended DBA mode of operation to prevent core melting but should be extended to in-

| elude procedures to cope with event sequences ("scenarios") of low probability re-

| suiting in core meltdown and the consequences resulting from such events. There-

; fore, EOPs needed to be developed that would go beyond the existing ones. EOPs

that cover this expanded range are also called "Accident Management Procedures"

(AMP) and form an important part of the overall plant accident management strategy

(see Fig. 2).

This paper attempts to illustrate in a brief overview the current status of the EOPs

and AMPs that were developed during the recent years by some of the major power

: reactor suppliers and operators.

2. Emergency Operating Procedures

The staff operating nuclear power plants is provided with written instructions which

were originally conceived so as to cover all normal operating modes of a nuclear

power plant and a set of identified faulted conditions such as:
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actions following alarms

loss of individual components or systems

loss of power systems

Emergency Operating Procedures advise the control room personnel the sequence

of actions to be taken in the course of an abnormal event, i.e.:

diagnosis of the current plant situation and identification of the initiating

event using plant instrumentation or accident monitoring systems

required actions and steps to prevent further plant degradation and to re-

turn the plant into safe and stable conditions

mitigation of the consequences of the event

The first-generation EOPs were based on the event-oriented approach This ap-

proach assumes that the plant operating personnel is able to diagnose the evenf

correctly at the onset and then proceeds to recover the plant in an optimal way, by

< using specific instructions that were derived from the analysis of representative

i- scenarios.

I After the TMI accident symptom-oriented, function-oriented and state- or "safety

! objective'-oriented EOPs (see e.g. 16/ for definitions) were developed to cope with

; situations more complex than well defined event sequences and which may turn

) critical and probably have serious radiological consequences for the environment.

i This may be the case when the event does not follow the assumed course due to

multiple failures of equipment, human errors, unexpected plant response or combi-

nations of initiating events. These EOPs share one common feature: they do not first

require the operator to diagnose the initiating event in order to decide on the re-

quired actions.

: When establishing EOPs the following items shall not be overlooked:

: - Transition from the normal Plant Operating Instructions (POIs) to the

|i EOPs at the point where it becomes apparent that safety objectives are

| endangered. Therefore, inference must be made in the POI to the EOP at

I the appropriate place.

| - Necessary and adequate criteria and steps when plant management

I and/or crisis team and technical support center must be notified by the

\ plant operator
i,'
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3. Accident Management Procedures

In the plant design there are generally additional safety margin for which no credit is

taken in the DBAs. During event sequences beyond DBAs (or events escalating into

such) utilization of these inherent safety margins is being made in the Accident Man-

agement Procedures (AMPs). In the AMPs preventive and mitigative measures such

as wide use of system operation in modes not originally intended, bypassing of reac-

tor protection system interlocks, repair of components and radioactive releases be-

yond DBA conditions, etc. are considered. Priority is given to preventive over mitiga-

tive accident management measures.

In order that the accident management measures can be correctly selected, rapidly

implemented and become optimally effective, a series of preparatory investigations

must be carried out in advance, taking realistic accident conditions into account.

When preparing accident management procedures, in particular, the effectiveness of

the systems to be used for accident management measures has to be carefully ana-

lyzed under consideration of realistic conditions (best estimate approach).

Since AMPs would generally be applied only after EOPs are not successful, they can

either be established as a separate set of procedures or integrated with the EOPs as

a single set of "extended" EOPs.

4. Concept and Development of Selected Emergency
Operating and Accident Management Procedures

Reactor suppliers and some nuclear utilities in the Western countries have invested

a great deal of work in the recent years in the reassessment and development of im-

proved EOPs to make them an efficient operator's tool. These improved EOPs have

been verified and validated in several countries.

Concept and development of modern EOPs and AMPs will be illustrated for the

Westinghouse, the EDF and the Siemens/KWU approach.

4.1 The Westinghouse Approach

| EOPs developed by Westinghouse are generally termed "Emergency Response
f Guidelines" (ERGs).

) a) Emergency Response Guidelines fERGl
í

; The ERG procedures belong to the category of the extended EOPs and were devel-

• oped in response to a request of the USNRC after the TMI accident. They are cur-
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rently being used in plants operated by the Westinghouse Plant Owners groups and
be will used in the Sizewell B plant in the United Kingdom. Their primary aim is to
prevent any damage to the cladding, primary system and containment. It was calcu-
lated they would cover about 99,97 % of the sequences leading to core melt. Two
types of procedures, both using a symptom-based approach are being used (see

r

FUNCTION
RESTORATION
GUOEUNES

MNMCUIBMIIT

Fig. 1 Application of Westinghouse Emergency Response Guidelines

(from/2/)

Optimal recovery guidelines (ORG)

The ORG procedures are used for preventing core damage and melt and contain-
ment release, and they cover defined events selected on the basis of probabilistic
risk assessment studies. Application of the ORG procedures allows to reach an op-
timal end state in a timely manner and is therefore the preferred way to handle
emergency situations if the cause of the problem is known. A continuous assess-
ment of the plant state is required.

Function restoration guidelines (FRG)

The goal of the FRG procedures is to restore the Critical Safety Functions (CSF)
when they are being challenged by events that have a low estimated probability of
occurrence and without knowing the cause of the emergency situation.
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To meet these objectives a set of performance requirements for plant safety ar-

ranged in a hierarchy was defined in the FRGs, which reflect the order of the differ-

ent barriers provided in the plant design to prevent radioactive releases. The follow-

ing ranking of the critical safety was adopted:

1. Subcriticality

2. Core cooling

3. Heat sink -.

4. Reactor coolant system integrity

5. Containment integrity

6. Reactor coolant system inventory

The FRG procedures identify a hierarchy of plant alignments and system operations

which can mitigate the challenge to the safety objectives. Standard success paths

are the preferred option for several challenges. These use standard equipment in its

normal design mode. For extreme challenges, non-standard success paths may be

tried in which equipment is used in a manner different from its intended function,

possibly in combination with other equipment. It is recognised that this may entail an

economic penalty, which must be weighted against the safety benefit.

The complexity of severe accident sequences and the uncertainties associated with

the phenomenology of such accidents necessitate that such procedures are written

in simple terms and put reliance on achieving operation of the installed plant sys-

tems to the maximum level of performance and independently of the accident se-

quence. :

b) Bevond-Emeroencv Response Restoration Guidelines (BERG)

If the FRG procedures fail to mitigate a challenge, the loss of a function will lead to a

challenge to a higher priority function or a challenge to a barrier to the release of ra- í

dioactive material. Perhaps the most important in this regard is an uncontrolled %

challenge to the core cooling function, which is considered to threaten the integrity A

of the fuel and the reactor vessel sufficiently to initiate a progressive change of pri-

ority: from protection of the integrity of the fuel and the primary circuit to protection of

the containment integrity. í

:

Í
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After the Chernobyl accident Westinghouse started to develop a strategy and proce-
dures (BERG procedures) that shall mitigate the consequences of a core melt situ-
ation. The BERG procedures have at that time been introduced in the Ringhals-2, -3
and -4 nuclear power plants in Sweden.

The BERG procedures concentrate on maintaining the containment integrity as a
last barrier. The concerns addressed thus are:

prevention of containment basemat penetration by water level control in
the containment (flooding of cavity)

prevention of late containment overpressure by containment pressure
control (recirculation, spray, venting)

hydrogen control (recombination, venting)

direct containment heating

establishment of a preferred long-term heat removal configuration

The BERG procedures overlap with the ERG, yet they should be initiated as soon f»s
v: it becomes apparent that the reactor vessel probably may fail. It is admitted that the
! correct time to switch from the ERG to the BERG procedures is difficult to predict
> because of the uncertainty in the behaviour of a molten core.
if

j 4.2 The Siemens/KWU Approach

' • The German rules and regulations require that in plant design no credit is taken for
operator action during the first 30 minutes following a design basis accident and for
10 hours following an accident or an external event with low probability of occur-
rence. These design requirements result in a high degree of automation of the
plant's safety systems and give the plant operator in general adequate time to as-

r sess and analyse the situation before initiating corrective measures to bring the
_ plant into safe and stable conditions.

;•;. The procedure concept for design basis events combines both event-oriented and
| safety-oriented procedures. By this combination the operator is required to con-
|i stantly check the plant safety by some plant parameters while conducting the actions
| according to the event-oriented procedures. If the event sequence should not pro-
I ceed as anticipated, it is estimated that shifting to the safety-oriented procedures
;; would still be possible in time (see Fig.2).
!•!
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Critical Safety Function Monitoring
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Fig. 2 Structure of Siemens/KWU Emergency Operating Procedures
(from/3/)

a) Event-Oriented Procedures

Operating procedures for design basis events were conceived on an event-oriented
basis, a type of procedures which is still considered by this supplier as the basic op-
erating procedures for emergency situations. For a modem Convoy plant they cover
about 20 predefined operational malfunctions and 30 accident scenarios 131.

b) Critical Safety Function-Oriented Procedures

More recently, supplemental function-oriented type EOPs were developed by Sie-
mens to cope with unforeseen event combinations. The operating manual defines
plant parameters assigned to each critical safety function and the criteria for a safe
plant state. Safety function-oriented operator actions are only required if these crite-
ria cannot be met anymore. Unlike the event-oriented procedures these EOPs do not
follow a strict procedural format with detailed specification of individual components.
H is rather left to the discretion of the plant operator to take the necessary, urgent
and effective actions based on his personal assessment of the situation. A pre-
requisite for this approach is a high degree of operator responsibility, good knowl-
edge of the plant and extensive training.

To provide the plant operator with an aide to identify and to diagnose the event, a
modular emergency procedure concept was recently developed and is being intro-
duced in tome plants in Germany and Spain by Siemens that makes use of today's
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electronics word and graphic processing systems 141. On the more recent German
PWRs a computer assisted process information system (PRISCA®) is available for
this purpose.

c) Accident Management Procedures

As one of the results of the overall plant safety review after the Chernobyl accident,
the German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) concluded that the remaining risk of
low probability event sequences should be further minimized by plant specific acci-
dent management measures and procedures. A scope of about 40 potential meas-
ures were identified by the utility owner group, however each utility must determine
the necessary accident management measures for its nuclear plants. However, li-
censing authorities have required that secondary and primary side feed and bleed
measures to avoid a HP core meltdown and containment venting to prevent an un-
controlled containment failure must be included in the first place.

Accident management procedures are contained in a separate Accident Manage-
ment Manual (AMM) which consists of a total of 3 volumes where the 3rd volume is
entirely dedicated to the AMPs. In this volume the AMPs are classified according to

j the individual safety objectives. All safety objective oriented procedures are struc-
i tured in the same way for ergonomie reasons. Due to the unusual kind of the re-
; quired actions and the short interventions times the AMPs must be clear and pre-

cise. Step programs are used therefore as far as possible. When more than one type
of action is possible for one of these objectives, a decision logic is available for se-
lecting the optimum measure. The chapters devoted to the individual accident man-
agement measures will for example describe in detail:

1. Objective of each measure (incl. tasks, required personnel, systems and
time, grace periods, etc.)

2. Detailed instructions for diagnosis of plant state

3. Strategy (action modules, individual actions, background information)

: 4. Detailed instructions for action modules

| Work on the AMP* along this procedure format is currently under way at all German

I nuclear power plant*.
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4.3 The French Approach

a) APE Procedures to Prevent Core Damage

Since the early 80's, EOF and Framatome have been developing state-oriented

EOPs - the APE Procedures - designed to enable the operators to mitigate accidents

resulting from a combination of events and equipment or human failures They are

based on the following functional objectives:

secured primary circuit v/ater inventory, subcriticality and residual heat

removal

secured secondary circuit integrity and water inventory

secured containment integrity

All possible NSSS configurations following failures are gathered into a limited num-

ber of plant states easily characterized by measurable data, e.g. RPV vessel water

level, saturation margin, steam generator water levels, radioactivity, safety systems

availability

After having defined a hierarchy between the respective functional objectives and

the corresponding actions required for each plant state, these were summarized in

"objective" and "state/action" matrixes, so as to achieve a suitable presentation of

the operating documents.

The APE documents set comprises notably four EOPs (ECP1 to 4) for primary side

accidents, and two (ECS1 to 2) for secondary side accidents (see Fig 3). Each pro-

cedure has its own functional objectives, and can be used throughout the critical

transient to reach the desired end state. The stand-alone EOPs are ranked accord-

ing to the increasing severity of the plant degradation

At the beginning of the transient, the operator selects the appropriate EOP through a

diagnosis procedure. The safety engineer assures human redundancy by continu-

ously monitoring the state parameters and systems availability with his own SPE

procedure. He might thus decide to switch from the current APE procedure to a

higher-level one if the situation gets worse.
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Fig. 3 Application of EDF State Oriented and AM Procedures
(from /4/)

The APE procedures feature a looped structure with two levels, enabling the opera-
tor to adapt the operation to the NSSS state at any time:

the re-orientation level allows r. periodical diagnosis of the plant state; it
thus helps the operator to correct his errors and ensures the detection of
possible failures.

the substitution level proposes substitute actions to the operator in case
of system failures; the alternatives are ranked according to their decreas-
ing ease of use and their increasingly adverse possible consequences on
the plant.

Validation programs have shown that this kind of procedures provides quite optimal
strategies, even for simple accidents, and is very efficient for managing complex
situations. The APE procedures allow the operators to adapt themselves to any kind
of accident or combination of incidents.

They are already used at four 1300 MWe plants (Cattenom-4, Golfech-1, Peniy-1
and -2), and will be introduced in all the other 900 and 1300 MWe French units.

b) Severe Accident Management Guidelines

The French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and EOF have developed GIAG
(Severe Accident Intervention Guidelines) operating guidelines to cope with severe
accident consequences (see Fig. 3). Their aim is to maintain the containment safety
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as long as possible after failure of the first and the second barriers has become ob-
vious, in order to gain time for implementing emergency plans, and to avoid or
minimize radioactivity releases.

Because of the lack of essential measurement data (extreme conditions in the con-
tainment, destructions), the basic idea is to select the required actions according to
the availability of the plant systems. The GIAG are based upon developing the un-
derstanding of the severe accident phenomenology, and take into account the fact
that accident management priorities might be conflicting. The result is a predefined
"system/action" matrix simple to use even under high stress conditions, but which
allows some adaptations by the crisis team.

The criterion for applying the GIAG guidelines is the detection of core-melt by use of
both core outlet thermocouples and of the instrument measuring the containment
emission rate. The main aims are quite similar to those of the BERG procedures:

protect the containment structure (maximum spray, use of venting system)

reduce the radioactive releases (deposition, water plug, localization and

fix of the leaks at the penetrations)

* - remove the decay heat from the containment

, - delay or prevent concrete raft perforation

avoid worsening the situation for hydrogen detonation, steam explosion
and direct heating by maintaining low RPV pressure, slow flow increase

! and by using borated water preferably to clear water, since these phe-

nomena are mainly out of the operators control.

It must be pointed out that severe accident management guidelines are really con-
sistent with the EOPs. Application of the GIAG is based on criteria defined at SPE
level (permanent monitoring procedure used by the safety engineer) during applica-
tion of ECP4 (APE approach). Most of the strategies (safety functions and system

: operating modes) are to be considered n expansions of the EOPs.

5. Conclusions

Using emergency operating procedures of three major reactor suppliers and utilities,
it is shown that significant efforts were undertaken following the two major accidents
in civilian nuclear power plants with the aim to further minimize the risk of beyond
design basis accidents and even to mitigate the consequences thereof.
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